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Air 2030
Neue Kampfflugzeuge
F-35A und
bodengestützte
Luftverteidigung Patriot
zum Schutz der Schweiz

Es geht nicht nur darum, den F-35A und Patriot für die Luftwaffe, die Armee oder das VBS zu beschaffen. Es
geht vielmehr um den Schutz unseres Landes und der in der Schweiz lebenden Menschen. Und es geht um die
Sicherheit der Infrastruktur, welche nötig ist, damit unsere Gesellschaft, unser Staat und unsere Wirtschaft
funktionieren.

Luftverteidigung als
Gesamtsystem

Unter Luftverteidigung versteht man alle Massnahmen, die ergriffen werden, um einen bestimmten Grad an
Kontrolle über den Luftraum zu erreichen, nämlich eine (räumlich-zeitlich begrenzte) Luftüberlegenheit oder
sogar die Luftherrschaft. So steht es in den Führungsreglementen der Armee. Was aber bedeutet das für die
Schweiz? Die vorliegende Broschüre dient dazu, den Begriff Luftverteidigung anhand der folgenden Fragen
näher zu erklären:

Bundesrätin Viola Amherd, Chefin VBS
(Broschüre abrufbar unter:
file:///C:/Users/Standard/Downloads/Air2030_Broschuere_Populaerfassung_d%20(5).pdf)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Welche Bedeutung hat der Luftraum im Allgemeinen und für
die Schweiz im Besonderen?
Welche Bedrohungen existieren im und aus dem Luftraum?
Welche Aufgaben erfüllt die Luftwaffe in den verschiedenen Lagen?
Schutz des Luftraums
Schutz

(Broschüre abrufbar unter:
file:///C:/Users/Standard/Downloads/Luftverteidigung-als-Gesamtsystem-d%20(1).pdf)

colliaziun@vtg.admin.ch Schweizer Armee
Liebe Leserinnen und Leser
April 2022
Sonderausgabe UkraineKrieg
Am 24. Februar 2022 ist geschehen, was zwölf Tage zuvor durch den amerikanischen Nachrichtendienst
angekündigt, aber trotzdem nur wenige wirklich für möglich gehalten haben. Der Krieg ist zurück in Europa.
Russische Truppen haben im Morgengrauen die Grenzen zur Ukraine überschritten.
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Eine unmittelbare militärische Bedrohung der Schweiz ist derzeit unwahrscheinlich; hingegen wächst nach wie
vor die Bedrohung im Cyberraum. Mittelfristig können indirekte Konsequenzen zu Versorgungsengpässen in
Europa und damit auch der Schweiz führen, beispielsweise punkto Gas und Getreide.
Die Schweiz unterstützt die notleidende ukrainische Bevölkerung in der Ukraine und in den Anrainerstaaten
mit Hilfsgütern im Umfang von rund 25 Tonnen. Die Humanitäre Hilfe des Bundes lieferte zu Beginn des Monats
März dringend benötigtes Material sowie von der Armeeapotheke zur Verfügung gestellte medizinische
Hilfsgüter nach Polen. Von der Flüchtlingswelle aus der Ukraine in Richtung Westen ist auch die Schweiz
betroffen; die Armee stellt dem Staatsekretariat für Migration (SEM) Unterkünfte für Kriegsflüchtlinge zur
Verfügung.
In unserem Bericht «Zukunft der Bodentruppen» aus dem Jahr 2019 wird ein Konfliktbild beschrieben, wie wir
es aktuell in der Ukraine sehen. Konventionelle Mittel werden einerseits zum Aufbau einer Drohkulisse genutzt,
andererseits werden mit ihnen Tatsachen geschaffen. Kriege werden nicht ausschliesslich im Cyber-Raum
geführt, sondern zuletzt immer auch am Boden ausgetragen; Cyber ersetzt nicht die bestehenden
Bedrohungen, sondern macht diese noch gefährlicher. Jene, die aber meinen, dass der aktuelle Krieg ein Beleg
dafür sei, dass man sich lediglich auf einen Konflikt im klassischen Sinn vorzubereiten hat, liegen ebenfalls
falsch.
Präsident Putin zeigt uns, was man unter "hybrider Kriegsführung" zu verstehen hat: Die eigenen Absichten
verschleiern, die Grenze zwischen Krieg und Frieden verwischen, militärischen und politischen Druck mit
Desinformation kombinieren, klassische und verdeckte Militäreinsätze zu vermischen, Cyberangriffe und
Propaganda lancieren.
Aus dem Krieg in der Ukraine lassen sich drei Erkenntnisse ableiten:
•
•
•

Das Gesamtsystem Schweizer Armee muss antizipieren können. Unterstützt wird die Armee dabei vom
Nachrichtendienst des Bundes NDB und vom militärischen Nachrichtendienst MND;
Die Landesverteidigung bleibt die Raison d’être der Armee. Wir müssen den Mut haben, die
Vorbereitungen auf diese Art von Einsätzen wieder konsequent ins Zentrum zu stellen;
Die Milizarmee muss über die entsprechenden Mittel und Ressourcen verfügen. Mit den drei Berichten
«Air 2030», «Zukunft der Bodentruppen» und «Gesamtkonzeption Cyber» verfügen wir über die
nötigen Grundlagen, um die Armee fit für die Zukunft zu machen. Damit sie auch in Zukunft helfen,
schützen und kämpfen kann.
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Überraschende Ereignisse hat es in der Menschheitsgeschichte immer gegeben und wird es auch in Zukunft
noch geben. Die Armee muss in der Lage sein, auf solche Überraschungen zu reagieren. Die Voraussetzung
dafür ist Handlungsfreiheit und Resilienz. Beides hat man aber nur, wenn wir in allen Bereichen über Reserven
verfügen, sei es in Form von Material und Geräten, Infrastruktur und Personal, aber auch im Denken.
Korpskommandant Thomas Süssli
nzz.ch
21.04.2022

Warum wurde die
Regierung vom Krieg
dermassen überrascht?
Jetzt stellt das
Parlament die
zuständigen Bundesräte
zur Rede

Der Geheimdienst und das Fedpol kommunizieren nicht miteinander, informieren den Bundesrat unzureichend
– und dieser vergisst, dass das Land einen Armeechef hat. Die parlamentarische Oberaufsicht kritisiert die
Regierung scharf.

beat_benz_78@
bluewin.ch
21.04.2022

«Russische Invasion in
die Ukraine 2022»

Verein der Freunde der Luftwaffe – VFL
AUS AKTUELLEM ANLASS
«Russische Invasion in die Ukraine 2022»
Dienstag, 3. Mai 2022 19:30 Uhr
Anmeldung: bis 2. Mai 2022 E-Mail an: info@airforcecenter.ch oder Infozentrale (044 824 55 11)
Kosten: CHF 15.00 pro Person / Barbezahlung direkt beim Referenten / Betrag kommt dem Museum zu Gute
Referent: Beat Benz
Ort: Flieger-Flab-Museum Dübendorf
Überlandstrasse 271, 8600 Dübendorf
Zeiten: 19:00 Türöffnung / 19:30 Vortragsbeginn, Vortragsdauer: ca. 90 Minuten
Achtung: Anzahl Teilnehmer ist auf 50 beschränkt

admin.ch
20.04.2022

Schweizer Armee an
internationaler CyberÜbung

Zur Zeit ist die Schweiz Teil der internationalen Cyber-Übung «Locked Shields», die vom Cooperative Cyber
Defence Center of Excellence in Tallinn organisiert wird. Cyber-Fachkräfte der Schweizer Armee trainieren
dabei mit Teams aus 33 Nationen die Abwehr von Cyberangriffen in einem hybriden Konflikt.

(Vollständiger registrierpflichtiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/warum-wurde-die-regierung-vom-krieg-dermassen-ueberrascht-die-gpdel-stellt-diezustaendigen-bundesraete-zur-rede-ld.1680185?kid=nl167_2022-4-21&ga=1&mktcid=nled&mktcval=167_2022-0421&reduced=true)

(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.admin.ch/gov/de/start/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen.msg-id-88083.html)
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bulletin-1.ch
Dr. Peter Forster
20.04.2022

Wien: F-35-Lob für
Finnland und die
Schweiz

Exzerpt:
Wenn Brigadier Philipp Eder, Leiter Abteilung Militärstrategie im österreichischen Verteidigungsministerium
Finnland und der Schweiz ein grosses Lob ausspricht, dann kommt das aus berufenem Mund. Vom Magazin
“MilitärAktuell” gefragt, ob ein Offensivpotential für kleine Länder wie Österreich “überhaupt realisierbar” sei,
antwortet er:
“Natürlich, denken wir an Finnland und die Schweiz, die sich für die Beschaffung von F-35-Kampfflugzeugen
entschieden haben, weil diese Jets dank ihrer Stealth-Technologie weitgehend unentdeckt in feindliches Gebiet
eindringen und dort – oder mit weitreichender Präzisionsmunition sogar aus dem eigenen Luftraum – Ziele
bekämpfen können.”
“Allein schon die Tatsache, dass ein Gegner übers solche Mittelverfügt und sie jederzeit zum Einsatz bringen
könnte, wirkt abhaltend und bindet bei einem Aggressor massiv Kapazitäten.”
Den letzten Satz muss man sich auf der Zunge zergehen lassen. Was ist das anderes als Dissuasion,
Abschreckung, wie sie in der Schweizer Armee Jahrzehnte lang als Grundlage galt?
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://bulletin-1.ch/wien-f-35-lob-fuer-finnland-und-die-schweiz/)

nebelspalter.ch
Claudio Zanetti
19.04.2022

Die Schweiz war eine
Armee : Der Weg zur
Kriegsuntauglichkeit

Einst galt die Schweizer Armee als eine der schlagkräftigsten Truppen der Welt. Respektiert und gefürchtet.
Heute könnte sie bei einem Krieg nur noch schwer Widerstand leisten. Wie kam es so weit? Teil 1 vom Weg
zur Kriegsuntauglichkeit.
(Vollständiger kostenpflichtiger Blog Teil 1 abrufbar unter:
https://www.nebelspalter.ch/die-schweiz-war-eine-armee-der-weg-zur-kriegsuntauglichkeit)
(Vollständiger kostenpflichtiger Blog Teil 2 «Die Linken wollten die Armee nur halbieren, die «Bürgerlichen» haben sie
gesechstelt. Teil 2 vom Weg zur Kriegsuntauglichkeit.» abrufbar unter:
https://www.nebelspalter.ch/verlust-des-wehrwillens-der-weg-zur-kriegsuntauglichkeit)
(Vollständiger kostenpflichtiger Blog Teil 3 «Der Weg zur Kriegsuntauglichkeit» abrufbar unter:
https://www.nebelspalter.ch/aus-den-augen,-aus-dem-sinn-der-weg-zur-kriegsuntauglichkeit)
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nzz.ch
Georg Häsler
19.04.2022

admin.ch
19.04.2022

Die Schweiz und die
Nato – wie viel
Kooperation ist
möglich?

Eine Annäherung an das nordatlantische Verteidigungsbündnis gewinnt an Zustimmung. Die wichtigste
Voraussetzung für eine vertieftere Zusammenarbeit ist eine starke Schweizer Armee.

Projektbericht VBS 2021

Das Eidgenössische Departement für Verteidigung, Bevölkerungsschutz und Sport (VBS) hat seinen
Projektbericht 2021 publiziert. Der Bericht erscheint jährlich und gibt Auskunft über den aktuellen Stand der
wichtigsten Top-Projekte des Departementes per 31. Dezember.

(Vollständiger registrierpflichtiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/die-schweiz-und-die-nato-wie-viel-kooperation-ist-moeglich-ld.1679697)

(Dokument abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/dokumente/projektberichte.detail.document.html/vbsinternet/de/documents/projektberichte/Projektbericht_VBS_2021_d.pdf.html)

blick.ch
17.04.2022

svp.ch
SR Werner Salzmann
15.04.2022

So denkt die Schweiz
über Krieg und
Neutralität
Das Volk will aufrüsten
Die Initiative gegen den
F-35 wäre heute
chancenlos
Das zeigt eine
repräsentative Umfrage.

EIN MUST!

Die militärische
Unverletzlichkeit
unseres Landes können
nur wir selbst
garantieren.

Die Schweiz ist ein neutrales Land, das seine Unverletzlichkeit selbst sicherstellen muss. Kooperationen ändern
nichts daran, dass wir unsere Armee auf den schlimmsten Fall vorbereiten müssen. Aus diesem Grund sind die
Fähigkeitslücken in der Verteidigung unseres Landes so rasch wie möglich zu schliessen.

Das neue Sicherheitsbedürfnis führt dazu, dass die Schweizerinnen und Schweizer mit einer Mehrheit von 54
Prozent den Kauf der F-35-Kampfjets gerne vorziehen und die SP-Initiative nicht abwarten möchten.
(Vollständige repräsentative Umfrage abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/ausland/so-denkt-die-schweiz-ueber-krieg-und-neutralitaet-das-volk-will-aufruestenid17412974.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2022-04-17)

(Vollständige Stellungnahme Ständerat Werner Salzmann, Präsident SiK SR abrufbar unter:
https://www.svp.ch/news/artikel/editorials/die-militaerische-unverletzlichkeit-unseres-landes-koennen-nur-wir-selbstgarantieren/)
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CdA
Kkdt Thomas Süssli
14.04.2022

Air2030 – Machen wir
uns nichts vor!

«Die Alternative zum F-35A ist kein europäisches Flugzeug, sondern KEIN Flugzeug»

nzz.ch
Konrad Hummler
14.04.2022

Für eine
Zusammenarbeit mit
der Nato auf
Augenhöhe

Die Nato wird die einzige wirksame Sicherheitsinstanz auf dem europäischen Kontinent bleiben. Für die
Schweiz empfiehlt sich nicht ein Beitritt, sondern Kooperation und Interoperabilität. Die Luftverteidigung des
Alpenraums könnte jene Leistung der Schweiz sein, mit der die Nato für den übergeordneten Bereich
abgegolten wird.

CdA Kkdt Thomas Süssli anlässlich der Veranstaltung «Dialog CdA-Miliz-Org vom 14.04.2022 in Bern

(Vollständiger registrierpflichtiger Meinungsartikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/fuer-eine-zusammenarbeit-mit-der-nato-auf-augenhoehe-ld.1679241)

parlament.ch
13.04.2022

22.3367 Motion
Schrittweise Erhöhung
der Armeeausgaben
Eingereicht von SiK NR

Der Bundesrat unterstützt eine schrittweise Erhöhung der Armeeausgaben ab 2023. Im Hinblick auf das in der
Motion erwähnte Ziel (Erhöhung Armeeausgaben bis 2030 auf mindestens 1% des BIP) wird der Bundesrat die
Entwicklung der Armeeausgaben im Lichte der Gesamtausgaben des Bundeshaushaltes laufend beurteilen. Der
Bundesrat beantragt die Annahme der Motion.

admin.ch
13.04.2022

Cyberfähigkeiten der
Armee: Umfassender
Eigenschutz und
flexibler Einsatz

An seiner Sitzung vom 13. April 2022 hat der Bundesrat die «Gesamtkonzeption Cyber» der Armee zur Kenntnis
genommen. Sie zeigt auf, über welche Fähigkeiten die Armee im Cyber- und elektromagnetischen Raum (CER)
sowie in der Informations- und Kommunikationstechnologie (IKT) verfügen muss. Die Konzeption schafft die
Grundlage für die Digitalisierung der Truppe, stärkt den Eigenschutz vor Angriffen aus dem Cyber- und
elektromagnetischen Raum und gibt neue Möglichkeiten für Unterstützungsleistungen.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.admin.ch/gov/de/start/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen.msg-id-88018.html)

vtg.admin.ch
13.04.2022

Gesamtkonzeption
Cyber

EIN MUST!
Konzeption der Weiterentwicklung der Fähigkeiten der Schweizer Armee im Cyber und elektromagnetischen
Raum bis Mitte der 2030er Jahre
(Konzeptdokumentation abrufbar unter:
file:///C:/Users/Standard/Downloads/86_084_d_Gesamtkonzeption_Cyber_11-2-22%20(1).pdf)
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tamedia.ch
13.04.2022

Calmy-Rey und Blocher
im Streitgespräch

Exzerpt:
Frau Calmy-Rey, sind Sie einverstanden, dass wir mehr Geld investieren müssten?
Calmy-Rey: Armeechef Thomas Süssli sagte kürzlich ich Ihrer Zeitung, dass die Schweizer Armee in einem Krieg
nur ein paar Wochen durchhalten würde. Wenn das stimmt, sind wir tatsächlich nicht gut aufgestellt. Der Krieg
in der Ukraine erhöht zweifellos die Instabilität auf dem europäischen Kontinent. Aus diesem Grund halte ich es
für sinnvoll, eine Erhöhung des Armeebudgets in Betracht zu ziehen.
(Vollständiges registrierpflichtiges Streitgespräch abrufbar unter:
https://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/christoph-du-machst-ein-durcheinander-gratulation-du-hast-gewonnen-728234871979)

vbs.admin.ch
April 2022

Internationale
Kooperation in der
Sicherheitspolitik der
Schweiz

Die internationale Kooperation ist schon länger ein zentrales Element der Schweizer Sicherheitspolitik.

Heinrich L. Wirz, Oberst
a D, Militärpublizist
11.04.2022

Exzerpt:
Parlamentarische
Vorstösse mit
Suchbegriff „F-35“ im
Titel / Stand 11.04.2022

(Vollständiges Dokument «Parlamentarische Vorstösse mit Suchbegriff „F-35“ im Titel / Stand 11.04.2022» abrufbar im
Anhang zu diesem Versandmail Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2022-34)

bulletin-1.ch
Dr. Peter Forster
10.04.2022

“F-35 bis 2027” geht
zügig voran

In der Schweizer Militärpolitik hat das Projekt “F-35 bis 2027” mächtig Fahrt aufgenommen. Die Idee, dass die
mutwillige GSoA-Verzögerungsinitiative gegen das amerikanische Flugzeug dessen Auslieferung nicht
behindern soll, nimmt nun bis zum Zeitplan Gestalt an. Bürgerliche Parlamentarier rechnen im besten Fall sogar
mit der Unterzeichnung des Vertrages non in diesem Jahr. Das hiesse: In Forth Worth, Texas, könnten die ersten
Schweizer F-35A wie ursprünglich geplant 2027 ausgeliefert werden. Und Lockheed Martin würde die
Produktion der 36 Maschinen der 5. Generation wäre wie vorgesehen 2030 abschliessen.

(Factsheet Internationale Zusammenarbeit SIPOL abrufbar unter:
file:///C:/Users/Standard/Downloads/Fact-Sheet-Internationale-Kooperation-SIPOL-d%20(1).pdf)

(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://bulletin-1.ch/biss-f-35-bis-2027geht-zuegig-voran/)

aargauerzeitung.ch
09.04.2022

Mehr Mittel für die
Armee: MitteNationalrat bringt

Die Armee soll zwei Milliarden Franken mehr erhalten, fordern die Bürgerlichen. Wie das finanziert werden
soll, ist unklar. Aus der Mitte kommt ein brisanter Vorschlag.
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blick.ch
09.04.2022

Divisionär Peter Merz,
Kdt Luftwaffe
08.04.2022

überraschende
Geldquelle ins Spiel – zu
Lasten der Kantone

(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.aargauerzeitung.ch/schweiz/verteidigung-mehr-mittel-fuer-die-armee-mitte-nationalrat-bringtueberraschende-geldquelle-ins-spiel-zulasten-der-kantone-ld.2273734)

«Zum Schutz der
Schweiz»
Nato-Zusammenarbeit
ist kein Tabu mehr

Schweizer Kampfjets sollen im Ausland an Nato-Übungen teilnehmen, fordert FDP-Präsident Thierry Burkart.
Was früher zu einem Aufschrei geführt hatte, stösst heute bei vielen Politikern auf Zustimmung. Die Debatte
über eine neue Schweizer Neutralität läuft heiss.

Handout Referat
Air2030
Hauptversammlung Pro
Flugplatz Meiringen

Präsentation «Luftverteidigung der Zukunft - Neue Systeme für die Schweiz»

FDP-Präsident Burkart
will engere
Zusammenarbeit mit
Nato

Thierry Burkart fordert im Zuge des Ukraine-Krieges eine engere Anbindung der Schweiz an die Nato. Dem FDPPräsidenten schweben etwa gemeinsame Manöver vor. Mit dieser Forderung steht er nicht alleine da.

Das Ende der IgelSchweiz: Die
Zusammenarbeit mit
der Nato muss massiv
verstärkt werden

Die schweizerische Sicherheitspolitik ist in einer Sackgasse. Der Angriff Russlands auf die Ukraine offenbart
dies schonungslos. Wir brauchen neue Wege im Felde möglicher sicherheitspolitischer Kooperationen und in
unserer Streitkräfteplanung.

Si vis pacem para
bellum - Stop GSoA

Wollen die Gegner der Armee die Lehren aus den aktuellen Ereignissen nicht freiwillig ziehen, so dürfen wir
keine Rücksicht auf opportunistische Armee-Abschaffer nehmen.

(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/zum-schutz-der-schweiz-nato-zusammenarbeit-ist-kein-tabu-mehr-id17391056.html)

(Anmerkung Redaktion: Bitte beachten Sie hierbei das gewisse Folien wegen Klassifizierungsgründen entfernt werden
mussten.)
(Handout Referat Air2030 abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem Versandmail Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2022-34)
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aargauerzeitung.ch
08.04.2022

nzz.ch
08.04.2022

brisant@
schweizerzeit.ch

(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.aargauerzeitung.ch/news-service/inland-schweiz/neutralitaet-fdp-praesident-burkart-will-engerezusammenarbeit-mit-nato-ld.2274134)

(Registrierpflichtiger Gastkommentar Thierry Burkart abrufbar unter:
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/das-ende-der-igel-schweiz-die-zusammenarbeit-mit-der-nato-muss-massiv-verstaerktwerden-ld.1678256)

08.4.2022
(Stellungnahme von Hermann Lei, Kantonsrat Frauenfeld, abrufbar unter:
https://mailchi.mp/schweizerzeit/newsletter-brisant-vom-241594?e=fa9908f4fe)

vbs.admin.ch
08.04.2022

Übung mit
Helikopterflügen beim
Kernkraftwerk Leibstadt

Am Montag, 11. April trainieren Einsatzkräfte des Bundes und des Kernkraftwerks Leibstadt den Lufttransport
von Notfallmaterial. Dabei kommt es während des ganzen Tages zu Flugbewegungen mit SuperpumaHelikoptern der Luftwaffe. Verschiedene Lasten werden vom Lager Reitnau (AG) zum Kernkraftwerk
transportiert und dort an definierten Absetzpunkten auf dem KKW-Gelände platziert. Die Lärmbelastung für
die Bevölkerung wird möglichst gering gehalten.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/content/vbs-internet/de/home.detail.nsb.html/87947.html)

Militärpolitische
Nachrichten Schweiz
(MNS)
Konrad Alder, 8713
Uerikon
01.04.2022

Leserbrief Artikel «Wir
müssen besser zu den
Leuten durchdringen»,
Interview Zeno
Geisseler und Daniel
Fritzsche mit Priska
Seiler Graf in der NZZ
vom 01.04.2022, Seite
11

Genug geschrieben – Nun ist entschiedenes Handeln angesagt!

vtg.admin.ch

Das Milizsystem
erhalten

Die Armee hat 100 000 Positionen, die durch Armeeangehörige besetzt werden müssen; das ist der
Sollbestand. Diese Positionen müssen besetzt sein, damit die Armee ihre Aufgaben gemäss dem Leistungsprofil
erfüllen kann, das 2018 mit der Weiterentwicklung der Armee definiert wurde. Eine genügende Alimentierung
der Armee in qualitativer Hinsicht liegt dann vor, wenn für jede Position mindestens ein Armeeangehöriger

Als Mitglied der Sicherheitspolitischen Kommission und als sicherheitspolitische Sprecherin der SP Schweiz
weiss NR Priska Seiler Graf nach sorgfältigem Studium des VBS-Berichts «Zukunft der Bodentruppen»
zweifellos, dass ein Ersatz unserer bodengestützten Luftverteidigung im Nah- und Mittleren Bereich sowie bei
der Drohnenabwehr bereits angedacht ist und es lediglich am notwendigen Etat, mit Sicherheit aber nicht an
weiteren, zeitverzögernden «sicherheitspolitischen Analysen» fehlt. Immer wieder erstaunlich auch ihre
«argumentative Beweglichkeit». Wollte sie ursprünglich ein Schulflugzeug mit selbst für den Luftpolizeidienst
ungenügender Leistung beschaffen, empfahl sie im Rahmen der Referendumsabstimmung im September 2020
der Wählerschaft implizit ganz auf ein neues Kampfflugzeug zu verzichten. Um nach der knapp verloren
gegangenen Abstimmung und der Bekanntgabe der F-35A-Beschaffung durch den Bundesrat im Lichte der sich
abzeichnenden Eidg. Volksinitiative «Stopp F-35» unseren StimmbürgerInnen danach ein in unserer Evaluation
ausgeschiedenes europäisches Modell schmackhaft zu machen. Und das selbst bei einem klar tieferen Nutzen
bei gleichzeitig höheren Kosten! Fazit: Wer als Nationalrat und Sipol-Sprecherin der SP Schweiz im Programm
Air2030 aus parteiideologischen und Karriere-Gründen einen solchen Zickzackkurs fährt, gehört nicht in die SiK,
aber noch weniger in den Regierungsrat des Kantons Zürich.
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eingeteilt ist, der die für die Funktion notwendige Ausbildung absolviert hat und den dazu erforderlichen Grad
bekleidet.
(Broschüre abrufbar unter:
https://www.vtg.admin.ch/content/vtg-internet/de/media/publikationen/broschueren-flyer.download/vtginternet/de/publications/broschueren-flyer/81_316_d_Broschuere_ARMA_21.pdf)

Luft- und Marineluftstreitkräfte sowie strategische und weitere luftgestützte
Einsatzmittel

embraer.com
20.04.2022

BRA:
Embraer delivers last
modernized AF-1B
fighterjet to-the
Brazilian Navy

Embraer delivered today the last modernized AF-1 fighter jet (AF-1B) to the Brazilian Navy. The ceremony was
held at Embraer's industrial unit in Gavião Peixoto, in São Paulo state. Under the AF-1 program (the Navy
designation for the McDonnell Douglas A-4 Skyhawk), seven subsonic fighter jets were modernized – five
single-seater AF-1Bs and two two-seaters AF-1Cs. The AF-1 is an intercept and attack aircraft operated from
airfields or aircraft carriers as a vector for the fleet's air defense. The Brazilian Navy's modernized aircraft
received new navigation, weapons, power generation, computers, tactical communication, and sensor
systems, including a state-of-the-art multi-mode radar and a new operating system. In addition to the
modernization, the revitalization of the cell was carried out, increasing the aircraft’s useful life.

janes.com
20.04.2022

USAF:
Pentagon budget 2023:
USAF secretary sheds
light on F-35s
procurement decisions

The US Air Force (USAF) cut its FY 2023 F-35A Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter procurement in exchange for other
funding priorities, as the Block 4 updates remains delayed, according to the service's top official. However, the
USAF is still asking Congress for more of the fighters.
“We had to make some difficult choices with this budget; when we looked at the attack air portfolio, we had a
number of things that we needed to do,” USAF secretary Frank Kendall told reporters at the National Press
Club in Washington, DC, on 19 April. “We needed to fully fund the Next-Generation Air Dominance [NGAD]
platform. We wanted to complete the buy of the F-15EX, which has a couple more years to go now. We need
to get on with some of our advanced air-to-air missiles like [AIM‐260 Joint Advanced Tactical Missile] JATM.”
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Among budget concerns, Kendall also said that the USAF needs the upgraded Block 4 software and hardware
for the F-35A conventional variant to meet the “pacing challenge with China, for their advanced systems”.
latribune.fr
19.04.2022

ARE/FRA:
Rafale: the
megacontract in the
United Arab Emirates
has entered into force

The United Arab Emirates has paid Dassault Aviation the first deposit, which formalizes the entry into force of
the megacontract for the purchase of 80 Rafale. It is the most important arms contract in the history of the
Fifth Republic. That is a contract of more than 16 billion euros for 80 Rafale F4 armed with the air-to-air missiles
Mica NG and cruise Black Shaheen.

defbrief.com
19.04.2022

BRA:
Brazil orders two A330s
for conversion into
MRTT multi-role tankers

The Brazilian Air Force has signed a contract with Azul SA for the delivery of two Airbus A330-200 airframes
that will be converted to the multi role transport tanker (MRTT) configuration. Azul is expected to deliver the
two airframes within the next five months, while the Brazilian defense ministry expects to start negotiations
with Airbus for the conversion of the commercial aircraft to MRTT platforms in the coming weeks. The first
MRTT is expected to start operations in 2024 with the 2º/2º Grupo de Transporte Esquadrão Corsário transport
squadron out of the Galeão air base in Rio de Janeiro. The MRTTs will introduce the in-air refueling capability,
carrying up to 111 tons of fuel and delivering it either via the ARBS refueling boom or under-wing pods for
simultaneous hose and drogue refueling.
With the A330 purchase, the Brazilian Air Force will be filling a nine-year operational gap that was created with
the retirement of the Boeing KC-137 in 2013. The largest transport aircraft Brazil currently has in service is the
KC-390 Millennium, which carries out missions of air transport of cargo and personnel, launching of
paratroopers, and airborne assault, among others, in a tactical scenario.

reuters.com
15.04.2022

ROU:
Romania suspends
military MIG-21 flights,
to speed up F-16
purchase

NATO member Romania has grounded its remaining fleet of military MiG 21 LanceR jets as of Friday given their
“considerably high accident rate” and will speed up a planned purchase of second-hand F-16s from Norway,
the defence ministry said. The move was unrelated to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, which shares a 650kilometre (400 mile) border with Romania. Romania bought its first F-16 jets from Portugal in 2016 as it works
to phase out its communist-era MiGs. The ministry said it would speed up the process to buy an additional 32
F-16 jets from Norway, which will give it an additional two air squadrons.
Romania will continue to fly its small fleet of F-16 fighter jets acquired from Portugal, the ministry said, while
allied states also have jets deployed to the country for enhanced air policing missions as part of NATO efforts
to boost its eastern flank, especially after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. “The available resources of the aircrafts
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from the three squadrons ensure ... their operation for a minimum of 10 years and will form an air capability
of transition to fifth-generation F-35 jets,” the ministry said.
airforcemag.com
13.04.2022

USAF:
Eielson Days Away from
Achieving Full
Complement of F-35s

Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska, will receive its final two F-35 strike fighters in the coming days, making it the Air
Force’s second fully-equipped combat-coded F-35 wing and the first for Pacific Air Forces. Once the beddown
is complete, Eielson will have a total of 54 strike fighters in two squadrons. Eleventh Air Force Commander Lt.
Gen. David A. Krumm told Air Force Magazine that when combined with the two squadrons of F-22s at Joint
Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska will have more operational fifth-generation assets than anywhere else in
the world.

globaltimes.cn
13.04.2022
07:48 PM

CHN:
J-20 fighter jet starts
routine training patrols
in East, South China
Seas

The J-20, China's most powerful, domestically developed stealth fighter jet, has started to patrol the East China
Sea and the South China Sea in routine training sessions, and experts said on Wednesday that the move will
enable the advanced warplane to better safeguard China's airspace security and maritime interests. With the
J-20 switching to use domestically developed engines, it has become a training routine that this type of aircraft
conducts combat patrols in the East China Sea and alert patrols in the South China Sea, Ren Yukun, head of the
discipline inspection and supervision team and a member of the leading Party group at state-owned Aviation
Industry Corporation of China (AVIC) (the J-20's manufacturer), said at a press conference on Tuesday.
It is certain that the J-20, as advanced new equipment, will appear on potential battlefields, including at sea,
particularly when advanced warplanes of the US like the F-35 and the F-22 have been flying near China, Song
Zhongping, a Chinese military expert and TV commentator, told the Global Times on Wednesday. The Eastern
and Southern Theater Commands are focal points of the PLA, as they are vital to combat preparedness in the
Taiwan Straits and the South China Sea, Song said.

saab.com
11.04.2022

SWE:
Saab Receives Order for
Gripen C/D Upgrade

Saab has received an order from the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) to ensure the continued
operation of JAS 39 Gripen C/D and to provide capability enhancements to preserve the operational relevance
of the fighter aircraft. The order value is SEK 500 million. Gripen C/D is the system that will be used for many
years to come in Sweden and in other countries that have purchased Gripen. The development is also done to
further ensure a cost-effective solution regarding construction, design and procurement. The purpose of the
order is to start implementation of the upgrade to fulfil the Swedish Armed Forces’ need to maintain the
continued high capability and availability of Gripen C/D up to 2035.

reuters.com
11.04.2022

SRB:

Serbia plans to purchase Rafale multipurpose fighter jets from France, President Aleksandar Vucic said on
Monday, which experts saw as the latest sign of Belgrade distancing itself from its traditional military supplier
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03:24 PM GMT+2

Serbia considers
purchase of Rafale jets
from France, president
says

and ally Russia. Serbia, now a candidate to join the EU, has been under pressure from Europe to scale back its
links to Moscow. It has voted against Russia three times at the United Nations since the Russian invasion of
Ukraine began in February. "We have been negotiating this purchase of 12 new jets for a year, and we are also
looking at buying another 12 used (Western) planes from another country," Vucic told Reuters. He did not
specify the type of the used planes. Serbia and Dassault Aviation discussed the purchase of the 12 Dassault
Rafale jets, France's La Tribune weekly reported last week.
In 2019 Serbia bought France's Mistral surface-to-air missiles and in 2016 it acquired helicopters from Airbus.
Croatia, which is an EU and NATO member and Serbia's wartime foe from the 1990s, also operates Rafale jets.

defensenews.com
08.04.2022
08:45 PM

USAF:
More F-35s, Compass
Call replacements make
it onto Air Force wish
list

The U.S. Air Force’s wish list for fiscal 2023 would include billions of dollars for more, brand-new F-35A fighter
jets as well as EC-37 Compass Calls aircraft, hypersonic technology tests and construction projects for bases
recovering from natural disasters.
The biggest item on the $4.6 billion unfunded priorities list, obtained by Defense News, is $979 million for
procurement of the new Compass Call electronic warfare aircraft, which will replace the decades-old EC-130H
that now performs that mission. That money would buy four used Gulfstream G550 business jets that
contractor L3Harris Technologies would transform into the new Compass Calls, as well as spare engines and
the kits and components needed for the modifications. This would bring the size of the next-generation
Compass Call fleet to 10, the request said. L3Harris, which received the Compass Call contract in 2017, began
conducting test flights of the EC-37 last August.
Another $921 million on the list would add seven more F-35As to the Air Force’s procurement request for 2023,
bringing the total procurement up to 40. These would be Block 4 F-35As with the APG-85 radar from Lot 17.
The Air Force did not include F-35As on its unfunded priorities list last year, when it procured 48 of the fighters.

cbo.gov
07.04.2022

Report Congressional
Budget Office:
Availability and Use of
F-35 Fighter Aircraft

Summary
Complementing earlier research by the Congressional Budget Office, this report examines the availability and
use of the Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) F-35 fighter aircraft. The F-35 has three variants: the F-35A,
operated by the Air Force; the F-35B, operated by the Marine Corps; and the F-35C, operated by both the Navy
and the Marine Corps.
CBO’s key findings are as follows:
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Growing Fleets. DoD currently operates about 450 F-35 aircraft and plans to operate about 2,500 of them by
the mid-2040s. F-35s began operating in 2011.
Aircraft Availability. The availability of F-35As and F-35Cs declined from 2015 to 2018 but increased in 2019
and 2020. (Availability is measured as the percentage of time an aircraft can be flown in training or on missions.)
The availability of F-35Bs has been generally increasing since the aircraft began operating in 2012. In 2021, the
availability rates of all three fleets of F-35s were higher than those of most of DoD’s other fighters. The F-35
fleets are much newer than most other fighters, and newer fleets typically have higher availability rates than
older ones.
Depot-Level Maintenance. Many of the oldest F-35s have spent long periods—totaling a year or more—
undergoing depot-level maintenance (that is, in-depth maintenance beyond the capability of personnel where
the aircraft operate), in part because DoD had to upgrade the earliest aircraft to updated operational
standards. Newer F-35s may not require as much time undergoing depot-level maintenance, because they
received the upgrades when they were manufactured.
Annual Flying Hours. Total annual flying hours for each fleet of F-35s have generally increased along with fleet
sizes. In recent years, F-35Cs have flown more hours per aircraft than have F-35As and F-35Bs. To date, all three
fleets have flown fewer hours per aircraft per year than the average annual number of hours (over the service
life of the fleet) anticipated in DoD’s plans.
Lifetime Flying Hours. All three fleets of F-35s are a mix of new aircraft with few flying hours and aircraft with
more than 1,000 lifetime flying hours.
The Effects of the Coronavirus Pandemic. Although other types of DoD’s aircraft experienced increased
availability and decreased flying hours during the initial months of the pandemic, there has been no consistent
change in either measure for the F-35 fleets since the pandemic began.
defense.gov
07.04.2022

USN:
F-35 Lightning II

Lockheed Martin Corp. is awarded a not-to-exceed $261,425,000 fixed-price incentive (firm target)
modification (P00010) to a previously awarded contract (N0001920C0009). This modification increases scope
for the procurement of long lead-time materials, parts, components, and efforts for the production of nine Lot
17 F-35C aircraft for the Navy, 13 Lot 17 F-35A aircraft and two Lot 17 F-35B aircraft for non-U.S. Department
of Defense (DOD) participants. Work is expected to be completed in May 2026.

saab.com
06.04.2022

BRA:
The First Serial
Production Gripen E
Fighters are in Brazil

The first two serial production Gripen E fighters, called F-39 Gripen by the Brazilian Air Force (FAB), are in Brazil.
The aircraft arrived in the country last Friday, April 1st, at the port of Navegantes, and today completed their
first flight in the country. The two aircraft flew from Navegantes International Airport to the Gripen Flight Test
Center at the Embraer plant in Gavião Peixoto. The flights were conducted by two Brazilian Air Force pilots,
who participated in training in Sweden. The flight to Gavião Peixoto lasted approximately 50 minutes and took
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place as planned. The new fighters will remain at the Gripen Flight Test Center until the aircraft obtain the
Military Type Certificate, thereafter they will be transferred to Anápolis for the final stages of the delivery
phase. The two fighter jets are part of the 36 Gripen aircraft acquired by the Brazilian Air Force in 2014.
austrianwings.info
06.04.2022

AUT:
Saab bietet Österreich
erneut den Gripen an

Der schwedische Saab-Konzern, der bei der letzten Abfangjäger-Ausschreibung wegen eines zu teuren
Angebots gegen Eurofighter unterlegen war, macht Österreich nun erneut ein Angebot. Schweden bietet
Österreich 12 Gripen-Einsitzer und 2 Gripen-Doppelsitzer um 900 Millionen Euro Anschaffungskosten als Ersatz
für die Eurofighter an. Experten räumen dem Angebot von Saab kaum Chancen ein. Denn Österreichs
Eurofighter sind - nicht zuletzt dank des "Darabos-Downgrades" auf dem Weltmarkt de facto völlig
unverkäuflich. Der Betrieb von zwei verschiedenen überschallschnellen Abfangjäger-Flotten (Eurofighter und
Gripen) würde logistisch keinen Sinn machen und lediglich vermeidbare Kosten verursachen. Die 900 Millionen
Euro, für die Saab die 14 Jets des Typs Gripen anbietet, wären daher wesentlich besser in die Aufrüstung
anderer Teilstreitkräfte des Heeres investiert, so Experten.

Hubschrauber und Kipprotor-Flugzeuge

globaltimes.cn
18.04.2022

CHN:
High speed, AI trends
for future helicopters:
Chinese attack chopper
designer

High speeds and artificial intelligence (AI) are among the trends in the development of future helicopters, a top
Chinese military helicopter designer said during a recent public lecture, giving a glimpse into the possibilities
of the country's next-generation choppers, which could feature completely new designs and configurations.
The world has made concrete steps in the development and application of high-speed rotorcraft, with the US
commissioning the V-22 Osprey tilt-rotor transport aircraft and conducting test flights for the S-97 Raider and
SB-1 Defiant helicopters. Within 10 years, it will be the norm for helicopters, or rotorcraft in general, to feature
high speeds, Wu Ximing, deputy head of the Chinese Aeronautical Establishment, said during the lecture
organized by the China Science and Technology Museum on Sunday. Unlike the traditional configuration of
previous helicopters, the new ones will have very different designs, including those that were made to break
the physical speed limit of about 300 kilometers an hour restricted by the traditional design, said Wu, who is
also the chief designer of the Z-10, the main battle attack helicopter used by the Chinese military.
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China's helicopter makers have reportedly conducted test flights for at least two types of helicopters with
innovative designs: one is a blended-wing body multi-rotor vertical takeoff and landing aircraft, the other is a
helicopter with a completely different, innovative design. Helicopters will also be empowered by AI, and this
means that a digital helmet or screen could replace the control levers on a helicopter, as AI could understand
voice commands from the pilot, give suggestions on flight routes, or even make independent decisions under
harsh environments or in complex missions, Wu said. "Intelligent technologies will greatly reduce the workload
of the pilot in flying the chopper." AI will enable the intelligent flight of a single helicopter, the coordinated
flight of multiple helicopters, and the autonomous carrying out of missions, according to Wu's presentation.
(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202204/1259635.shtml)

dsca.mil
14.04.2022

defense.gov
08.04.2022

NGA:
AH-1Z ATTACK
Helicopter

USN/USMC:
CH-53K helicopter

The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to the Government
of Nigeria of AH-1Z Attack Helicopter Related FMS Acquisitions and related equipment for an estimated cost
of $997 million. The Government of Nigeria has requested to buy twelve (12) AH-1Z Attack Helicopters; twentyeight (28) T-700 GE 401C engines (24 installed, 4 spares); and two thousand (2,000) Advanced Precision Kill
Weapon System (APKWS) guidance sections. Also included is Night Vision Cueing Display (NVCD); commercial
variant GPS with Standard Positioning Service (SPS); communication equipment; electronic warfare systems;
AN/AVS-9 Aviator’s Night Vision Imaging System; M197 20mm machine gun; Target Sight System (TSS) among
others. The proposed sale will better equip Nigeria to contribute to shared security objectives, promote
regional stability and build interoperability with the U.S. and other Western partners. This sale will be a major
contribution to U.S. and Nigerian security goals in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Sikorsky is awarded a $27,378,339 firm-fixed-price order (N0001922F2312) against a previously issued basic
ordering agreement (N0001919G0029). This order procures rate tooling and non-recurring engineering in
support of achieving a production quantity at full rate of up to 24 CH-53K aircraft per year. Work is expected
to be completed in September 2026.
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Unbemannte Luftfahrzeuge (UAV) und Robotik
ekathimerini.com
19.04.2022

GRC:
Athens looking to UAVs
to boost defense

Amid the progress made by Turkey in drone technology, discussions have been ongoing in Athens to counter
this threat, focusing on the supply of unmanned aerial vehicles, their construction domestically, but also antiUAV defense systems. To this end, a French proposal for the supply of new Patroller drones and anti-UAV
systems made in France was presented last week to the Hellenic National Defense General Staff (GEETHA).
However, the most advanced discussions concern the development of an Iron Dome that will shield from UAVs.
At the core of this Israeli technology is the disorientation of enemy UAVs and the ability to intervene even
when they are on a scheduled mission or simply controlled by ground stations. There are also discussions about
how to strengthen Greece’s armed forces beyond the rented Israeli HERON-1s operating from Skyros and the
old technology Sperwer and Pegasus III. In this area, too, there are discussions with Israel and the US about the
supply of MQ-9 Reapers.

defbrief.com
19.04.2022

UKR:
Aerovironment
donating more than 100
Quantix recon drones to
Ukraine

Unmanned aerial systems specialist AeroVironment says it will donate more than 100 Quantix recon unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) and operational training services to Ukraine amid the country’s ongoing war against
Russia. The first half of the donated Quantix Recon UAS shipment is expected to be delivered this week with
operational training commencing immediately, the company said. The Quantix UAS is a lightweight
reconnaissance solution that provides on-demand actionable intelligence using high-resolution, georeferenced
terrain, vegetation and infrastructure imagery. With its hybrid vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) design,
Quantix Recon combines the VTOL advantages of a multirotor drone with the range, speed and efficiency of a
fixed-wing unmanned aircraft. Featuring fully automated flight operation, the UAS can survey up to 1.6 square
kilometers (0.6 square miles), or 20 linear kilometers (12.4 miles), per 45-minute single battery flight.
AeroVironment announced the donation of Quantix drones after receiving a $19.7 million contract from the
US defense department for the delivery of RQ-20 Puma UAS for Ukraine by the end of May, this year. It is worth
noting that the company will also be delivering the Switchblade loitering missile drones to Ukraine as part of a
defense assistance package announced by the Pentagon in March this year.

tasnimnews.com
18.04.2022

IRN:
Iran Unveils New
Drones in Parade

The Iranian Army units unveiled a number of new homegrown drone systems on Monday in a military parade
marking the National Army Day. One of the major achievements put on display during the parade was the new
generation of Ababil drones, named Ababil-5. The new design of the drone’s nosecone suggests improved
aerodynamic efficiency and reduced radar cross-section. At least three Ababil-5 drones were displayed in the
event, one equipped with 4 Almas (diamond) missiles, another one carrying three Qaem bombs, and the third
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one armed with a heavy Qaem-class bomb. A new suicide drone also joined the Army’s fleet of UAVs on
Monday. The homegrown aircraft, probably called Omid (hope), is comparable with Israeli Harop drone. The
delta-wing Iranian drone is propelled by a powerful piston engine. Omid, which has joined the club of Iranian
suicide drones such as Arash, Kian and Karrar, could be flown from both ground and offshore launchers.
tasnimnews.com
18.04.2022

IRN:
Flight Test Successful
for IRGC’s Gaza Drone

The Islamic Revolution Guards Corps’ new wide-body drone passed its flight test in recent days, allowing for
the shipment of payloads weighing half a ton. The new heavy Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), named Gaza,
has come into operation after successful flight tests. The wide-body drone was unveiled in May 2021. With a
wingspan of 21 meters, Gaza weighs 3.1 tons and can carry a payload of 500 kilograms. It can be employed in
various combat, surveillance and reconnaissance missions, as well as search and rescue operations and relief
efforts after natural disasters and accidents. Gaza has a flight endurance of 35 hours, service ceiling of 35,000
feet, and operational range of 2,000 kilometers. Capable of carrying 13 bombs, Gaza can reach a velocity of
350 kilometers per hour. Military commanders say the new drone is expected to improve the IRGC force’s
intelligence dominance and capability to counter enemy threats.

asia.nikkei.com
18.04.2022

UKR/RUS:
Turkish-made drones
likely involved in
Moskva sinking

A senior Ukrainian official with direct access to information from the General Staff of the Ukrainian Armed
Forces tacitly acknowledged the involvement of medium altitude long endurance (MALE) armed Bayraktar TB2
drones. Asked whether the drones were used in the attack, the official said: "Moskva was hit by two Neptune
missiles with assistance of different equipment." A Telegram account with perceived links to Russian
paramilitary organization Wagner Group noted in a post on April 14 that the ship's defenses were diverted to
a Bayraktar TB2 drone in the sky when the Ukrainian side opened fire using anti-ship missiles. Analysts also
suggested that the TB2 drones could have been used to spot the exact location of the cruiser in the Black Sea,
enabling precision strikes against it.

jpost.com
18.04.2022

IRN:
Iran shows off Kaman22 combat drone for
first time

At a military parade in Tehran Monday, Iran publicly unveiled its Kaman-22 drone which is able to reach Israel.
The Kaman-22 is a long-range and strategic multi-functional combat drone with an operational range of over
3,000 kms., capable of flying at an altitude of 8,000 meters for more than 24 hours. According to Iran’s Fars
News, the drone is capable of carrying several types of cargo as well as four guided missiles, two unguided
bombs and other munitions. It can be used for a range of missions, including patrol, reconnaissance, data
gathering, imaging, and aerial combat with a payload of smart weapons. The drone is similar to the American
Predator MQ-1 and Reaper MQ-9 and was first unveiled last February. It’s an upgrade to Iran’s Kaman-12 drone
that was first introduced in September 2020.The upgraded drone has new combat, optical and electronic
warfare systems.
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(Ergänzende Information jpost.com vom 18.04.2022: The Islamic Republic’s defense industry is robust, and Tehran is
constantly working to improve and manufacture systems and platforms that can threaten Israel and other countries in
the region. It has been building its fleet of homegrown armed and unarmed unmanned aircraft since 1984 and has 48
different models with very advanced operational capabilities. Iran’s drone army was built to compensate for its loss of
aerial strength in order to counter Israel’s air superiority. Senior Israeli officials have admitted that the drones are
challenging the country’s air defenses in terms of identifying and intercepting them. Iran has been launching drones and
other unmanned aerial systems at Israel since 2018 and the increase in Tehran’s efforts has placed the threats such
systems pose in the top five problems facing the Israel Air Force. Last year Israeli F-35s downed two Iranian Shahed-197
drones that were heading toward the Jewish State. The drones, downed outside of Israel’s borders were collected by the
armed forces of a regional country and delivered to Israel for further inspection. Israel’s war-between-wars campaign
has recently been specifically targeting Iran’s drones, as six Israeli drones struck the Kermanshah airbase, destroying
hundreds of Iranian UAVs. In November, Defense Minister Benny Gantz said that the threat posed by the Islamic Republic
confronts not only Israel but the entire world. “One of the key tools is UAVs and precision weapons, which can reach
strategic targets within thousands of kilometers, and thus this capability is already endangering Sunni countries,
international troops in the Middle East and countries in Europe and Africa,” Gantz said. Senior Israel Air Force officers
confirmed that Israel is working to counter the Iranian drone threat in cooperation with regional countries. The officers
said that “regional partnership is unprecedented” and has included aerial drills and even operations.)

dailysabah.com
14.04.2022
01:15 PM GMT+3

SVK:
Slovakia considers
buying Turkish
Bayraktar TB2 combat
drones

Battle-tested Turkish combat drones seem to have gotten yet another customer as Slovakia has expressed
interest and signaled it could become the second European Union member state to acquire Bayraktar TB2s.
The intention was reaffirmed by Slovakia’s Defense Minister Jaro Nad who on Wednesday said talks on
acquiring unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAVs) for the country's armed forces were moving forward.

dailysabah.com
13.04.2022
02:13 PM GMT+3

TUR:
Turkey integrates Anka
UCAVs with radar to
detect stray mines in
Black Sea

Turkey has integrated a new radar into its Anka unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAVs) to deploy drones in
the Black Sea to detect floating naval mines that have been found recently in the Black Sea amid Russia’s war
with Ukraine. Ismail Demir, head of the Presidency of Defense Industries (SSB), made the related statement via
his Twitter account Tuesday, saying that this particular drone will be used to detect mines so they can be
defused by Turkey’s elite Underwater Defense (SAS) teams. Demir said that they integrated the synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) into the Turkish Aerospace Industries (TAI)-made Anka UCAVs already added to the
Turkish Naval Forces Command (DzKK) inventory.

reuters.com
13.04.2022
01:57 PM GMT+2

RUS:
Soviet-era drone that
crashed in Croatia

A Soviet-era reconnaissance drone that crashed in the Croatian capital of Zagreb last month without causing
any harm to residents carried an aerial bomb that exploded after hitting the ground, a panel of experts said on
Wednesday. The investigators did not want to reveal the drone's intended target or who had sent it, but
Hungary had said that the Tupolev TU-141 drone was detected by radar in Hungarian airspace after being
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ga-asi.com
12.04.2022

carried aerial bomb,
experts say

detected over Ukraine and had entered Hungary via Romanian air space. The drone, flying at 1,000 metres,
flew from Hungary on March 10 and crashed seven minutes after entering Croatia's air space, the Croatian
government had said. A detailed analysis of its metal fragments showed that the drone carrying an OFAB 100120 aerial bomb hit the ground because of parachute failure, but no traces of military explosives, such as
Trinitrotoluene (TNT), were found on it, Ivana Bacic, an expert on explosives, told a news briefing in Zagreb.

NLD:
RNLAF to Begin MQ-9
Operations in Curacao

The Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) has taken delivery of three MQ-9A Block 5 Remotely Piloted Aircraft
(RPA) and two Mobile Ground Control Stations from General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI). The
RNLAF will begin operating the MQ-9s later this month out of Curacao to provide long-range, persistent
surveillance to support missions protecting the Netherland’s national interests.
MQ-9A Block 5 has endurance of over 27 hours, speeds of 240 KTAS and can operate up to 50,000 feet. It has
a 3,850-pound (1,746-kilogram) payload capacity that includes 3,000 pounds (1,361 kilograms) of external
stores. It provides a long-endurance, persistent surveillance capability with Full-Motion Video and Synthetic
Aperture Radar/Moving Target Indicator/Maritime Radar. An extremely reliable aircraft, MQ-9A Block 5 is
equipped with a fault-tolerant flight control system and triple redundant avionics system architecture. It is
engineered to meet and exceed manned aircraft reliability standards.

dailyfinland.fi
12.04.2022

FIN:
Defence Forces to buy
€14m surveillance
drones

The Finnish Defence Forces has opened a call for suppliers of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) to be used for
intelligence gathering purposes, said an official press release on Monday. A total of 1,000 – 2,000 effective UAS
capable of operating throughout the year in all weather conditions will cost about EUR 14 million and the twoyear procurement to start in 2023. By summer 2023, the system supplier and the system will be selected. In
the second half of 2023, system training is expected to be underway, the press release added.
The Army is responsible for the construction of a low-threshold unmanned aerial systems capability deployable
for the Finnish Defence Forces. Foundations have been laid by ongoing research for a portable UAS that will
significantly improve units’ immediate reconnoiter capability for data collecting in all circumstances. “The
procurement project has advanced as planned from conducting UAS research to testing commercial systems
to detailed analysis and requirement specifications. Now, for this entirely new capability, we are seeking a
system supplier meeting the set requirements. We are looking for a system that operates in all weather
conditions in different seasons in varying environments. Also, the system needs to be easy to train for all our
persons liable for military service,” Lieutenant Colonel Riku Rantakari from the Army Command said.
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lockheedmartin.com
11.04.2022

USA:
Lockheed Martin Stalker
VXE UAS Completes A
World Record 39-Hour
Flight

Lockheed Martin Skunk Works® demonstrated the expanded endurance capabilities of a specially configured
Lockheed Martin Stalker VXE unmanned aerial system (UAS) through a world record endurance flight on Feb.
18, 2022, at the Santa Margarita Ranch in California. The flight establishes a new record in the Group 2 (5 to
<25-kilogram) category with a flight time of 39 hours, 17 minutes and 7 seconds. The flight has been submitted
to the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI), the world sanctioning body for aviation records, through
its U.S. affiliate, the National Aeronautic Association, for certification.
A production Stalker VXE was modified for this record-setting flight with an external, wing-mounted fuel tank.
The flight provided valuable insight for improvements to Stalker VXE aimed at scaling its mission capabilities
for the future. Stalker VXE’s class-leading endurance, broad operating envelope, modular payload compliance,
vertical take-off and landing capability, and open system architecture allow it to execute diverse and
demanding missions while maintaining a small operational footprint and crew.

economictimes.
indiatimes.com
10.04.2022

IND:
Indian-developed
loitering munitions
tested at 15,000 ft

In a first, Indian-developed loitering munitions - deadly, portable 'suicide drones' that wreaked havoc on
conventional weapons like tanks and missile launchers in recent battles - have been successfully tested at over
15,000 feet, giving forces a new combat power near the border. Indigenously designed and developed, three
different types of loitering munitions were successfully tested in Ladakh last month, with the Army Design
Bureau facilitating trials at Nubra Valley to rate performance and safety standards. The man portable munitions
can take off with a 4 kg warhead, flying for an hour and homing at ground-based targets with precision. Such
munitions, much cheaper to produce than armed drones, can cause disproportionate damage to conventional
targets like ground-based bunkers, command centres, artillery and armoured formations.
The three munitions - two fixed wing variants and a hexacopter - have been developed by Economic Explosives
Ltd in partnership with Bangalore-based start-up Z Motion Autonomous System Pvt Ltd and are expected to be
at least 40% cheaper than imports from Israel and Poland. The defence ministry has also placed loitering
munitions on a recently released 'import ban' list.
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Bewaffnung und weitere Nutzlasten
economictimes.
indiatimes.com
20.04.2022

IND:
IAF successfully testfires BrahMos missile
from Su30-MkI fighter
jet

In demonstrating its operational preparedness, the Indian Air Force (IAF) on Tuesday successfully test-fired a
BrahMos supersonic cruise missile from a Sukhoi Su30-Mk1 fighter jet on the Eastern seaboard. The "live firing"
of the missile was carried out in close coordination with the Indian Navy, the IAF said. The missile hit the target
with accuracy and precision, officials said. In 2016, the government had decided to integrate the air-launched
variant of the Brahmos into over 40 Sukhoi fighter jets. BrahMos missile flies at a speed of 2.8 Mach or almost
three times the speed of sound. The range of the advanced version of the missile is learnt to have been
extended to around 350 km from the original 290 km.

eglin.af.mil
19.04.2022

USAF:
Test team proves Legion
pod targeting
capabilities

Eglin’s Integrated Test Team conducted the first-ever multi-platform operational test to effectively locate a
target using shared Infra-Red Search and Track sensor data, April 7, 2022. An F-15C Eagle and F-16 Fighting
Falcon, both equipped with Lockheed Martin’s Legion Pod, used the IRST21 infrared sensor to detect a target.
The aircraft were then able to share that sensor data over the Legion pod’s Advanced Datalink to passively
triangulate target position without the use of radar or other active ranging sources.
23
“IRST technology provides a key enabler in the long-range kill chain as well as the ability to locate targets in a
multispectral domain,” said Lt Col. Jeremy Castor, Operational Flight Program Combined Test Force F-16
sensors program manager. “Any large-force scenario includes multiple aircraft types, each with different
viewpoints of the battlespace. The ability to share data provides information to the warfighter they would not
be able to get otherwise.” The Legion Pod’s common interface allows integration onto any aircraft with minimal
to no impact on the aircraft’s core software. This versatility opens the door for integration with minimal effort
onto other fighter aircraft like the Air Force’s newest fighter, F-15EX.

defensenews.com
18.04.2022

pib.gov.in
08.04.2022

USN:
Check out the Navy's
extended-range, airdefense-killing missile

Defense News learns about the AARGM-ER, which is still in development for the Navy.

IND:
DRDO successfully
flight-tests Solid Fuel

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) successfully flight tested Solid Fuel Ducted Ramjet
(SFDR) booster at the Integrated Test Range (ITR), Chandipur off the coast of Odisha on April 08, 2022. The test
successfully demonstrated the reliable functioning of all critical components involved in the complex missile

(Video 02:21 abrufbar unter:
https://www.defensenews.com/search/AARGM/)

Ducted Ramjet
technology off Odisha
coast

system and met all the mission objectives. The SFDR-based propulsion enables the missile to intercept aerial
threats at very long range at supersonic speeds. The performance of the system has been confirmed from the
data captured by a number of range instruments like Telemetry, Radar and Electro Optical Tracking Systems
deployed by ITR. The SFDR has been developed by Defence Research and Development Laboratory, Hyderabad
in collaboration with other DRDO laboratories such as Research Centre Imarat, Hyderabad and High Energy
Materials Research Laboratory, Pune. Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh has congratulated DRDO for the
successful trial of SFDR. He termed it as an important milestone towards development of critical missile
technologies in the country. Complimenting the teams involved in design, development and testing, Secretary,
Department of Defence R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy said, with the successful trial of SFDR,
the range of air-to-air missiles can be enhanced.

Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance
24
defensenews.com
18.04.2022

CHN :
New Chinese radar
looks toward Japan,
satellite image shows

A satellite photo has revealed that China has built a new long-range, early-warning radar that can be used to
detect ballistic missiles from thousands of miles away, likely giving it coverage of all of Japan. The image, taken
on February 2022 by commercial satellite imagery company Maxar Technologies and published on Google
Earth, show that a new Large Phased Array Radar, or LPAR, has been built at an existing mountaintop site in
Yiyuan County, Shandong Province, some 70 miles southeast of the provincial capital Jinan. The new array is
pointed in a northeasterly direction and was built sometime after November 2019. Its completion can
potentially give China early warning of ballistic missile launches from North and South Korea, most of Japan
and even parts of Russia’s Far East.
The first LPAR at the site, located at 36°01′30″ N, 118°05′31″ E, is some 2,300 feet above sea level. It was
finished sometime in 2013-2014 according to Google Earth’s historical imagery and is oriented toward the
south-southeast, almost certainly to provide radar coverage of Taiwan. China is also known to operate
additional LPAR sites at Lin’an in Zhejiang Province and Heilongjiang Province. These sites enable early warning
coverage of Japan, the Korean Peninsula and Taiwan from multiple angles.

Another site at Korla in Xinjiang Province provides early warning coverage of India. In addition to providing
warning against ballistic missile launches, LPARs can also be used for satellite tracking and general space
surveillance.
(Ergänzende Information defensenews.com vom 18.04.2022: The capabilities of the Chinese LPARs are not known,
although the beam of the similar AN/FPS-115 radar found in the U.S. Pave Paws network can be deflected up to 60
degrees from the array’s central boresight axis, allowing each array to cover an azimuth angle of 120 degrees. Previously
released photos of China’s LPARs show that the array is also sloped, similar to that of the AN/FPS-115 which is sloped at
an angle of 20 degrees, allowing the beam to be directed at any elevation angle between 3 degrees and 85 degrees. The
range of the Pave Paws radar network has not been officially published, although Encyclopedia Britannica says that the
system “is supposed to detect targets with a radar cross section of 10 square meters at a range of 3,000 nautical miles
(5,600 km)”.)

stripes.com
17.04.2022

NRO:
US intelligence satellite
launched from
Vandenberg Space
Force Base

A classified satellite for the U.S. National Reconnaissance Office was launched into space from California on
Sunday, 17.04.2022. The NROL-85 satellite lifted off at 6:13 a.m. from Vandenberg Space Force Base aboard a
two-stage SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket. It was the first mission by the NRO to reuse a SpaceX rocket booster,
Vandenberg said in a statement. The Falcon's first stage flew back and landed at the seaside base northwest of
Los Angeles.
(Ergänzende Information nro.gov: The NRO is the leader in developing, acquiring, launching, and operating the nation’s
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance satellites to secure and expand America’s advantage in space. We are
building a diversified and resilient architecture of spacecraft and ground systems designed to meet the challenges of a
changing space environment by accelerating innovation and leveraging strategic partnerships, backed by a diverse and
highly skilled workforce.)

janes.com
13.04.2022

NATO:
NATO inducts first E-3A
into Final Lifetime
Extension Programme

NATO has launched the Final Lifetime Extension Programme (FLEP) for its Boeing E-3A Airborne Warning and
Control System (AWACS) fleet, inducting the first of 14 aircraft. The aircraft N-1 left the main operating base of
the NATO Airborne Early Warning & Control Force (NAEW&CF) at Geilenkirchen, Germany, on 11 April, bound
for the Leonardo modification facility in Tessera, Italy.

taiwannews.com.tw
08.04.2022

TWN :
US-made F-16
reconnaissance pods to
be delivered to Taiwan
by 2025

The six MS-110 reconnaissance pods the U.S. sold to Taiwan for its F-16 fighter jets will all be delivered by 2025,
military officials said on Friday (April 8). The reconnaissance equipment, which was approved in July, cost
NT$9.63 billion (US$343 million). Training and maintenance will be provided by the U.S. from 2026-2029, the
Liberty Times reported. The reconnaissance pods provide "day and night-time, wide-area, long-range imagery
coverage," according to Collins Aerospace, the equipment manufacturer. They can identify targets from a
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distance of more than 148.16 kilometers, the officials added, which enables F-16 pilots to keep a safe distance
while monitoring the enemy’s coastal military activities in real-time. With accurate and precise imaging, the
pods will allow the Taiwan military to make appropriate strategic decisions. Additionally, they will strengthen
Taiwan’s capability to “ meet current and future threats by providing timely Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (ISR), capabilities for its security and defense,” the U.S. Defense Security Cooperation Agency
said.
tinker.af.mil
06.04.2022

USAF:
AWACS demonstrates
historic firsts, receives
and processes in-air EW
updates in minutes

An airborne E-3G operated by the AWACS Combined Test Force updated its electronic support measures, or
ESM, database in flight over central Texas with a file transmitted from its reprogramming center at Eglin Air
Force Base, Florida, using an existing beyond line-of-site satellite communications system. The E-3G collected
EW information using its existing ESM system and transmitted the in-flight recorded data to the 36th Electronic
Warfare Squadron at Eglin AFB, Florida, using its satellite communications system. This test was conducted by
605th Test and Evaluation Squadron, Detachment 1, at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, aligning with their mission to
field innovation and develop tactics for the AWACS community.
“While most airborne EW systems provide self-protection, the primary purpose of the E-3G’s ESM system is to
provide situational awareness, combat identification, and threat warning for the rest of the assets in theater.
Modern advanced radars are increasingly digital and can adapt faster than ever before, and the mission data
update process needs to adapt along with it,” said Maj. Jesse Snook, 605th TES, Det1 air battle manager. “The
E-3G has demonstrated its ability to exchange near real-time electronic warfare information with the experts
on the ground and feed that information back into the fight immediately.”

iai.co.il
05.04.2022

CZE:
IAI has Supplied the
First Air Defense and
Surveillance Radar to
the Czech Republic

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) has supplied the Czech Republic, via its Czech partners RETIA and VTU, with
the first air defense Multi-Mission Radar (MMR), as part of a deal signed in December 2019 by the Ministries
of Defense of both the Czech Republic and Israel. The radar, which is operational and combat-proven in Israel,
provides both surveillance and defense capabilities to customers around the world, and is integrative with
NATO systems. The radar detects and classifies threats, and supplies weapons systems with the data necessary
to neutralize a number of those threats simultaneously. Thanks to the system’s advanced tracking capabilities,
the radar provides situational awareness which is both precise and reliable, and includes the detection and
identification of targets having low signatures. The MMR can deal simultaneously with multiple missions including air defense against aircraft, UAVs and drones, artillery against varied enemy targets, and the
identification and location of rocket launches, enemy artillery, and mortars, while locating both the launch and
expected hit position, and controlling intercepting missiles launched against these threats. The MMR is the
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‘brain’ of Israel’s Barak MX Air and Missile Defense System, the Iron Dome, and David’s Sling, and to date over
150 such systems have been sold to customers around the world.

Cyber- und Electromagnetic Warfare
navair.navy.mil
12.04.2022

USN/AUS :
U.S. and Australia
conduct first joint
logistics demo on NGJMB pods

For the first time, U.S. and Australian fleet aviation maintainers worked together on the newest Airborne
Electronic Attack (AEA) weapons system during a recent logistics demonstration conducted at Naval Air Station
Patuxent River, Maryland. Five U.S. Navy Sailors and two Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) airmen participated
in a six-week training event in February and March with the AN/ALQ-249 Next Generation Jammer Mid-Band
(NGJ-MB) pods that will be used on the EA-18G Growler aircraft. During the demonstration, the fleet members
performed critical maintenance tasks on the jamming pods. They were required to remove and reinstall 60
components, such as arrays, pumps, and actuators.
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The NGJ-MB system, developed by Raytheon Intelligence and Space, is part of a larger NGJ system that will
augment and ultimately replace the legacy ALQ-99 Tactical Jamming System currently used on the EA-18G
Growler. NGJ-MB employs external jamming pods that use the latest digital, software-based, and Active
Electronically Scanned Array technologies, providing enhanced AEA capabilities to disrupt, deny, and degrade
enemy air defense and ground communication systems. Additionally, NGJ-MB brings increased power and
jamming capability at longer ranges.

reuters.com
12.04.2022
04 :32 PM GMT+2

UKR/RUS :
Ukraine says it thwarted
Russian cyberattack on
electricity grid

Ukraine said on Tuesday it had thwarted an attempt by Russian hackers last week to damage its electricity grid
with a cyberattack. "This is a military hacking team," said government spokesman Victor Zhora. "Their aim was
to disable a number of facilities, including electricity substations." "They did not succeed, and we're
investigating." Kyiv blamed the attack on a group dubbed "Sandworm" by researchers and previously tied to
cyberattacks attributed to Russia. The attack was likely carried out to support Russian military activities in
eastern Ukraine, Zhora said.

yle.fi
08.04.2022

FIN:

The websites of Finland's defence and foreign affairs ministries were out of service on Friday, the ministries
announced in separate tweets at just before 1pm. The defence ministry said its website was taken down by a

17 :45

Finnish foreign affairs
and defence ministry
websites hit by cyber
attacks

denial of service (DoS) attack and that it was investigating the matter. The defence ministry's communications
chief, Kristian Vakkuri, confirmed that a DoS attack was the cause of problems with its services. The DoS attacks
occurred just as Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky addressed the Finnish Parliament. A denial of service
attack is carried out by flooding a targeted website with excessive traffic or sending it information that triggers
it to crash.

Boden- und seegestützte Luftverteidigungssysteme
lockheedmartin.com
21.04.2022

jpost.com
17.04.2022

MDA:
Lockheed Martin To
Produce Eighth THAAD
Battery For The US
Government

Lockheed Martin has received a contract totaling $74 million to produce the Terminal High Altitude Area
Defense (THAAD) Weapon System for the Missile Defense Agency (MDA). The award amount covers the
production of an eighth THAAD battery for the U.S. government. It’s expected to be fielded by 2025. THAAD is
a highly effective, combat-proven defense against short, medium and intermediate-range ballistic missile
threats. THAAD is the only U.S. system designed to intercept targets outside and inside the atmosphere. The
system uses Hit-to-Kill technology to destroy a threat with direct impact neutralizing lethal payloads before
they reach protected assets on the ground. THAAD continues incremental capability improvements within the
weapon system to continually improve capability against current and emerging threats.

RUS:
Ukraine-Russia War:
Sanctions shut down
Russian SAM production
plant

A Russian facility responsible for the production of surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) has been shut down due to
import restrictions and Western sanctions in the latest military production item to suffer amid Russia's ongoing
invasion of Ukraine, the Ukrainian Intelligence Directorate (GUR) claimed Sunday. The facility specifically being
affected is the Ulyanovsk Mechanical Plant (JSC UMZ), a Russian military production factory located in the
Ulyanovsk Oblast that was opened by the Soviet Union in the 1960s. The facility is used to produce a number
of different SAM models, such as the 9K37 Buk, designated by NATO as SA-11 Gadfly, and the 2K22 Tunguska,
designated by NATO as SA-19 Grison. But now, according to the GUR, the factory has been shut down. This is
because, as noted by employees, "almost nothing Russian" is used during the critical state of production when
electronic components are used. Most of the Russian military's electronic components were provided by
Germany, but this has stopped due to the sanctions.
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economictimes.
indiatimes.com
16.04.2022

RUS/IND:
Russia delivers new
systems for S-400

Russia has delivered additional systems of the S-400 air defence systems to India, even as its military offensive
in Ukraine continues, meeting commitments made when the contract was signed. Sources said that the
additional units have arrived recently and more are on the way as per the contract schedule. The first squadron
of the S-400 has already been inducted by the air force and a total of five regiments are on order. The first
deliveries of the system took place last year, with Russian developers promising that it would give '100% air
cover' even in high altitude areas like Ladakh, where border tensions have simmered with China since 2020.
The Russian system is capable of taking down targets from a distance of over 400 km and is technically able to
cover most major Chinese airbases in Tibet that are directed towards Eastern Ladakh. China too has got
deliveries of the S 400 system and is believed to have deployed some elements in Tibet as well.

darpa.mil
15.04.2022

USA:
Glide Breaker Program
Enters New Phase

DARPA is seeking innovative proposals to conduct wind tunnel and flight testing of jet interaction effects for
Phase 2 of the Glide Breaker program. The overall goal of Glide Breaker is to advance the United States’ ability
to counter emerging hypersonic threats. “Glide Breaker Phase 1 developed the propulsion technology
necessary to achieve hit-to-kill against highly-maneuverable hypersonic threats. Phase 2 of the Glide Breaker
program will develop the technical understanding of jet interactions necessary to enable design of propulsion
control systems for a future operational glide-phase interceptor kill vehicle. Phases 1 and 2 together fill the
technology gaps necessary for the U.S. to develop a robust defense against hypersonic threats,” said Major
Nathan Greiner, program manager in DARPA’s Tactical Technology Office.

timesofisrael.com
14.04.2022
04:00 PM

ISR:
In ‘game changer,’
Israeli laser-based air
defense shoots down
drones

The Defense Ministry revealed Thursday that a laser air defense system it is developing successfully shot down
drones, rockets, mortars, and anti-tank missiles in a first series of tests last month. According to the head of
the ministry’s research and development team, Brig. Gen. (res.) Yaniv Rotem, the tests were conducted at
“challenging” ranges and timings. “The use of a laser is a ‘game changer’ and the technology is simple to
operate and proves to be economically viable,” he said. In a video released by the ministry, the laser-based
system can be seen intercepting a rocket, a mortar, and a drone at an undisclosed location in southern Israel’s
Negev desert, during March of this year.
The ministry has been testing the laser-based defense system for several years, shooting down a drone with it
last year. The recent tests were the first to be successful against the other threats, including unguided
projectiles and anti-tank guided missiles. (The latter was not shown in footage released by the ministry.) Its
research and development department initially planned to deploy the anti-missile system by 2024, but the
military has pushed for an earlier deployment. Prime Minister Naftali Bennett announced in February that
Israel would deploy the system within the year. This was apparently driven by concerns that in a future conflict,
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the military would not have sufficient interceptor missiles for the Iron Dome and other air defense systems to
shoot down incoming rockets, missiles, and drones.
defbrief.com
14.04.2022

USN:
US Navy downs cruise
missile target with highenergy laser in ‘historic’
test

The US Navy recently took down a subsonic cruise missile target using a high-energy laser weapon in a test it
described as historic. The ground-based laser system homed in on the red drone flying by, shooting a highenergy beam invisible to the naked eye. Suddenly, a fiery orange glow flared on the drone, smoke poured from
its engine and a parachute opened as the craft tumbled downward, disabled by the laser beam. The February
demonstration marked the first time the US Navy used an all-electric, high-energy laser weapon to defeat a
target representing a subsonic cruise missile in flight.
Known as the Layered Laser Defense (LLD), the weapon was designed and built by Lockheed Martin to serve as
a multi-domain, multi-platform demonstration system. It can counter unmanned aerial systems and fast-attack
boats with a high-power laser—and also use its high-resolution telescope to track in-bound air threats, support
combat identification and conduct battle damage assessment of engaged targets.

en.yna.co.kr
10.04.2022

KOR:
S. Korea unveils radar
prototype of L-SAM
interception system

Hanwha Systems, a South Korean defense firm, has unveiled a radar prototype for the long-range surface-toair missile (L-SAM) interception system under development, in a sign of progress in the country's missile
defense technology. The radar is a core component of the L-SAM system the country seeks to deploy by 2026
as part of its multilayered, low-tier missile defense program. The L-SAM is designed to shoot down incoming
missiles at altitudes of around 50-60 kilometers.
Led by the state-run Agency for Defense Development (ADD), the L-SAM project involves a series of local
defense firms, including LIG Nex1 in charge of the missile development. "From the perspective of a technology
developer, the domestic foundation for the development of an interception system equivalent to the THAAD
level has been sufficiently established," one researcher told reporters on condition of anonymity. His remarks
came in response to a reporter's request to compare capabilities of the L-SAM and the U.S.-made THAAD
missile defense system.
The MFR radar, referred to as the "eyes" of the system, is capable of rotating 150 degrees, and responding to
"hundreds" of aircraft and "tens" of ballistic missiles at the same time, an official from Hanwha told reporters.
It can carry out various missions, such as detecting, tracking, or identifying friends or foes.
Once the development is completed, the L-SAM interceptor will form a key part of South Korea's anti-missile
program, including the Patriot Advanced Capability-3 missile and a medium-range surface-to-air missile, named
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the Cheongung II. Under a project led by the ADD, the country seeks to develop the interception system, called
LAMD (low-altitude missile defense), by 2029 and deploy it in the military by 2035, according to the Defense
Acquisition Program Administration.
stripes.com
10.04.2022

CHN/SRB:
China makes semisecret delivery of
missiles to Serbia

Russian ally Serbia took the delivery of a sophisticated Chinese anti-aircraft system in a veiled operation this
weekend, amid Western concerns that an arms buildup in the Balkans at the time of the war in Ukraine could
threaten the fragile peace in the region. Media and military experts said Sunday that six Chinese Air Force Y-20
transport planes landed at Belgrade's civilian airport early Saturday, reportedly carrying HQ-22 surface-to-air
missile systems for the Serbian military. The Chinese cargo planes with military markings were pictured at
Belgrade's Nikola Tesla airport. Serbia's defense ministry did not immediately respond to AP's request for
comment.
(Siehe auch Meldung Rubrik «Air Power», globaltimes.cn vom 10.04.2022 06:49 PM)

defense.gov
08.04.2022

defense.gov
08.04.2022

mda.mil
Terminal High Altitude
Area Defense (THAAD)

Lockheed Martin Corp. is being awarded a $74,085,614 modification (P00050) to a previously-awarded
contract (HQ0147-17-C-0032) for the production of Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) ground
equipment to support the U.S. government. Under this contract modification, Lockheed Martin will provide six
launchers, THAAD Fire Control and Communication (TFCC), and associated Peculiar Support Equipment (PSE)
under firm-fixed-price and fixed-price incentive (firm target) contract line items. The period of performance is
from April 8, 2022, to Sept. 30, 2025.

USA/SVK:
Slovakia to Supply S-300
Air Defense System to
Ukraine

Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. Austin III put out a statement of gratitude for Slovakia's assistance to embattled
Ukraine. He applauded the Slovak government's decision to supply an S-300 air defense system to Ukraine.
"It's a strong testament to how determined Ukraine's neighbors are to help the Ukrainians defend themselves
against Russia's unprovoked invasion of their homeland," he said. "We also recognize Slovakia for its
extraordinary humanitarian assistance efforts and for hosting thousands of Ukrainian refugees."
In return for their efforts, the U.S. European Command will reposition one Patriot missile system, manned by
U.S. service members, to Slovakia, the secretary said, adding that he expects this battery and its crew to arrive
in the coming days. The length of their deployment has not yet been fixed, as the Defense Department
continues to consult with the Slovak government about more permanent air defense solutions, Austin noted.

tass.com
08.04.2022

RUS:

An air defense system operates properly "only under the conditions of the operation of its own aviation that
fights for air supremacy"
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S-300 deliveries to
Ukraine to be senseless
without operational
aircraft, says expert

The efficiency of any air defense capabilities, including S-300 missile systems, depends on interoperability with
other weapon systems, especially aviation that has been largely destroyed in Ukraine, a leading Russian expert
told TASS on Friday, commenting on an S-300 system that Slovakia delivered to Ukrainian troops. "Of those
deliveries that are now being discussed, the S-300 is especially significant because it makes it possible to strike
targets at large distances," leading researcher of the Center for Prospective American Studies at the Russian
Foreign Ministry’s MGIMO University Igor Istomin said. An air defense system operates properly "only under
the conditions of the operation of its own aviation that fights for air supremacy," the expert pointed out.
"Ukrainian aviation has been largely destroyed and that is why the issue of the delivery of fighters, namely,
MiG-29s, is periodically raised," Istomin said. The problem with aircraft is far more serious in Ukraine than with
air defense weapons, the expert said. "Aircraft require airfields, from which they can take off. During the first
stage of its special military operation, Russia substantially destroyed the aerodrome network.
(Anmerkung Redaktion: Nicht nur, aber auch basierend auf dieser Experten-Meinung sollten SP und Grüne Schweiz bei
ihrer Ablehnung der F-35A-Beschaffung und einseitigen Bevorzugung von bodengestützten Luftverteidigungssystemen
nochmals «über die Bücher gehen»!)
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(Ergänzende Information defence-blog.com vom 08.04.2022: Slovakian Prime Minister Eduard Heger on Friday confirmed
that Slovakia provided Ukraine with the S-300 surface-to-air missile system. Defense Minister Jaroslav Naď said:
“Security of the Slovak Republic and our citizens is our highest priority. That is why we decided to make this decision in
the moment, when we have the adequate replacement for the S-300 system, as we had stated before. Fourth battery of
the Patriot system, one of the most modern air-defence systems, provided by our Allies, will be deployed in Slovakia.
Together, four batteries of the Patriot system will cover the territory of the Slovak Republic. Due to the technical
condition, limited options of maintenance and age of the S-300 system, the deployment of the fourth battery of the
Patriot system is great news for Slovakia and at the same time tremendous help for Ukraine.”)

Boden- und seegestützte Einsatzkräfte, Strategische Kampfmittel und Space Forces
taiwannews.com.tw
21.04.2022

TWN:

The National Chung Shang Institute of Science and Technology (NCSIST) test-fired two missiles at Jiupeng
military base in Pingtung County and Chenggong Township in Taitung County on Wednesday night (April 20).

10:49

Taiwan test-fires
missiles on east, west
coasts

Missile firings were scheduled for April 20, 21, and 22 between 7:40 p.m. and 9:10 p.m., according to a recent
notice released by the NCSIST. The institute did not put a cap on maximum altitude for the launches and did
not disclose what type of missiles were being tested, CNA reported. At 7:40 p.m., one missile was launched
from Jiupeng military base, and another was fired from Chenggong Township shortly after. According to a
Ministry of National Defense (MND) report, the military plans to mass-produce various types of domesticallymade weapons, including the Sky Sword II, Sky Bow III, Hsiung Feng III, Hsiung Feng II, Hsiung Sheng, and Wan
Chien missiles, in response to the increasing military threat from China.
The Hsiung Sheng missile in particular has garnered a lot of public attention. It is an extended-range variant of
the Hsiung Feng IIE cruise missile with an estimated range of 1,000-1,200 kilometers that would allow it to
reach far beyond China’s coastline, according to the MND.

en.yna.co.kr
21.04.2022
22:11

KOR:
S. Korea successfully
test-launched two
SLBMs earlier this week:

South Korea successfully test-fired two submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) consecutively earlier this
week, government sources said Thursday, in a sign the missile is nearing its operational deployment. The
military launched the SLBMs at an interval of 20 seconds from the 3,000-ton Dosan Ahn Chang-ho submarine
in the Yellow Sea on Monday, the sources said. They flew some 400 kilometers and hit the preset maritime
targets. The test came after the country successfully carried out an SLBM test-launch from the submarine in
September last year, becoming the world's seventh country with homegrown SLBMs. The Navy has been
working on deploying the first batch of three 3,000-ton submarines, including the Dosan Ahn Chang-ho
submarine set to be deployed later this year. The Ahn Chang-ho submarine is known to be capable of carrying
six SLBMs.

scmp.com
20.04.2022

CHN:
Chinese navy shows off
hypersonic anti-ship
missiles in public

The Chinese navy has shown off an advanced anti-ship missile ahead of celebrations to mark its 73rd
anniversary this weekend. It was the first time footage has been released of the YJ-21, or Eagle Strike-21,
hypersonic missile, which can be carried by ships or warplanes. The missile is estimated to have a range
between 1,000 to 1,500km (600 to 930 miles), and is believed to be capable of hitting a whole carrier strike
group.

thehill.com
20.04.2022

RUS:
Russia test launches
intercontinental ballistic
missile amid war

Russia on Wednesday held a test launch of its intercontinental ballistic missile, the Sarmat, according to the
country’s defense ministry. The missile launched at 3:12 p.m. Moscow time from a silo at the Plesetsk State
Testing Cosmodrome in the Arkhangelsk Region, an area in western Russia about 1,640 miles north of Moscow.
The defense ministry said the missile flew toward the Kura test site on the Kamchatka Peninsula, which sits
along the Bering Sea, before it landed in a “designated area” in Kamchatka. The Russian defense ministry said
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that after it completes the Sarmat test program, the weapon would go into service with the country’s Strategic
Missile Forces.
tasnimnews.com
18.04.2022

IRN:
Iran Unveils New
Missile Systems in
Parade

The Iranian Army units unveiled a number of homegrown missile systems on Monday in a military parade
marking the National Army Day. One of them is Fath-360 ground-to-ground missile system, adapted to fire
Naze'at rockets. The Iranian Fath missile weighs 790 kg and can carry a 150-kg warhead with a velocity of Mach
4 at a distance of 120 km. Another missile system displayed on Monday was the tactical version of Sayyad,
comprised of radar and missile launchers at the same time. This feature increases the mobility and combat
survivability of tactical Sayyad. The third product loaded on trucks in the ceremony was Dezful air defense
system, known as the Iranian version of Russian-made Tor-M1. Mounted on a rolling chassis, Dezful air defense
system has been provided to the Army Air Defense and the IRGC Aerospace Force.

en.yna.co.kr
17.04.2022
09:27

PRK:
N.Korea's projectiles
flew 110km at top
altitude of 25km, speed
of Mach 4: S. Korean
military

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un oversaw the successful test-firing of a new tactical guided weapon
meaningful in improving the efficiency of tactical nuclear operations, Pyongyang's state media announced
Sunday. The new weapon system is "of great significance in drastically improving the firepower of the frontline
long-range artillery units and enhancing the efficiency in the operation of tactical nukes of the DPRK and
diversification of their firepower missions," the official Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) said. The DPRK is
the acronym for the North's official name, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. "The test-fire was carried
out successfully," it added without giving other details of the tested weapon, including its type.
South Korea's military said later that it detected the North's launch of two projectiles into the East Sea at 6
p.m. Saturday. They flew 110 kilometers at an apogee of around 25 km and a top speed of Mach 4, it added.
Immediately after the launch, the presidential National Security Office, military and intelligence agencies held
an emergency meeting to discuss it, according to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

bloomberg.com
12.04.2022

USA/CHN/RUS:
China, Russia Seek
Weapons to Hit U.S.
Satellites, Pentagon
Says

China and Russia continue to develop and deploy weapons that can attack U.S. satellites even as they increase
their own fleets of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance space vehicles, according to the Pentagon’s
intelligence agency.
Although the updated report issued Tuesday by the Defense Intelligence Agency is based mostly on news
accounts and declarations from Chinese and Russian officials, it’s a useful summary of the threats that the U.S.
says are driving major investments in the Pentagon’s proposed fiscal 2023 defense budget, specifically for the
U.S. Space Force and Space Command.
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“China has multiple ground-based laser weapons of varying power levels to disrupt, degrade, or damage
satellites that include a current limited capability to employ laser systems against satellite sensors,” the
intelligence agency said. “By the mid- to late-2020s, China may field higher power systems that extend the
threat to the structures of non-optical satellites” as well.
China’s own fleet of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance satellites keeps expanding. As of January it
included more than 250 systems -- “a quantity second only to the United States, and nearly doubling China’s
in-orbit systems since 2018,” according to the report. It said the People’s Liberation Army of China “owns and
operates about half of the world’s ISR systems, most of which could support monitoring, tracking and targeting
of U.S. and allied forces worldwide, especially throughout the Indo-Pacific region. These satellites also allow
the PLA to monitor potential regional flashpoints, including the Korean Peninsula, Taiwan, Indian Ocean and
South China Sea.”
At the same time, Russia perceives the U.S. dependence on space as America’s “Achilles’ heel” so it’s “pursuing
counterspace systems to neutralize or deny U.S. space-based services” and “probably will field lasers that are
more capable of damaging satellites in the mid-to-late 2020s,” the Defense Department agency said.
Russia already “has several ground-based lasers, for example, that can blind satellite sensors,” the Defense
Intelligence Agency said, including a system delivered in 2018 to its aerospace forces. By 2030, Russia may also
field “higher-power systems that extend the threat to the structures of all satellites, not just electro-optical”
sensors, DIA said.
(Vollständiger DIA Report CHALLENGES TO SECURITY IN SPACE - Space Reliance in an Era of Competition and Expansion
abrufbar unter:
https://www.dia.mil/Portals/110/Documents/News/Military_Power_Publications/Challenges_Security_Space_2022.pdf)

pib.gov.in
11.04.2022

IND:
Anti-Tank Guided
Missile ‘HELINA’
successfully flight tested

Indigenously developed helicopter launched Anti-Tank Guided Missile ‘HELINA’ was successfully flight tested
on April 11, 2022 at high-altitude ranges as part of user validation trials. The flight-test was jointly conducted
by the teams of scientists from Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), Indian Army and
Indian Air Force (IAF). The flight trials were conducted from an Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH) and the missile
was fired successfully engaging simulated tank target. The missile is guided by an Imaging Infra-Red (IIR) Seeker
operating in the Lock on Before Launch mode. It is one of the most advanced anti-tank weapons in the world.
In continuation to validation trials conducted at Pokhran in Rajasthan, proof of efficacy at high altitudes paves
the way for its integration on the ALH.
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IND:
Pinaka Mk-I (Enhanced)
Rocket System and
Pinaka Area Denial
Munition Rocket
Systems successfully
flight-tested by DRDO &
Indian Army

Pinaka Mk-I (Enhanced) Rocket System (EPRS) and Pinaka Area Denial Munition (ADM) rocket systems have
been successfully flight-tested by Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and Indian Army
at Pokhran Firing Ranges. A total of 24 EPRS rockets were fired for different ranges during the last fortnight.
Required accuracy and consistency was achieved by the rockets meeting all trial objectives satisfactorily. With
these trails, the initial phase of technology absorption of EPRS by the industry has successfully been completed
and the industry partners are ready for user trials/series production of the rocket system. The Pinaka rocket
system has been developed by Armament Research and Development Establishment, Pune supported by High
Energy Materials Research Laboratory, another Pune-based laboratory of DRDO.
The EPRS is the upgraded version of Pinaka variant which has been in service with the Indian Army for the last
decade. The system has been upgraded with advanced technologies enhancing the range to meet the emerging
requirements. After establishing the performance efficacy of the enhanced range version of Pinaka, the
technology was transferred to the industries viz. Munitions India Limited (MIL) and Economic Explosives
Limited Nagpur. Rockets manufactured by MIL under Transfer of Technology from DRDO were flight tested
during this campaign. Different variants of munitions and fuzes which can be used in the Pinaka rocket system
were also successfully test evaluated in the Pokhran Field Firing Range.

Air Power
armyinform.com.ua
21.04.2022

UKR/RUS:
Horizon Air S-100: what
we know about the
destroyed enemy
unmanned helicopter

Servicemen of anti-aircraft missile units of the Airborne Assault Forces of the Armed Forces of Ukraine continue
to demonstrate virtuoso possession of foreign MANPADS Stinger and Starstreak. They proved this once again
yesterday, when with the help of these portable anti-aircraft missile systems destroyed quite expensive enemy
aerial reconnaissance means - the Horizon Air S-100 multipurpose unmanned helicopter (more than 1,000,000
euros) and the Orlan-10 multipurpose unmanned aircraft complex (about $ 100,000). This was reported in the
public relations service of the Command of the DSHV of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. Let's dwell in more detail
on the first sample of unmanned aircraft. Multipurpose unmanned helicopter vertical takeoff and landing
"Horizon Air S-100" is produced by the Russian OJSC "Horizon" under the license of the Austrian development
company Schiebel.
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GBR:
Update on Ukraine

Exzerpt:
“High levels of Russian air activity endure as Russia seeks to provide close air support to its offensive in eastern
Ukraine, to suppress and destroy Ukrainian air defense capabilities.”

jpost.com
21.04.2022
03:46

ISR/GAZA:
IDF strikes Hamas
military compound amid
Gaza rockets

The IDF struck sites belonging to Hamas and other Palestinian factions in central and northern Gaza on
Wednesday night as multiple rockets were fired towards Sderot in southern Israel on Wednesday night. A
Hamas military compound used by its air defense forces was targeted during the IDF's attack on Gaza.
According to the IDF Spokesperson's Unit, earlier strikes targeted a military site and the opening of terror
tunnels which led to an underground structure containing raw chemical materials for building rockets. The
strike will lead to a significant impact on rocket manufacturing in the strip, according to the IDF. Four rockets
were fired toward Sderot during the strikes. The strikes targeted the Isaa al-Batran site in central Gaza and the
Obeida site in Gaza City. A rocket fired earlier on Wednesday night landed near and damaged a home in Sderot,
Israel Police said.
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 21.04.2022 01:26 AM: In largest exchange of fire since last May’s war,
IDF says it targeted Hamas military post, terror tunnel, underground rocket manufacturing site, compound used by air
defense force. For the second time this week, the IDF said that Hamas targeted its jets with anti-aircraft missiles during
the raid. Shortly after 2:00 a.m., Gaza terrorists launched a second salvo of rockets — this time consisting of more than
one projectile. The Iron Dome missile defense system managed to intercept all four rockets, according to the army.)

taiwannews.com.tw
20.04.2022
20:40

TWN/CHN:
Taiwan reports ADIZ
incursions by 11 military
aircraft from China

China sent 11 military aircraft into Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) Wednesday, including two
bombers that entered its southeastern sector, according to the Ministry of National Defense. Seven Shenyang
J-16 fighter jets, one Shaanxi Y-8 EW electronic warfare plane, and one Shaanxi KJ-500 airborne early warning
and control aircraft appeared in the southwestern corner of the ADIZ, where most of the Chinese jets have
been spotted. However, two Xi’an H-6 strategic bombers continued on their journey south of Taiwan before
reentering the country’s ADIZ in the southeast, CNA reported.

ekathimerini.com
20.04.2022
17:04

GRC/TUR:
New Turkish overflights
in eastern Aegean

A group of four Turkish F-16 jets flew over the islets of Panagia and Oinousses in the eastern Aegean on
Wednesday afternoon. Nine minutes later, a pair of Turkish fighter jets flew again over the two islets at 1,000
feet. Earlier, another F-16 flew over the islet of Zourafa, also known as Ladoxera, east of the northern Aegean
island of Samothraki on Wednesday. The Turkish aircraft flew at an altitude of 11,000 feet.

armyinform.com.ua
20.04.2022

UKR/RUS:
Adverse weather

Due to adverse weather conditions on April 20, the combat aircraft of the Russian invaders were almost not
used in the areas of active hostilities. However, the enemy continues to use missile weapons and UAVs of
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11:20 PM

various types. During the day on April 20, the air defense of the Land Forces and the Air Forces of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine destroyed four air targets of the Russian invaders: 3 UAV (OTP type "Orlan-10») and 1 cruise
missile.

english.alarabiya.net
19.04.2022
10:21 PM GST

Ukraine: Russia using
bunker-buster bombs
on Mariupol plant
where civilians shelter

Russia is attacking the Azovstal steel plant, the main remaining Ukrainian stronghold in the besieged port city
of Mariupol, with bunker-buster bombs, Ukrainian presidential adviser Mykhailo Podolyak said on Tuesday.
“Russia continues to shell Azovstal with powerful anti-bunker bombs. The world watches the murder of
children online and remains silent,” Podolyak said on Twitter.

jpost.com
19.04.2022
01:34/14:06

ISR/GAZA:
Israel strikes targets in
Gaza following rocket
fire

The Israeli Air Force struck targets in the Gaza Strip overnight on Tuesday 18.04.2022 in response to earlier
rocket fire launched towards southern Israel. “Fighter planes attacked a number of targets and destroyed a
Hamas weapons production facility," the IDF Spokesperson’s Unit said in a statement. "Israel regards Hamas
as responsible for all events in and from the Strip.”
Hamas spokesperson Hazim Qassem said that there were no injuries in the strikes that targeted a site west of
Khan Younis and claimed anti-aircraft fire was launched at the planes. According to reports, a Russian-made
Strela (SA-7) shoulder-to-air missile was fired at Israeli jets. “The Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades announced that
its air defenses responded to the hostile Israeli warplanes at 1:35 a.m., in the skies of the Gaza Strip with
surface-to-air missiles,” SAFA news agency reported. The IDF confirmed to The Jerusalem Post that a missile
had been fired at the jets. “The attempt to hit the planes failed, there were no casualties and no damage was
done to the aircraft,” the military said. Terror groups in the Strip have fired surface-to-air missiles toward Israeli
platforms during past operations over the Gaza Strip, none have caused any damage, including during the
strikes on Tuesday morning.

armyinform.com.ua
19.04.2022

UKR/RUS:
The enemy carried out
at least 49 sorties by the
forces of operationaltactical and long-range
aviation of the Russian
Air Force.

"The enemy has intensified offensive actions in the Eastern operational zone. The main goal is to try to defeat
the grouping of the Joint Forces, establish full control over the territory of Donetsk and Luhansk regions and
keep the land corridor from the temporarily occupied territory of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea. Missile
and air strikes on civilian objects throughout Ukraine, in particular in the western regions, do not stop. In order
to defeat objects on the territory of our state, the enemy has carried out at least 49 sorties by the forces of
operational-tactical and long-range aviation of the Russian Air Force," the spokesman of the Ministry of
Defense Colonel Oleksandr Motuzyanyk said.

en.yna.co.kr
19.04.2022

KOR/RUS/CHN:

Russian and Chinese military aircraft entered South Korea's air defense identification zone (KADIZ) without
prior notice last month ahead of North Korea's long-range missile launch, a Seoul official said Tuesday.
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Russian, Chinese
warplanes entered
S. Korea's air defense
zone last month

Two Russian planes flew into the KADIZ on March 24, prompting South Korea's military to scramble its fighters
to prevent their approach to the country's airspace, according to the official. The incident came just hours
before Pyongyang test-fired an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) into the East Sea -- a launch that ended
its yearslong moratorium on nuclear and ICBM testing. The Russian warplanes flew in the KADIZ northwest of
South Korea's Ulleung Island in the East Sea at around 11 a.m. and moved out of it 30 minutes later.
A day earlier, a Chinese military plane also entered the KADIZ near Ieo Islet, a submerged rock south of South
Korea's southern resort island of Jeju. The official said the area was where the air defense identification zones
of South Korea and China overlapped.

airforcemag.com
18.04.2022

USAF/NATO:
Spangdahlem Delivers
F-35 Air Power to the
Eastern Flank

A Russian cruise missile had just hit Lviv, Ukraine, in late March when a U.S. Air Force F-35 arrived to airspace
in nearby Poland. The 34th Fighter Squadron pilot could faintly make out the civilian population and the
aftermath of the strike below. “You could see the smoke from where they said the cruise missile hit at the
airport,” said Capt. Alex Harvey, 31, who is part of a squadron deployed from Hill Air Force Base, Utah, to
Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany, on a NATO Polish Air Policing mission.
Maj. Nolan Sweeney of the 34th Fighter Squadron, Hill Air Force Base, Utah, is an F-35 pilot deployed to
Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany, for a NATO Air Policing mission in Poland. Staff photo by Abraham Mahshie.
In the two months since, the pilots have flown hundreds of sorties, commuting 650 miles each way in their
Joint Strike Fighters to eastern Poland. In that time, Russia has launched more than a thousand missiles at
Ukraine, populating the skies with its fighters from the Baltics to the Black Sea.
NATO Air Command maintains more than 130 aircraft on alert with 24/7 Air Policing missions up and down the
eastern flank of the alliance. Air Policing missions have scrambled to face Russian jets launched from Crimea,
and they have observed Russian aircraft violating international norms in airspace near Poland. Polish Air Force
officials say the Russian jets fly without transponders and do not file flight plans. Still, since the invasion was
launched, the NATO pilots have made no intercepts, a move to escort an aircraft out of NATO airspace.
Within a week of the deployment, President Joe Biden announced that six F-35s would be forward deployed
on rotation to three eastern flank countries: Lithuania, Poland, and Romania. For several days, the F-35s took
off and landed from NATO countries strategically located and compatible with American aircraft. The six have
since pulled back to Spangdahlem for a full suite of support personnel and their own hangars. In their place, F15s, F-16s, and Marine Corps FA-18s have deployed to conduct Baltic and enhanced Air Policing missions along
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the eastern flank. Still, these F-35s are flying six-hour-long sorties that require two to three KC-135 tanker
refuels from the 92nd Air Refueling Wing, Fairchild Air Force Base, Wash., also deployed to Spangdahlem.
The winter weather and limited capability of eastern flank nations to host fifth-generation aircraft has
presented challenges.
On their radar, aviators have seen all classes of Russian fighters and Ukrainian platforms in the sky. Other
F-35s on Air Policing missions from RAF Lakenheath, U.K., or British or Dutch F-35s, are forming their own radar
pictures that are automatically shared. “I can see the entire Polish border from Slovakia to Kaliningrad,” said
Harvey. “If his radar detects an airplane, that’s, let’s say, approaching NATO, my jet shows that to me as well,”
he explained. “We’re still defensive, and whatever could happen with that, we all know about it together. So,
there’s less chances of surprises, less chance of miscalculations. It’s still de-escalatory.”
The F-35’s sensors also penetrate deep into Ukraine. The F-35 has radar, infrared, and other sensors that form
a picture hundreds of miles into Ukraine and Belarus, gathering information that is displayed on the cockpit
screen, shared with allied F-35s on Air Policing missions nearby, and relayed to NATO command centers. The
U.S. government has publicly said it shares intelligence with Ukraine that is helping the country to produce
battlefield successes. The 34th Fighter Squadron pilots would not say if the data their aircraft gather on Air
Policing missions contributes to that picture, but U.S. Air Forces in Europe confirmed that information collected
through a variety of platforms adds up to a common intelligence picture.
“Our aircrafts are talking to one another,” said Sweeney. “You add in more F-35s, now the capability increases
exponentially.” Added Harvey: “The F-35 specifically works better the more F-35s that are talking to each
other.”
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.airforcemag.com/spangdahlem-delivers-f-35-air-power-to-the-eastern-flank/)

jpost.com
18.04.2022
21:05

ISR/GAZA:
Iron Dome intercepts
rocket from Gaza to
Israel

The Iron Dome missile-defense system intercepted a rocket fired from the Gaza Strip toward Israel on Monday
night, the first such attack in four months. The incoming rocket siren was activated around 8:30 p.m. in the
southern Israeli communities of Kissufim and Ein Hashlosha, which are located just across from the city of Khan
Yunis.
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(Ergänzende Information 19.04.2022 01:34: The Israeli Air Force struck targets in Gaza on Monday night and destroyed a
weapons factory, the IDF Spokesperson Unit reported. "The IDF holds Hamas responsible for what is happening in Gaza,"
they said.)

english.alarabiya.net
18.04.2022
07:09 AM GST

TUR:
Turkish warplanes hit
Kurdish militant targets
in northern Iraq

Turkish warplanes, helicopters and drones hit Kurdish militant targets, camps, tunnels, shelters, and
ammunition storage areas in northern Iraq, Defence Minister Hulusi Akar was quoted as saying by the staterun Anadolu news agency. The operation, which Akar said targeted the Metina, Zap, and Avasin-Basyan regions
of northern Iraq, also included commandoes who have “entered the region by infiltration from land”, he was
cited as saying. “Until now, our operation is continuing successfully as planned. The targets identified in the
first phase have been captured,” he said, but did not provide any information on casualties resulting from the
operation. The operation, which he dubbed “Operation Claw Lock”, aimed to “prevent terror attacks” and
“ensure our border security”. It was also supported by artillery units, he said.

armyinform.com.ua
18.04.2022

UKR/RUS:
Russia increased by
more than 1.5 times the
number of aircraftdepartures of
operational-tactical
aviation

This was stated by the spokesman of the Ministry of Defense Colonel Oleksandr Motuzyanyk during a briefing
at the Media Center Ukraine. "The Armed Forces of the Russian Federation are completing the creation of an
offensive grouping in the Eastern Operational Zone. At the same time, the enemy does not stop launching
missile and bomb attacks on infrastructure of Ukraine. In particular, the number of aircraft and sorties of
operational and tactical aviation of Russian aircraft has increased by more than 1.5 times," he said.

RUS/UKR:
1st Time In Ukraine War
– Russia Uses Powerful
Tu-22M Long-Range
Bombers To ‘Carpet
Bomb’ City Of Mariupol

Faced with stiff resistance in the port city of Mariupol, Russian forces have been shelling the city frequently.
Most recently, they decimated the Azovstal steel factory, where the majority of Ukrainian soldiers were holed
up. On Thursdays, Russian Tu-22M bombers crossed into Ukrainian airspace and released unguided bombs on
Ukrainian forces in the besieged port city, marking it the first time Moscow has used long-range bombers in
the conflict. A Russian drone recorded the bombing raid, which was also later confirmed by Ukrainian forces.
Ukraine’s Defense Ministry spokesman Oleksandr Motuzyanyk said that the long-range bombers are being
employed to assault Mariupol. A bundle of gravity bombs exploding on the campus of the Azovstal steel factory
on the eastern outskirts of Mariupol is visible in drone footage.

eurasiantimes.com
17.04.2022

(Ergänzende Information eurasiantimes.com vom 17.04.2022: Carpet bombing is a method that is usually employed as a
last resort. Its goal is to demolish every part of a wide area. Article 51 of Geneva Protocol I, on the other hand, forbids
bombing that regards several separated and different military targets positioned within a city as a single military target.
It is also generally understood that it is functionally illegal under the Law of Armed Conflict. It is not the same as precise
bombardment guided by Special Operations Forces, which is the normal approach used by military forces today.)
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RUS:
Defence
Russia’s hesitant air
force and the upcoming
offensive in Ukraine

As the war in Ukraine enters its eighth week, the situation continues to rapidly change. Russia is still struggling
to achieve air superiority, despite a massive numerical advantage in the sky.

UKR/RUS:
7 defeats of the
aggressor's air targets

The situation regarding the Russian invasion. Due to heavy losses, the Russian occupiers significantly reduced
activity in Ukrainian airspace, instead striking remotely with ballistic and wing missiles. On April 15, anti-aircraft
missile units of the Air Force and the forces of the 93rd Brigade Kholodnyi Yar hit seven air targets of the Russian
invaders: One aircraft; one helicopter; three unmanned aerial vehicles AND two cruise missiles. The air strike
aircraft of the Air Force under the cover of fighters successfully carried out about 10 air raids on the positions
of the occupiers. Thus, strike groups of Su-25 attack aircraft and Su-24m bombers in different directions
supported the actions of their brothers in ground battles from the air, causing significant losses to the rashists!

(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.flightglobal.com/defence/russias-hesitant-air-force-and-the-upcoming-offensive-in-ukraine/148290.article)

This training provides valuable realistic training in an unfamiliar environment to both C-130 and Wildcat crews
and proves a capability that can be used to refuel aircraft at temporary landing zones. 30 Squadron have also
developed this capability for the Atlas A400M aircraft.
raf.mod.uk
15.04.2022

GBR/NATO:
Hercules C-130J
conducts tactical
refuelling of Army
helicopters in Estonia

A 47 Squadron C-130J Hercules operating from RAF Akrotiri has been conducting tactical refuelling of British
Army Wildcat helicopters, which are deployed on a NATO mission in Estonia called Operation CABRIT. This
activity is know as an air landed aircraft refuelling point and enables aircraft to be refuelled in austere locations
away from their main operating bases. The fuel is provided directly from the aircraft through a network of
pipes and pumps. This extends the distance the helicopter can fly and increases the availability of the aircraft
by eliminating the need to transit back to base.

voanews.com
15.04.2022
04:58 AM

RUS/UKR:
Russia used long-range
bombers to attack
Mariupol

Russia used long-range bombers to attack Mariupol on Friday 15.04.2022 for the first time since its February
24 invasion, Ukraine Defense Ministry spokesman Oleksandr Motuzyanyk said.
(Ergänzende Information armyinform.com.ua vom 15.04.2022 03:42 PM: For the first time since the beginning of the
war, the invaders carried out bomb attacks with long-range Tu-22M3 bombers. The air strike hit the city of Mariupol.
This was stated by the spokesman of the Ministry of Defense Colonel Oleksandr Motuzyanyk during a briefing at the
Media Center Ukraine.)
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taiwannews.com.tw
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10:34

TWN/CHN:
Chinese electronic
warfare plane enters
Taiwan’s ADIZ

A Chinese military aircraft flew into Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Thursday (April 14),
marking the 12th day of intrusions this month. A single People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shaanxi Y8 electronic warfare plane entered the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National
Defense (MND).

airforcemag.com
14.04.2022

NATO/RUS:
NATO Scrambling More
Often in Response to
Russian Jets Near
Poland

Russia is increasingly harassing NATO aircraft near Polish air space, reinforcing the need for both Polish and
NATO air policing, including various U.S. Air Force assets, a senior Polish Air Force official told Air Force
Magazine. “The current situation brings more tension—more risk—and it’s definitely more serious for the
whole NATO community,” Polish Chief of the Air Force Directorate Brig. Gen. Ireneusz Nowak said via
videoconference. Nowak said Russian Su-35s, Su-27s, and MiG-29s from Belarus have approached Polish air
space multiple times since the invasion of Ukraine. “It’s a rather frequent situation,” Nowak said. “Fighters are
scrambled twice or three times from the [quick reaction alert] typically in 24 hours, so that’s a lot.” Russian air
defense systems also track NATO aircraft. “Whatever they have, they flew here,” he said. “There are a variety
of threats.” Nowak said Russia is also keeping its airborne early warning and control aircraft, the Beriev A-50,
airborne at all times.
(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://www.airforcemag.com/nato-intercepts-of-russian-aircraft-near-polands-skies-increasing/)

jpost.com
14.04.2022
23:25

ISR/SYR/IRN:
Alleged Israeli airstrike
targets sites near
Damascus

An alleged Israeli airstrike targeted sites near Damascus on Thursday night, in the second Israeli strike in Syria
in a week, according to Syrian reports. Syrian air defenses responded to the strike, with only material damage
being caused by the strike, according to Syrian state news agency SANA. The strike was carried out from over
the Golan Heights. The strike targeted sites near the towns of Rakhlah and Qatana, southwest of Damascus,
according to the Lebanese Al-Mayadeen TV. The Scientific Studies and Research Center in Jamraya was also
targeted, according to the Step News Agency. The strike on Thursday night was the second alleged Israeli
airstrike to hit Syria in the past week. The Step News Agency reported that the strikes targeted sites belonging
to pro-Iranian militias and scientific research sites in Masyaf.
Satellite imagery from Sentinel Hub shared by open-source intelligence account Aurora Intel showed at least
four different targets in the strikes near Masyaf, including the Zawi Defense Factory, the Scientific Studies and
Research Center, a Syrian Army complex, and another site far away from Masyaf in Suwaydah.
(Ergänzende Information haaretz.com vom 15.04.2022 12:50 AM: Several explosions were heard near Damascus on
Thursday due to alleged Israeli airstrikes, Syrian reports said. According to Syria's state news agency SANA, Israel
attacked several targets near the capital. Saudi state-owned Al-Hadath TV reported the attack targeted Iranian radar
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systems. On Saturday, Syrian air defense responded to an "Israeli air aggression," confronting "hostile" targets over
Masyaf, near Hama, according to Syrian state TV. No casualties were reported.)

taiwannews.com.tw
14.04.2022
10:43

TWN/CHN:
Chinese fighter jet flies
into Taiwan’s ADIZ

A Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Wednesday (April 13),
marking the 11th day of intrusions this month. A single People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang
J-11 fighter flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense
(MND).

reuters.com
14.04.2022
04:11 AM GMT+2

UKR/RUS:
Russia says blast
cripples Black Sea
flagship, Ukraine claims
missile strike

Russia said on Thursday the flagship of its Black Sea fleet was seriously damaged and its crew evacuated
following an explosion that a Ukrainian official said was the result of a missile strike. Russia's defence ministry
said a fire on the Moskva missile cruiser caused ammunition to blow up, Interfax news agency reported. It did
not say what caused the fire but Maksym Marchenko, the Ukrainian governor of the region around the Black
Sea port of Odesa, said the Moskva had been hit by two Ukrainian-made Neptune anti-ship cruise missiles.
"Neptune missiles guarding the Black Sea caused very serious damage," he said in an online post.
(Ergänzende Information thehill.com vom 15.04.2022 02:30 PM ET: Ukrainian forces hit the Russian warship Moskva
with two Neptune missiles, causing it to catch fire and sink in the Black Sea, the Pentagon told The Hill Friday. “We can
confirm the Russian ship Moskva was struck by two Ukrainian Neptune missiles,” a senior defense official said. The U.S.
assertion backs up the account of Ukrainian forces, who on Thursday claimed to have struck the Moskva with the antiship cruise missiles, seriously damaging what’s known as the flagship of Russia’s Black Sea fleet. Russia only
acknowledged that the entire crew of the vessel was forced to evacuate after an overnight fire caused the ship’s stored
ammunition to explode but did not mention an attack.)

en.yna.co.kr
13.04.2022
14:08

USA/JPN:
U.S. Navy reveals East
Sea drills involving
aircraft carrier, stealth
jets

The U.S. military on Wednesday revealed this week's exercise with Japan in the East Sea involving a nuclearpowered aircraft carrier, F-35C stealth jets and other key assets in a show of force amid concerns about possible
North Korean provocations. In a Facebook post, the U.S. 7th Fleet showed photos depicting the USS Abraham
Lincoln carrier, F-35Cs, an F/A-18E Super Hornet and E-2D Hawk Eye early warning aircraft engaging in the drills
with Japan's Maritime Self-Defense Force on Tuesday.

taiwannews.com.tw
13.04.2022
09:04

TWN/CHN:
4 Chinese military
aircraft enter Taiwan’s
ADIZ

Four Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Tuesday (April 12),
marking the 10th day of intrusions this month. Two People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16
fighter jets, one Shaanxi Y-8 electronic warfare plane, and one Harbin Z-9 anti-submarine warfare helicopter.
In response, Taiwan sent aircraft, issued radio warnings, and deployed air defense missile systems to monitor
the PLAAF aircraft.
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taiwannews.com.tw
12.04.2022
09:21

TWN/CHN:
2 Chinese fighter jets
enter Taiwan’s ADIZ

Two Chinese military planes entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Monday (April 11),
marking the ninth day of intrusions this month. Two People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-11
fighter jets briefly flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National
Defense (MND). In response, Taiwan sent aircraft, issued radio warnings, and deployed air defense missile
systems to monitor the PLAAF jets. An ADIZ is an area that extends beyond a country’s airspace where air traffic
controllers ask incoming aircraft to identify themselves.

airforcemag.com
11.04.2022

NATO/USAF:
480th Fighter Squadron
Rapidly Deploys to
Deter Russia on the
Black Sea

As Russian President Vladimir Putin threatened Ukraine in early February, amassing some 150,000 troops along
its border, worrying NATO allies, the U.S. Air Force needed to reassure eastern flank Allies, and fast. The 480th
Expeditionary Fighter Squadron at Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany, answered the call. They had one week to
deploy to Romania, Fetesti air base with eight F-16Cs, 150 service members, and a million pounds of
equipment. Seven days later, they were flying. The 86th Air Base, as Fetesti is also known, also received a
rotation of two F-35s as part of the air policing mission in mid-February.

ekathimerini.com
11.04.2022
18:08

GRC/TUR:
Pair of Turkish F-16 fly
over Greek islands
including Chios

A pair of Turkish F-16 fighter jets flew over several Greek islands on Monday afternoon, including the northeastern tip of the large and heavily populated island of Chios. Specifically, the jets flew over Farmakonisi at
4.29 p.m., Leipsous at 4.32 p.m., Arkious at 4.33 p.m., Oinousses at 4.55 p.m., and Chios at 4.55 p.m. The F-16s
were flying at an approximate height between 25,000 and 27,000 feet. The Turkish jets were identified and
intercepted by Greek fighters according to standard international practice.
(Ergänzende Information ekathimerini.com vom 12.04.2022 15:40: A new flyover of Turkish F-16 fighter jets was
recorded on Tuesday afternoon over the island of Oinousses at 2.53 p.m. Earlier on Tuesday, at 10.57 a.m. a pair of
Turkish F-16 flew over Oinousses at 19,500 feet. A second pair of Turkish F-16s flew over the islet of Panagia at a much
lower altitude, 1,500 feet, at around the same time. Greece recorded several similar incidents over its Aegean islands on
Monday 11.04.2022)

taiwannews.com.tw
11.04.2022
10:40

TWN/CHN:
3 Chinese fighter jets
enter Taiwan’s ADIZ

Three Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Sunday (April 10),
marking the eighth day of intrusions this month. Two People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Chengdu J-10
fighter jets and one electronic warfare Shenyang J-16D fighter plane flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s
ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND).

globaltimes.cn
10.04.2022
06:49 PM

CHN:
Spotting of six Y-20
cargo planes in Serbia
'displays China's

A fleet of six Y-20 cargo planes of the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force was reportedly spotted
in Serbia on Saturday, with observers saying on Sunday that it could be the largest overseas operation by the
Chinese domestically developed large transport plane yet, displaying the country's strategic transport
capabilities. Citing commercial flight trackers, US news website thedrive.com reported on Saturday that the six
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strategic transport
capabilities'

Y-20 aircraft were first spotted heading west in Turkish airspace late Friday night, and later local residents took
photos of the Y-20s, which allegedly landed in Nikola Tesla Airport in Belgrade, Serbia. The aircraft later flew
over the Bosphorus Strait in Turkey again on their way back to China. China has not made an official
announcement about the mission as of press time, but the Global Times learned that the Y-20s indeed have
carried out such a flight. A whopping six Y-20 large transport aircraft could mark an unprecedented overseas
operation, Chinese military observers said.
(Ergänzende Information globaltimes.cn vom 13.04.2022: Serbia has procured the Chinese FK-3 air defense missile
system, Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic reportedly confirmed on Wednesday, after reports emerged on Saturday that
the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force was delivering the air defense equipment via Y-20 large transport
aircraft. The FK-3 is an all-weather, medium-to-long range surface-to-air defense missile system that can carry out
missions in complex electromagnetic environments. It can intercept targets including fixed-wing aircraft, drones, cruise
missiles, tactical air-to-ground missiles and helicopters, according to promotional materials distributed at previous
defense exhibitions. As a medium-altitude air defense weapon comparable to the US' Patriot air defense missile, the FK-3
missile system can serve as a powerful deterrent against aircraft including fighter jets and bombers that are on missions
like defense penetration, precision strikes and bombing, Wang Ya'nan, chief editor of Aerospace Knowledge magazine,
told the Global Times on Wednesday.)

jpost.com
09.04.2022
19:24

ISR/SYR:
Rare daytime Israeli
airstrike targets
northwest Syria

A rare daytime alleged Israeli airstrike targeted sites near Masyaf in northwestern Syria on Saturday afternoon,
according to Syrian reports. The airstrikes were carried out from over northern Lebanon, with Syrian air
defenses responding to the strikes, according to Syrian state news site SANA. According to SANA, only material
damage was caused. Video reportedly from the scene showed large plumes of smoke rising from hillsides in
the area. The Step News Agency reported that the strikes targeted sites belonging to pro-Iranian militias and
scientific research sites in Masyaf. The area of Masyaf has been a target in several attacks in recent years,
mostly attributed to the Israeli Air Force (IAF). The last time an airstrike attributed to Israel targeted the area
of Masyaf was in early June 2021, when an alleged Israeli airstrike targeted chemical weapons facilities in the
city and in other locations, according to The Washington Post.
The last Israeli airstrike in Syria was reported on March 7 when an alleged Israeli airstrike targeted sites near
the Damascus airport and the Al-Assad suburb, with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) reporting
that two of its officers were killed in the strike.
(Ergänzende Information ynetnews.com vom 10.04.2022 00:21:
The Israeli target in Syria was a missile development and precision center.)
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(Ergänzende Information aljazeera.com vom 09.04.2022:
“At about 19:45 p.m. [16:45 GMT] on Saturday, the Israeli enemy launched an aerial aggression from the direction of the
north of Lebanon that targeted some points in the central region as the army air defences confronted it and shot down a
number of missiles,” SANA reported.)
(Ergänzende Information aljazeera.com vom 09.04.2022: The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said loud blasts were
reported on Saturday evening in the vicinity of Masyaf city in Syria’s western Hama province. Several missiles hit targets
in the area where Revolutionary Guards and Hezbollah militias are based, according to the Observatory. “There are
warehouses, research centres for upgrading missiles and drones. However, no casualties have been reported yet,” the
UK-based monitoring group said in a statement.)
(Ergänzende Information tass.com vom 10.04.2022: Four F-16 Israeli fighter jets fired five missiles at targets in Syria’s
Latakia governorate from Lebanon’s airspace; thee missiles were intercepted by the Syrian air defense, Oleg Zhuravlev,
deputy chief of the Russian Center for Reconciliation of the Opposing Parties in Syria, said on Sunday. "From 18:45 to
18:52 local time on April 9, four F-16 tactical fighter jets of the Israeli air force fired five guided missiles at facilities on the
territory of Syria’s Latakia governorate," he said. According to Zhuravlev, Syrian air defense systems destroyed three
missiles.)

taiwannews.com.tw
08.04.2022
20:43

TWN/CHN:
Taiwan reports ADIZ
incursions by 2 planes, 2
helicopters from China

The Ministry of National Defense reported Friday (April 8) that four Chinese military aircraft had entered
Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) during the day. The aircraft were identified as a Shenyang J-11
fighter jet, a Shaanxi Y-8 EW electronic warfare plane, and in a rare appearance near Taiwan, a CAIC WZ-10
attack helicopter and a Russian-made Mi-17 cargo helicopter. As on most previous occasions, the aircraft
appeared in the southwest sector of Taiwan’s ADIZ and were warned to leave the area.

airforcemag.com
08.04.2022

NATO/RUS:
NATO Fighters Intercept
Russian Jets Over Black
Sea, Highlighting Threat
to the Alliance

NATO jets scrambled from this Romanian base four times in the last 20 days to intercept Russian fighters that
launched from Crimea, flying toward NATO territory along the Black Sea coast. Each time, the Russian jets
turned away without incident, but the flights represent a growing threat to the alliance. The intent of the
Russian practice was not immediately clear to the NATO air policing commanders and Combined Air Operations
Centre in Torrejon, Spain. But, it underscored the importance of the mission to protect the skies over what
defense officials say is the NATO front line in the Russian war with Ukraine. The UK adds six Eurofighter
Typhoons to the eight Italian Typhoons that exercise the mission along with Romanian MiG-21 Lancers and F16s, and six American F-16s from the 480th Fighter Squadron at Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany.
U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. William Parks, 480th Fighter Squadron detachment commander, said “We’re executing
24/7 CAPs with all the NATO partners across the entire eastern front,” he told Air Force Magazine on the
sidelines of the event. “It gives a chance for us to show that we are integrated completely with our NATO
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partners, and that includes in tight formations.” Italian and British Air Force officers said Moscow is watching
what NATO is doing in NATO airspace on the Black Sea coast. “Our Air Force is on NATO’s front line,” said UK
Air Chief Marshal Sir Michael Wigston. “We are the first line of defense,” he added. “And I have no doubt that
Russia is watching very carefully all the way from Norway all the way down into the Mediterranean.”
ekathimerini.com
08.04.2022
20:06

TUR/GRC:
Turkish fighter jets fly
over eastern Aegean
islands

A pair of Turkish F-16 jets flew over the islands of Oinousses and Panagia in the eastern Aegean on Friday at
24,500 feet.

reuters.com
08.04.2022
08:48 PM GMT+2

RUS/UKR:
U.S. believes Russia
used short-range
ballistic missile in
railway station strike U.S. official

The United States believes Russia used a short range ballistic missile to strike a railway station in east Ukraine
on Friday, a senior U.S. defense official said. Ukraine said at least 50 people were killed and many more
wounded in a strike on a station in the city of Kramatorsk that was packed with civilians hoping to flee the
threat of a major Russian offensive. The U.S. defense official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the
Pentagon believes Russian forces used an SS-21 Scarab missile in the strike but that the motivation for the
attack was not clear. The SS-21 is the name used by the NATO military alliance for a type of missile known as
the Tochka in former Soviet states. The United States was still analyzing the strike and it was unclear whether
cluster munitions were used, the U.S. official said.

reuters.com
08.04.2022
08:15 AM GMT+2

USA/IRQ:
Forces at Iraqi base
hosting U.S. troops
shoot down drone

Forces at Iraq's Ain al-Asad air base, which hosts U.S. troops, intercepted and shot down a drone while it was
hovering near the base early on Friday, U.S.-led coalition and Iraqi security sources said. The forces, using U.S.
air defence systems, shot down an armed unmanned aerial system entering the base at around 1:46 a.m. (2246
GMT), the Combined Joint Task Force, Operation Inherent Resolve, said on Twitter. The incident, which is under
investigation, caused no injuries or damage, the force said.

yle.fi
08.04.2022
13:25

RUS/FIN:
Russian plane suspected
of violating Finnish
airspace

A Russian government fleet aircraft is suspected of violating Finnish airspace in the Gulf of Finland off Porvoo
on Friday morning. According to the Ministry of Defence, the suspected airspace violation by a IL-96-300 lasted
three minutes. The ministry's communications office told Yle that this was the first violation of Finnish territory
this year. The most recent previous violation of Finnish airspace by a Russian plane was in July 2020. Minister
of Defence Antti Kaikkonen (Cen) tweeted that Finland always takes airspace violations seriously. "Our
territorial surveillance capability is good and we detect all territorial violations and are able to respond to them
effectively," he added in Finnish. The Border Guard has started a preliminary investigation into the case.
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taiwannews.com.tw
07.04.2022
09:39

TWN/CHN:
Chinese fighter jet
enters Taiwan’s ADIZ

A single Chinese military plane flew into Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Wednesday (April
6), marking the fifth day of intrusions this month. A People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16
fighter jet flew into the southwest corner of the ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND).

Geo- und Sicherheitspolitik, militärische Übungen

edition.cnn.com
20.04.2022

NOR/UKR:
Norway sends air
defense system along
with 100 anti-air
missiles to Ukraine

Norway has donated a Mistral air defense system to Ukraine, Norwegian Defense Minister Bjørn Arild Gram
said Wednesday. The air defense system is “an effective weapon” and “will be of great benefit to Ukraine,” the
minister said. Norway is providing Kyiv with around 100 Mistral missiles and a small number of launch units,
according to the defense ministry. The Mistral system was being phased out by the Norwegian military, “but it
is still a modern and effective weapon that will be of great benefit to Ukraine,” Gram said. The weapons had
already been sent out of Norway, the ministry said. Norway had previously donated a total of 4,000 anti-tank
missiles and several types of protective equipment as well as other military equipment, according to the
ministry.

en.yna.co.kr
20.04.2022

PRK/KOR:
N. Korea could employ
tactical nukes to
overcome military
inferiority

North Korea could employ tactical nuclear arms in a contingency as part of efforts to offset its weaknesses in
the face of the superior conventional military capabilities of South Korea and the United States, a government
expert said Wednesday. Lee Sang-min, a researcher at the Korea Institute for Defense Analyses (KIDA), made
the remarks after North Korea recently claimed to have tested a new tactical guided weapon to enhance its
tactical nuclear operations. "Due to the North's (conventional) inferiority, it could employ tactical nuclear
weapons," he added. Tactical nuclear arms refer to relatively shorter-range, lower-yield ones designed for a
single battlefield in a broader wartime context, compared to the more powerful strategic nukes aimed at
eliminating the enemy's will to fight.

reuters.com
20.04.2022
09:17 AM GMT+2

Growing majority of
Swedes back joining
NATO, opinion poll
shows

A growing majority of Swedes are in favour of joining NATO, a poll showed on Wednesday, as policy-makers in
both Sweden and Finland weigh up whether Russia's invasion of Ukraine should lead to an end to decades of
military neutrality. The poll by Demoskop and commissioned by the Aftonbladet newspaper showed 57% of
Swedes now favoured NATO membership, up from 51% in March. Those opposed to joining fell to 21% from
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24%, while those who were undecided dipped to 22% from 25%. The March poll was the first to show a majority
of Swedes in favour of joining NATO.
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 20.04.2022 05:35 PM GMT+2: Finland inched closer to joining NATO on
Wednesday after its major parliamentary groups expressed support for some form of a military alliance as a response to
Russia's invasion of Ukraine. The Finnish Parliament on Wednesday began debating the possibility of Finland, which
shares a long border with Russia, joining NATO. Prime Minister Sanna Marin's Social Democrats stopped short of
mentioning NATO in their addresses but nevertheless voiced support for an idea of a military alliance.)

thehill.com
20.04.2022

UKR/USA:
Pentagon issues
correction on warplanes

The Pentagon’s top spokesperson John Kirby on Tuesday told reporters that Ukraine had "received additional
platforms and parts to be able to increase their fleet size, their aircraft fleet size.” But on Wednesday, Kirby
admitted he had made a mistake and that Ukraine had received only parts from other countries, not “whole
aircraft.” “I was mistaken. They have not received whole aircraft from another nation. I had been given to
understand that an offer made by another nation in the region had actually been effective. ... I was in error in
saying that, in past tense, they had been given whole aircraft. I regret the error,” Kirby said.
Ukraine also quickly moved to clean up the confusion, with its air force tweeting that the country “did not
receive new aircraft from partners! With the assistance of the US Government, [the Ukrainian Air Force]
received spare parts and components for the restoration and repair of the fleet of aircraft in the Armed Forces,
which will allow [us] to put into service more equipment.”
(Ergänzende Information edition.cnn.com vom 21.04.2022: The Ukrainian Air Force has added about 20 more
operational aircraft to its fleet because of an influx of spare parts, according to a senior US defense official. Though the
official wouldn’t specify which country provided the aircraft parts, the official said Wednesday that the US and other
countries worked “to get them the parts they need to get them in the air.” The flow of spare parts has allowed Ukraine to
expand its fleet of operational military aircraft, despite Russia’s ongoing invasion. They have more aircraft now than they
did three weeks ago, the official said.)

stripes.com
19.04.2022

RUS:
Pentagon: Russia has
lost about 25% of its
combat power originally
used in the Ukraine
invasion

Russia has lost about one-quarter of its troops, weapons and military equipment originally sent to invade
Ukraine less than two months ago, a senior U.S. defense official said Tuesday. “We believe that [Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s] roughly at 75% of his combat power that he had originally when he started,” the
official told reporters at the Pentagon. “This is across all functions: it's infantry, its artillery, its aviation – both
fixed and rotary – it's ballistic missiles, cruise missiles [etc.]” Putin spent months amassing more than 170,000
troops and military equipment along Ukraine’s borders with Russia and Belarus before launching the war on
Feb. 24, U.S. officials have said. The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, declined to further specify
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the losses, but the Ukraine Defense Ministry on Tuesday said its forces have killed roughly 20,800 Russian
troops and destroyed 169 fighter jets, 802 tanks, 2,063 armored personnel vehicles and 132 multiple launch
rocket systems.
defenseindustrydaily.com
19.04.2022

TWN:
Taiwan lengthening
runway on Taiping
Island in South China
Sea

Taiwan will lengthen the runway of Taiping Island Airport on Taiping Island in the South China Sea from 1150
meters to 1500 meters. This will allow Taiwan to deploy fighters to the island if necessary. Taiwan has been
extending the pier on the southwest side of the island and the sand that was dredged out will be used to reclaim
land for the runway extension on the west side of the runway.
(Ergänzende Information rfa.org vom 18.04.2022: A 1,500-meter runway would be able to accommodate F-16 jet
fighters and P-3C anti-submarine aircraft.)

voanews.com
18.04.2022
02:27 PM

reuters.com
18.04.2022
11:09 PM GMT+2

UKR:
Infrastruktur

UKR/RUS:
Ukraine says 'Battle of
Donbas' has begun,
Russia pushing in east

Russia's invasion has damaged or destroyed up to 30% of Ukraine's infrastructure at a cost of $100 billion, a
Ukrainian minister said on Monday, adding reconstruction could be achieved in two years using frozen Russian
assets to help finance it. Ukraine has not previously outlined the specific impact on infrastructure, such as roads
and bridges, although officials say the total bill for damage to everything from transport to homes and other
buildings runs to about $500 billion so far. "Practically all components of our transport infrastructure have
suffered in one form or another," Infrastructure Minister Oleksander Kubrakov told Reuters.
Russian forces launched a new offensive push along most of Ukraine's eastern flank on Monday and the "Battle
of Donbas" has now begun, Ukrainian President Volodymr Zelenskiy and senior officials said. Ukraine's army
has been bracing for a new Russian assault on its eastern flank since Moscow withdrew its forces from near
Kyiv and from Ukraine's north late last month in order to focus on an assault in the Ukrainian region of Donbas.
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 18.04.2022: Russia said on Monday it had launched mass strikes overnight on
the Ukrainian military and associated military targets, using its air force, missile forces, artillery and air defence systems
to hit hundreds of targets across its southern neighbour. The Russian defence ministry said in a statement that airlaunched missiles had destroyed 16 Ukrainian military facilities overnight, including five command posts, a fuel depot
and three ammunition warehouses, as well as Ukrainian armour and forces. It said those strikes took place in the
Kharkiv, Zaporizhzhia, Donetsk and Dnipropetrovsk regions and in the port of Mykolayiv, and that the Russian air force
had launched strikes against 108 areas where it said Ukrainian forces and armour were concentrated.)

airforcemag.com
14.04.2022

NATO:
US Patriot Air Defense
Systems in Poland

Just 62 miles from the Ukrainian border in Southeast Poland, a small regional airport has been converted to an
international logistics hub where aircraft deliver defense and humanitarian assistance to Ukraine. It is
protected by American air defense systems. After Moscow promised to target defense assistance to Ukraine,
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Protect Aircraft
Delivering Supplies for
Ukraine

the United States established an array of anti-aircraft, anti-missile systems, including Patriots, in Poland to
protect this vital airfield and cargo transfer center.
The same afternoon, a C-130 bearing the red-white colors of Poland on its tail also landed and departed within
an hour. So, too, did a British C-130, landing and departing within 30 minutes. A Ukraine International
commercial jet also landed and parked alongside the military aircraft. While no U.S. aircraft were spotted in a
four-hour afternoon period at the airfield on April 12, Pentagon spokesman John F. Kirby said “roughly eight to
10” flights full of supplies and equipment for Ukraine, including advanced air defense and anti-tank weapons,
arrive to Eastern Europe each day.

nato.int
14.04.2022
14:14

NATO/SWE/FIN:
Allies practise air
interoperability with
Finland and Sweden

NATO Allies and partners Finland and Sweden, have had a week of intensive cooperation in the skies over
Estonia in the just-concluded exercise Ramstein Alloy. The regular NATO exercise focused on real-world
scenarios faced by NATO’s Air Policing personnel deployed in the Baltic region. The drills included air combat
training, air-to-air refuelling, and identification and escort of an aircraft suffering from communication loss.
The exercise was an opportunity to train together and improve the ability of NATO’s air forces to operate
together as well as with partners. Crews and aircraft from Belgium, the Czech Republic, Estonia, France,
Germany, Spain, Turkey, and the UK took part, alongside the Finnish and Swedish air forces.
(Ergönzende Information ac.nato.int vom 12.04.2022: A Turkish Air Force E-7T plane took off from Geilenkirchen Air
Base, Germany, flying to Estonia to support exercise Ramstein Alloy providing airborne surveillance and control e.g. for
fighter-to-fighter aerial combat training.)

reuters.com
14.04.2022
10:27 PM GMT+2

USA/RUS:
U.S. cannot 'take lightly'
threat Russia could use
nuclear weapons - CIA
chief

The threat of Russia potentially using tactical or low-yield nuclear weapons in Ukraine cannot be taken lightly,
but the CIA has not seen a lot of practical evidence reinforcing that concern, CIA Director William Burns said on
Thursday. Earlier on Thursday, Dmitry Medvedev, deputy chairman of Russia's Security Council and a close ally
of Russian President Vladimir Putin, warned NATO that Moscow would deploy nuclear weapons and hypersonic
missiles in Kaliningrad, a Russian enclave in the heart of Europe, if Sweden and Finland joined the Atlantic
alliance.
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 14.04.2022 10:44 PM GMT+2: One of Russian President Vladimir Putin's
closest allies warned NATO on Thursday that if Sweden and Finland joined the U.S.-led military alliance then Russia
would deploy nuclear weapons and hypersonic missiles in a European exclave. Dmitry Medvedev, deputy chairman of
Russia's Security Council, said that should Sweden and Finland join NATO then Russia would have to strengthen its land,
naval and air forces in the Baltic Sea. Medvedev also explicitly raised the nuclear threat by saying that there could be no
more talk of a "nuclear free" Baltic - where Russia has its Kaliningrad exclave sandwiched between Poland and Lithuania.
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"There can be no more talk of any nuclear–free status for the Baltic - the balance must be restored," said Medvedev, who
was Russian president from 2008 to 2012.)

thehill.com
14.04.2022

USA/UKR:
Biden announces
$800M in Ukraine aid

In announcing his administration’s latest military aid package to Ukraine, Biden said in a statement that he
briefed Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky on the new assistance in a phone call earlier Wednesday. “The
Ukrainian military has used the weapons we are providing to devastating effect. As Russia prepares to intensify
its attack in the Donbas region, the United States will continue to provide Ukraine with the capabilities to
defend itself,” Biden said. What’s in the package?: The Pentagon said the aid package includes 11 Mi-17
helicopters, 300 Switchblade drones, 200 M113 armored personnel carriers, 18 Howitzers and 40,000 artillery
rounds, 10 counter-artillery radars, 500 Javelin missiles, unmanned coastal defense vessels and protective
equipment in the event of a chemical or biological weapons attack.

thebarentsobserver.
com
13.04.2022

NOR:
With Russian aggression
comes turbulence for
Norway’s air defense
planning
The war in Ukraine has
made the Nordic
country reconsider its
plans to close two Arctic
air bases.

Norway must strengthen its infrastructure in the North. Previous plans included the closure of the air bases of
Andøya and Bodø, but the former is now instead getting a revival. The air base located at 69°N is now
considered to of key importance for allied training in the North. According to the Defense Ministry, Andøya will
be a “permanent military reception base for allied forces.” “This means that we will preserve the infrastructure
and maintain the base, including the long runway, and we will facilitate training and exercises,” the defense
minister told Aftenposten.
It is believed that Andøya will be used extensively by the U.S Air Force and especially by P-8 patrol aircraft.
Over the last years, U.S P-8 aircraft have extensively patrolled north Norwegian air space together with
Norwegian P-3 Orions. Norway is itself acquiring five of the top-modern Boeing aircraft, the first of which
arrived in Norway in November 2021. Andøya has shelters for several aircraft, but there is no air defense
systems in the area.
Several defense representatives now also question the plans to close the air base of Bodø. The base that for
70 years has served Norwegian and allied aircraft was formally closed in January 2022 and is to give way to
local city real estate development. A new civilian airport is to be built only few hundred meters from the old
facility. Chief of the Norwegian Air Force Rolf Folland now calls for the preservation of the base. “Everyone
assesses the challenges with new views since Russia invaded Ukraine [and] operational platforms for allied
support are crucial for us as a nation,” he told NRK. According to Folland, Bodø can in the future facilitate allied
visits, exercises and training. The base was successfully applied during the recent Cold Response exercise, he
explains. Bodø has for several decades been the main base for Norway’s fleet of F-16 fighter jets, and has as
many a 70 aircraft shelters.
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Following the decision to acquire new F-35 fighter jets in 2008, Norway started a major reorganization of its
Air Force base structure. The new aircraft are based in the upgraded stations of Ørlanded and Evenes. The
latter will also be the main base for the P-8 aircraft. The two new bases are to be fully operational by year 2025.
nytimes.com
13.04.2022

SWE/FIN:
Sweden and Finland
may join NATO

Finland and Sweden are considering whether to apply for NATO membership in the coming weeks and are
widely expected to join, underscoring how the invasion of Ukraine has backfired for Putin. Instead of crushing
Ukrainian nationalism, he has enhanced it. And instead of dividing NATO and blocking its growth, Putin has
united and perhaps enlarged it.The prime ministers of the two neighboring Nordic countries held a news
conference in Stockholm today, with Finland’s leader saying that a decision could be made “within weeks.”
Before his invasion of Ukraine, Putin warned Sweden and Finland of “retaliation” should they join NATO. And
even a speedy application process could take a year, leaving both nonaligned nations vulnerable in the interim,
so NATO members are already discussing security guarantees for the prospective members.
(Siehe auch nytimes.com «Will Finland and Sweden join NATO?» vom 14.04.2022:
https://www.dailyfinland.fi/national/26770/Will-Finland-and-Sweden-join-NATO)
(Ergänzende Information edition.cnn.com vom 14.04.2022: Dmitry Medvedev, deputy chair of Russia's Security Council,
warned in a statement Thursday Russia's military would “more than double” its forces in Russia’s Western flank should
Sweden and Finland join NATO. Ground- and air-defense forces would be beefed up, he wrote on Telegram, and Russia
would deploy “significant naval forces” in the Gulf of Finland. If Sweden and Finland join NATO, Medevedev added, “it
will no longer be possible to talk about any non-nuclear status of the Baltic — the balance must be restored." A 2018
Federation of American Scientists report concluded that Russia may have significantly modernized a nuclear weapons
storage bunker in Kaliningrad, an exclave of Russian territory between Poland and the Baltic states.)

asia.nikkei.com
13.04.2022

PRK:
Satellite images show
North Korea's path back
to nuclear testing

Recent satellite photos suggest that North Korea is preparing for what would be its first nuclear weapons test
since September 2017, with work apparently underway on bringing the Punggye-ri underground testing site
back into operation.
(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/N-Korea-at-crossroads/Satellite-images-show-North-Korea-s-path-back-to-nucleartesting)

nato.int
12.04.2022

NAT/GBR/NLD:

The Netherlands and United Kingdom took over NATO’s enhanced air policing over Black Sea Allies Bulgaria
and Romania this week. UK Typhoons are replacing Italian Eurofighters in Romania, and US F-16 fighter jets
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Netherlands and UK
take up NATO air
policing over Bulgaria
and Romania

continue to reinforce the Alliance's force posture in the country. In Bulgaria, Dutch F-35 fighter jets are taking
over from Spanish Eurofighters. In recent years, a number of Allies have helped Bulgaria and Romania to ensure
the safety of their airspace. In addition to keeping Allies safe, participation in this joint mission enhances the
capability and interoperability of Allied air forces.

news.defence.gov.au
12.04.2022

IND/AUS:
India deploys maritime
patrol aircraft to Darwin

India’s Navy will deploy a P-8I maritime patrol aircraft to Darwin from 11-15 April to conduct coordinated
exercises with a Royal Australian Air Force P-8A Poseidon aircraft. This is the first time an Indian Navy P-8I
aircraft has deployed to Australia outside of a routine military exercise and reflects the strength of the IndiaAustralia defence and security partnership.

reuters.com
12.04.2022
08:49 PM GMT+2

USA/RUS:
U.S. cannot confirm use
of chemical weapons in
Ukraine, Blinken says

The United States is not in position to confirm reports of the use of chemical weapons in Ukraine but was
working to determine what actually happened, U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken said on Tuesday. Ukraine
said earlier it was checking unverified information that Russia may have used chemical weapons while
besieging the city of Mariupol.

reuters.com
12.04.2022

RUS:
Analysis-Even with
sanctions, Russia can
afford to feed its war
machine

Russia can afford to wage a long war in Ukraine despite being hammered by Western sanctions aimed at
crippling its ability to sustain the campaign, defence experts and economists say. As the war grinds on, rising
casualties and the need to rotate fresh troops into battle may prove more pressing challenges than the financial
cost. “This type of low-tech war can be financed almost entirely in roubles, which means they can continue
pouring troops and heavy artillery into Ukraine at least until there’s a more general collapse of the economy,”
said Jacob Kirkegaard, economist at the Peterson Institute for International Economics in Washington. Johan
Norberg, senior analyst at the Swedish Defence Research Agency, said: “The sanctions will not affect this war
in the short run, because Russia’s military is fighting with tanks it had already built and soldiers it had already
trained.”
There is no doubt, however, that Russia’s vaunted military machine has taken a huge and costly hit. The United
States assesses that Russia has lost about 15-20% of its combat power during its invasion of Ukraine, a senior
U.S. defence official said. That includes everything from tanks, armoured vehicles, artillery systems, fighter and
bomber aircraft and helicopters to surface-to-air and ballistic missiles, the official said, speaking on condition
of anonymity.
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ukraine-crisis-russia-cost/analysis-even-with-sanctions-russia-can-afford-to-feed-itswar-machine-idUSKCN2M40L3)
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voanews.com
11.04.2022
06:04 PM

RUS/UKR:
UK investigates claim
chemical weapons used
in Mariupol attack

British Foreign Secretary Liz Truss tweeted Monday: "Reports that Russian forces may have used chemical
agents in an attack on the people of Mariupol. We are working urgently with partners to verify details. Any use
of such weapons would be a callous escalation in this conflict and we will hold Putin and his regime to account."

@IAFsite
11.04.2022

ISR:
The first 24 hours of war are critical, it's what sets the tone and lays the groundwork for the way in which the
The first 24 hours of war following days will be fought. That's exactly what the 105th ("Scorpions") Squadron trained for in a recent
are critical
exercise they held.

reuters.com
11.04.2022
05:58 PM GMT+2

RUS/UKR:
Russia starting to
reinforce positions in
eastern Ukraine

The United States believes that Russia has started reinforcing and resupplying its troops in Donbas in eastern
Ukraine, a senior U.S. defense official said on Monday. Despite the resupply efforts in Donbas, the United States
did not believe this was the start of a new offensive in the region, the official said, speaking on condition of
anonymity. "We believe that this is an effort to reinforce and resupply their forces in the Donbas, they're still
north of Izyum," the official told reporters, referring to a town about 180 km (112 miles) north of the city of
Donetsk. Russian vehicles being sent to the region included command and control elements and support
personnel for aircraft and infantry units, the official said.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy said on Monday thousands of Russian troops were massing for a new
offensive in the east, and Russia said it would not halt its military operation in Ukraine for any further peace
talks. read more
Last week, Russia completed its withdrawal from around Kyiv and had sent some troops to Belarus to be refit
and resupplied. The official said there was evidence that some of those troops in Belarus were moving east.
Russia still had the vast majority of its battalion tactical groups in Ukraine, including more than 55 groups in
the south.
Russia's defense ministry said Russian sea-launched missiles had on Sunday destroyed S-300 anti-aircraft
missile systems which had been supplied to Ukraine by a European country. The official said the United States
had seen an airstrike at the Dnipro airfield that destroyed some infrastructure but did not have evidence that
any S-300 missile defense system had been destroyed by Russia.

reuters.com
11.04.2022

SWE:

Sweden's defence budget could reach the target of 2% of GDP in 2028 as the country ramps up spending in the
wake of Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the military said on Monday. "It is not the case that the strengthening of
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Sweden's defence
budget could reach 2%
of GDP in 2028, military
says

our defence capabilities will happen first in 2028," the Swedish Armed Forces said in a statement. "Significant
increases in capacity will happen every year up to then." The military will hand over a detailed investment plan
to the government in November. Sweden, which is not a member of NATO but with which it cooperates closely,
has been ramping up defence spending, particularly since Russia's annexation of Crimea in 2014. This year's
defence budget is estimated to be around 1.3% of gross domestic product (GDP), up from 0.9% in 2015.

thetimes.co.uk
11.04.2022
12:01 AM

SWE/FIN/NATO:
Finland and Sweden set
to join Nato as soon as
summer

Russia has made a “massive strategic blunder” as Finland and Sweden look poised to join Nato as early as the
summer, according to officials. Washington is banking on the move that will stretch Russia’s military and
enlarge the western alliance from 30 to 32 members as a direct consequence of President Putin’s invasion of
Ukraine. US officials said Nato membership for both Nordic countries was “a topic of conversation and multiple
sessions” during talks between the alliance’s foreign ministers last week attended by Sweden and Finland.

reuters.com
08.04.2022
08:48 PM GMT+2

RUS:
Reduced Combat Power

The U.S. defense official said Russia's combat power in Ukraine continued to decline and was somewhere
between 80% and 85% of its pre-invasion levels. The United States has estimated Russia assembled more than
150,000 troops around Ukraine before its invasion on Feb. 24. The official said the United States now had
indications Moscow has started mobilizing some reservists and could be looking to recruit more than 60,000
personnel. Russian forces who had been in the Kyiv region were heading to Belarus and parts of western Russia,
such as Belgorod, to be refitted and resupplied, the official said. But the Pentagon believes Moscow has yet to
solve the logistics problems that have hampered their invasion since its start, the official said.

ukdefencejournal.
org.uk
08.04.2022

NATO/RAF:
Britain sending more
fighter jets to Eastern
Europe

Additional British Typhoon jets will be deployed to Romania to bolster NATO air defence capabilities in Eastern
Europe near the Russian border. Together with eight Typhoons stationed in Cyprus, this uplift will bring the
total number of RAF fighter jets stationed in South-Eastern Europe to 14, say the Royal Air Force. The two
additional jets are expected to remain in Romania until the end of July.

Interviews, Analysen, Studien, Reports, Fact Sheets, Infographics, Podcast und Videos
bundesheer.at

AUT:

EMPFEHLENSWERT: Aktuelle Informationen
(Abrufbar unter: https://www.bundesheer.at/aktuell/index.shtml)
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USN:
USNI News Fleet and
Marine Tracker: April
18, 2022

These are the approximate positions of the U.S. Navy’s deployed carrier strike groups and amphibious ready
groups throughout the world as of April 18, 2022, based on Navy and public data. In cases where a CSG or ARG
is conducting disaggregated operations, the chart reflects the location of the capital ship.
(Infographic abrufbar unter:
https://news.usni.org/2022/04/18/usni-news-fleet-and-marine-tracker-april-18-2022)

bbc.com
15.04.2022

UKR:
Ukraine's battle for
control of its skies

Much of the focus of the war in Ukraine has so far been about the battle on the ground - but the fight to
dominate the skies is just as important. The BBC has been given an exclusive interview with a Ukrainian air
defence officer about the battle for control of Ukraine's skies.
(Vollständiges Interview abrufbar unter:
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-61106245)
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FIN:
Government report on
changes in the security
environment

Following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, a fundamental change has taken place in the security and operating
environment of Finland and Europe. This Government report to Parliament assesses changes in the operating
and security environment and the effects of the changed security situation on the economy, resilience, security
of supply, internal security, cyber security, hybrid influence activities and critical infrastructure.
The report complements the Government Report on Finnish Foreign and Security Policy, Government Defence
Report, Government Report on Internal Security, and Government Report on EU Policy. Maintaining national
room to manoeuvre and freedom of choice remain integral parts of Finland's foreign, security and defence
policy. Finland retains the option of joining a military alliance and applying for NATO membership. Finland
conducts its human rights-based foreign and security policy consistently and emphasises the importance of the
international rules-based order and compliance with international law.
(Vollständiges Dokument abrufbar unter:
https://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/handle/10024/164002)

c4isrnet.com
13.04.2022

Cyberattacks don’t win
wars

One of the key lessons from the Russian invasion of Ukraine for other militaries is to not to abandon landmaneuvering capabilities in favour of investing to much in technology. Both abilities are needed, but not at the
expense of one or the other.
(Vollständiger Meinungsartikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.c4isrnet.com/opinion/commentary/2022/04/13/cyberattacks-dont-win-wars/)

asiatimes.com
12.04.2022

csis.org
12.04.2022

Modern military tech
favors a defensive
Ukraine

The offense often causes more casualties but today’s smart munitions give the defense a decided advantage.

USA/UKR/RUS:
Will the United States
Run Out of Javelins
Before Russia Runs Out
of Tanks?

The United States has supplied Ukraine with thousands of Javelins, the anti-tank missiles that have become the
iconic weapon of the war, but the U.S. inventory is dwindling. The United States has probably given about onethird of its stock to Ukraine. Thus, the United States is approaching the point where it must reduce transfers to
maintain sufficient stockpiles for its own war plans. Production of new missiles is slow, and it will take years to
replenish stocks.

(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://asiatimes.com/2022/04/modern-military-tech-favors-a-defensive-ukraine/)
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(Vollständiger Kommentar abrufbar unter:
https://www.csis.org/analysis/will-united-states-run-out-javelins-russia-runs-out-tanks)
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Hypersonic Boost-glide
Systems and Hypersonic
Cruise Missiles:
Challenges for the
Missile Technology
Control Regime

An increasing number of states are pursuing hypersonic missile development programmes, including for
hypersonic boost-glide systems and hypersonic cruise missiles. Hypersonic missiles combine hypersonic speed
and manoeuvrability, which can result in target ambiguity, render missile defences ineffective and reduce
warning times. Some hypersonic missiles are developed as delivery systems both for nuclear and conventional
payloads. The combination of these capabilities may have escalatory or destabilizing effects.
Contents
1. Introduction
2. Hypersonic boost-glide systems and hypersonic cruise missiles
3. Conventional–nuclear entanglement and MTCR controls on dual-capable delivery systems
4. Applying MTCR export controls to hypersonic boost-glide systems and hypersonic cruise missiles
5. Recommendations
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem Versandmail Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2022-34)
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Summary
The Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) is the main multilateral export
control regime through which states seek to prevent the proliferation of missiles and
uncrewed aerial vehicles (UAVs). In recent years, hypersonic missiles have gained
increased attention in the MTCR and in arms control discussions. Hypersonic missiles
generally combine the abilities to perform prolonged flight at speeds of Mach 5—that
is, five times the speed of sound—and beyond, and to manoeuvre in a way that enables
a variable flight profile. There are two main types of hypersonic missile systems:
hypersonic boost-glide systems and hypersonic cruise missiles (HCMs). Hypersonic
boost-glide systems usually consist of a ballistic rocket booster and a hypersonic glide
vehicle (HGV). HCMs are cruise missiles that usually use an air-breathing scramjet
engine. Although these two types cover most hypersonic missile systems currently in
development, there is a spectrum of possible hypersonic missile designs that combine
different propulsion systems, trajectories and glide capabilities. Hypersonic missiles
have been envisioned both as nuclear weapon delivery systems that would enable
an assured second-strike capability and as conventional precision-strike or rapid
response weapons.
Several of the systems under development are capable of carrying both nuclear
weapons and conventional payloads. As with many other missiles systems, this may
result in ambiguity over the payload that an incoming missile carries and hence
how the targeted state assesses and reacts to such a launch. The ambiguity may be
particularly significant if paired with the characteristics of HGVs and HCMs, and
may have a destabilizing effect on strategic stability and international peace and
security. For this reason, hypersonic missiles have increasingly been the subject of
arms control, non-proliferation and export control discussions. Export controls have
traditionally focused on nuclear delivery systems. However, the MTCR controls on
delivery systems ‘capable of’ carrying payloads of at least 500 kilograms weight to at
least 300 kilometres range mean that it also controls dual-capable HGVs and HCMs
beyond the payload–range threshold.
The export controls prescribed by the MTCR already create extensive controls on
the key missile technologies that hypersonic boost-glide systems and HCMs require.
In most cases, the parameters of these controls mean that the types of subsystems,
items and technologies required for HGVs and HCMs are already covered. However,
there is some ambiguity over when HGVs would fall under controls within category
I or within category II of the MTCR Equipment, Software and Technology Annex—
thus determining how restrictive states’ controls on their transfers would be. This is
particularly significant as the restrictiveness and extent of some of the controls on
related dual-use goods and technologies are linked to whether the complete system
is covered by category I. There is an ongoing discussion among the MTCR partners
about clarifying the coverage of HGVs and whether any amendments or additional
controls on relevant dual-use technologies may be required. This discussion—which
could include dialogue with the Wassenaar Arrangement—should also address
possible future controls on spaceplanes and other reusable spacecraft.
The hype around hypersonic missiles and technological and status-related drivers
have increasingly resulted in an arms race dynamic and the spread of hypersonic missile
programmes, as well as increased investments in the development of missile defence
capabilities against hypersonic missiles. In this context, it is ever more important to
strengthen efforts towards the non-proliferation of hypersonic missile technology, to
slow the spread of complete hypersonic missile systems and the required technology.
The MTCR should resolve remaining ambiguities over its coverage of hypersonic glide
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vehicles and continue to monitor and consider possible expansion of its controls on
dual-use items to maintain a system of export controls that adequately targets HGVs
and HCMs. To maximize the reach and effectiveness of the controls it prescribes, the
MTCR should specifically promote them to its adherents and non-partners, including
China. Particularly building on its unique role as a technical policy forum, the
MTCR should engage with related missile non-proliferation instruments, including
the Wassenaar Arrangement and the Hague Code of Conduct, to help strengthen
complementary export controls, transparency and confidence-building measures,
and arms control instruments. Finally, to address destabilizing effects of missile
proliferation the MTCR can be a forum for strengthening the implementation of
United Nations Security Council resolutions that target relevant missile programmes.

Abbreviations
AI
ASN4G
CBN
FOBS
HCM
HCOC
HGV
HIFiRE
HSTDV
HVGP
ICBM
IRBM
MaRV
MTCR
SCIFiRE
SLBM
SLV
TCBM
UAV
UN
V-MAX

Artificial intelligence
Air–sol nucléaire de 4e génération (French missile)
Chemical, biological or nuclear (weapons)
Fractional orbital bombardment system
Hypersonic cruise missile
Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation
Hypersonic glide vehicle
Hypersonic International Flight Research Experimentation Program
Hypersonic technology demonstrator vehicle
Hyper velocity gliding projectile
Intercontinental-range ballistic missile
Intermediate-range ballistic missile
Manoeuvrable re-entry vehicle
Missile Technology Control Regime
Southern Cross Integrated Flight Research Experiment
Submarine-launched ballistic missile
Space launch vehicle
Transparency and confidence-building measure
Uncrewed (or ‘unmanned’) aerial vehicle
United Nations
Véhicule manoeuvrant experimental (programme of France)

1. Introduction
In recent years, hypersonic missiles have quickly become one of the most sought-after
types of missile systems, particularly due to their purported ability to defeat air and
missile defences. Hypersonic missiles generally combine the abilities to perform pro
longed flight at speeds of Mach 5—that is, five times the speed of sound—and beyond,
and to manoeuvre in a way that enables a variable flight profile.1 There are two main
types of hypersonic missile systems: hypersonic boost-glide systems and hypersonic
cruise missiles (HCMs). Hypersonic boost-glide systems usually consist of a ballistic
rocket booster and a hypersonic glide vehicle (HGV). Although these two types
cover most hypersonic missile systems currently in development, there is a spectrum
of possible hypersonic missile designs that combine different propulsion systems,
trajectories and glide capabilities. 2 The speed, manoeuvrability, possible trajectories
and ability to defeat missile defences vary significantly between different hypersonic
missile designs. These characteristics, however, are also shared with other missiles, in
particular ballistic missiles with manoeuvrable re-entry vehicles, although the actual
capabilities significantly overlap and are not exclusive to either type of missile system.
Hypersonic missiles have been envisioned both as nuclear weapon delivery systems
that would enable an assured second-strike capability and as conventional precisionstrike or rapid response weapons.
The last several years have seen significant hype around hypersonic missiles and
their reported and advertised capabilities. However, hypersonic missile technology
is not new. It has evolved from various concepts, studies and demonstrators of hyper
sonic air vehicles that have been developed since at least the 1940s. 3 Russian and
Chinese programmes in particular have advanced to a stage where their armed forces
are already deploying their first hypersonic weapon systems. 4 The United States also
has long-running programmes for developing a variety of hypersonic weapon systems
for the different branches of its armed forces. 5 While the Chinese, Russian and US pro
grammes are characterized by long-term development efforts and significant costs,
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, North Korea) too has recently
performed a test flight of what it claims to be an HGV, which comes only a few years
after declaring its ambition to possess hypersonic missiles. 6 A growing number of
states—including France, India, Japan, the Republic of Korea (South Korea), Australia
and others—are also undertaking hypersonic missile development programmes or
engaging in international scientific cooperation in key technology areas required for
hypersonic aerospace vehicles.7
Both hypersonic boost-glide systems and HCMs could undermine strategic stability.
The combination of their speed and manoeuvrability and their limited detectability by
ground-based radars can—under certain circumstances—result in target ambiguity,

1 See e.g. Brockmann, K. and Schiller, M., ‘A matter of speed? Understanding hypersonic missile systems’, SIPRI
Topical Backgrounder, 4 Feb. 2022.
2 Karako, T. and Dahlgren, M., Complex Air Defense: Countering the Hypersonic Missile Threat, Center for Strategic
and International Studies Missile Defense Project report (Rowman & Littlefield: Lanham, MD, Feb. 2022), pp. 8–9.
3 Hallion, R. P., ‘From Max Valier to Project PRIME (1924–1967)’, in Hallion (ed.), The Hypersonic Revolution: Case
Studies in the History of Hypersonic Technology, vol. 1 (Air Force History Museums Programme: Bolling Air Force Base,
DC, 1998).
4 Sayler, K. M., ‘Hypersonic weapons: Background and issues for Congress’, Congressional Research Service,
Updated 17 Mar. 2022, pp. 12–17.
5 Sayler (note 4), pp. 4–9.
6 Masterson, J., ‘North Korea claims to test hypersonic missile’, Arms Control Today, vol. 51 (Nov. 2021).
7 Speier, R. H. et al., Hypersonic Missile Nonproliferation: Hindering the Spread of a New Class of Weapon (RAND
Corporation: Santa Monica, CA, 2017), pp. 21–31 and Appendix B.
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Box 1.1. The Missile Technology Control Regime
The Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) is an informal political understanding among a group
of 35 supplier states that aims to limit the proliferation of missiles and other uncrewed delivery systems
capable of delivering chemical, biological or nuclear (CBN) weapons—referred to by the MTCR as weapons
of mass destruction. It was established by the Group of Seven (G7) largest industrialized states in 1987,
originally as an instrument to help prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons by controlling missiles
capable of delivering them. The scope of the MTCR has since expanded to include ballistic and cruise
missiles capable of delivering CBN weapons. Through the MTCR, the participating states (MTCR partners)
harmonize their export controls, following the MTCR Guidelines for Sensitive Missile-Relevant Transfers
(MTCR guidelines) and by maintaining a control list (MTCR Equipment, Software, and Technology
Annex) that covers missiles and certain uncrewed aerial vehicles (UAVs) and relevant dual-use goods and
technologies. The annex divides the items it covers into two categories:
Category I includes any complete missile or UAV ‘capable of delivering a payload of at least 500 kg to a range
of at least 300 km’ (e.g. ballistic missiles, space launch vehicles, cruise missiles and reconnaissance drones);
complete major subsystems (e.g. rocket stages and engines, guidance systems and re-entry vehicles); related
software and technology; and specially designed production facilities. For all Category I items, the partners
commit to exercising an ‘unconditional strong presumption of denial’, meaning that no licences for exports
of such items should be issued under all but the most exceptional circumstances. The export of Category I
production facilities is prohibited without exception.
Category II includes dual-use missile- and UAV-related components, and complete missile and UAV systems
with a range of at least 300 km, regardless of their payload capability. Exports of such systems destined for
any CBN weapons delivery end-use are also subject to a strong presumption of denial. All other exports
of Category II items are subject to licensing procedures and are to be assessed with consideration of the
criteria outlined in the guidelines.
The MTCR takes decisions—for example, on admitting new partners or making amendments to the annex—
by consensus and these decisions are politically rather than legally binding. The main decision-making
body of the MTCR is the plenary that is convened every year, usually in October, and is hosted by the
annually rotating chair. The MTCR has several subsidiary bodies which cover different topical areas and
operational functions: the technical experts meeting (TEM), the information exchange meeting (IEM), the
licensing and enforcement experts meeting (LEEM), point of contact (POC) meetings, and reinforced point
of contact (RPOC) meetings.
Sources: MTCR, ‘Objectives of the MTCR’, [n.d.]; and MTCR, ‘Frequently asked questions (FAQs)’, [n.d.].

reduced warning times and ineffective defences. 8 As the capabilities of most of the
hypersonic missile systems currently deployed or under development would enable
them to carry different types of payloads, they could be used as delivery systems for
both nuclear and conventional payloads—so-called dual-capable delivery systems.9
States are increasingly exploring how they could address and mitigate these risks
through various international forums, instruments and regimes. A key aspect of these
efforts focuses on the non-proliferation of hypersonic missile technology, to slow the
spread of complete hypersonic missile systems and the required technology and to
prevent destabilizing arms race dynamics that may arise from the perceived capabil
ities of these missiles. One instrument to prevent proliferation—or at least make it more
costly, slow it down, and make its detection more likely—is export control. The Missile
Technology Control Regime (MTCR) is the main multilateral export control regime
through which states seek to prevent the proliferation of missiles and uncrewed aerial
vehicles (UAVs). Next to the MTCR, several other instruments also address missiles,
including the Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and
Dual-Use Goods and Technologies (Wassenaar Arrangement) export control regime,
the Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (HCOC) and United
Nations Security Council resolutions on North Korea and Iran.10
8 United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA) and United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research
(UNIDIR), Hypersonic Weapons: A Challenge and Opportunity for Strategic Arms Control (United Nations: New York,
2019).
9 ‘Hypersonic weapons and strategic stability’, Strategic Comments, vol. 26, no. 1 (Mar. 2020), p. xi.
10 Wassenaar Arrangement, ‘Control lists’, Updated 23 Dec. 2021; Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile
Proliferation, ‘Description of HCoC’, Updated Oct. 2020; Arms Control Association, ‘UN Security Council Resolutions
on North Korea’, Fact Sheets & Briefs, Updated Jan. 2022; and UN Security Council Resolution 2231, 14 July 2015,
Annex B.
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The MTCR aims to prevent the proliferation of missiles and other uncrewed deliv
ery systems capable of delivering chemical, biological or nuclear (CBN) weapons.11 The
35 states participating in the MTCR (referred to as the partners) set common guide
lines for missile technology exports and maintain the Equipment, Software and Tech
nology Annex (the annex), a control list of complete missile systems, other uncrewed
delivery systems and relevant dual-use items—that is, goods, software and technology
that could be used for both military and civilian applications—to which they extend
controls through export licensing requirements (see box 1.1).12 The MTCR has an
important function as a forum for technical deliberations to maintain the annex and
stay up to date on relevant technological developments, such as advances in hyper
sonic missile technology; for the exchange of information on denials and procurement
attempts; and for licensing and enforcement experts to share experiences and good
practices.13 The MTCR follows technical developments in missile technology including
those that have enabled the recent advances in hypersonic missile technology. Par
ticularly in recent years, the MTCR has discussed hypersonic missiles in its technical
experts meeting (TEM) and plenary, and received briefings on the topic.14
This paper seeks to help improve understanding of the capabilities, required
technology, and strategic and tactical implications of hypersonic boost-glide systems
and HCMs, with a particular focus on mitigating resulting risks through nonproliferation-focused export controls. It combines an exploration of these aspects with
a more detailed analysis of the applicability of the export controls prescribed by the
MTCR and related instruments and regimes. This detailed analysis has several aims:
informing the ongoing technical discussions within the MTCR, increasing awareness
among policy makers and licensing and enforcement officers, and promoting nuanced
discussion in the media and political discourse.
Following this introduction, section 2 explores the definitional issues related to
hypersonic speed and the characteristics and technical challenges of hypersonic
boost-glide systems and HCMs. It also outlines the drivers and status of hypersonic
missile development programmes and deployments. Section 3 discusses the
implications of conventional–nuclear entanglement in the case of hypersonic missile
systems and how MTCR controls apply to nuclear, dual-capable and conventional
delivery systems. Section 4 then analyses the application of MTCR export controls
to hypersonic boost-glide systems and HCMs by exploring definitional ambiguities
concerning HGVs, discussing current coverage of HGV and HCM subsystems and
related items, and exploring hypersonic missile proliferation challenges posed by
civilian space programmes. The paper concludes with section 5, which provides
concrete recommendations on what steps the MTCR should take to strengthen its
efforts to limit the proliferation of HGV and HCM technology.

11 Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), ‘Objectives of the MTCR’, [n.d.]. The MTCR refers to chemical,
biological and nuclear (CBN) weapons as ‘weapons of mass destruction’ (WMD). However, the term WMD lacks a
generally recognized definition and, even if used to describe CBN weapons, implies their use for ‘mass destruction’,
which is often less appropriate for describing the capabilities of many chemical or biological weapons. This paper
therefore refers instead to CBN weapons or only nuclear weapons where appropriate.
12 MTCR, Equipment, Software and Technology Annex, MTCR/TEM/2021/Annex, 8 Oct. 2021.
13 MTCR, ‘Frequently asked questions (FAQs)’, [n.d.].
14 See e.g. MTCR, Missile Technology Control Regime Newsletter, 3 Sep. 2020.

2. Hypersonic boost-glide systems and hypersonic
cruise missiles
Hypersonic speed, manoeuvrability and hypersonic flight trajectories
Three key characteristics and the way they affect the overall capability of the
delivery system need to be considered when analysing hypersonic missile systems:
speed, endoatmospheric manoeuvrability and precision. Speed allows the delivery
system to reach its target faster; manoeuvrability during atmospheric flight enables
circumvention of defences and provides unpredictability; and precision is especially
crucial for targeted strikes using conventional payloads.
The common focus on hypersonic speed as the key quality of HGVs and HCMs is
misleading for several reasons. First, it is not speed itself but rather the combination
of speed with endoatmospheric manoeuvrability that distinguishes HGVs and HCMs
from other missile systems. Second, hypersonic speed is not achieved immediately nor
kept indefinitely. While HGVs and HCMs are usually designed to enable manoeuvra
bility at high speeds, their manoeuvres come at the cost of speed and range; they are,
therefore, typically slower than ballistic missiles. Third, the term ‘hypersonic’ implies
a relation to the speed of sound, which is not constant but depends on atmospheric
conditions (see figure 2.1).15 Therefore, hypersonic speed is not always an exact and
generalizable unit of speed. Hypersonic boost-glide systems or HCMs are often not
the ‘fastest’ or most ‘secure’ strike option available. Traditional intercontinentalrange ballistic missile (ICBM) re-entry vehicles can cover the distance faster, espe
cially when launched on a depressed trajectory, and they can carry countermeasures
or penetration aids, be launched in numbers, and may already be largely invulnerable
to current missile defences.
Both HGVs and HCMs are designed to be manoeuvrable throughout their flight,
particularly to be able to penetrate air and missile defences at high speeds or
circumvent (ground-based) missile defence radars. Their manoeuvrability also means
that their specific target is not clear from their trajectory and they can adjust to
moving targets. HGVs can also use their manoeuvrability to perform pull-up or dive
terminal manoeuvres to gain additional speed and reduce detectability, which can
limit the ability of the defending party to target the incoming missile.16 The majority
of the flight profiles that HGVs travel usually occur inside the atmosphere. However,
depending on the trajectory of the ballistic missile booster carrying the HGV, a (small)
portion of it may also be exoatmospheric (see figure 2.2). If an HGV is carried by a
fractional orbital bombardment system (FOBS), a significant portion or the majority
of the trajectory may be exoatmospheric. There are also several trajectories that
can extend range, retain speed and—possibly—enable the updating of position and
target information.17 One relevant trajectory is a so-called ‘skip-glide’ trajectory. This
involves several dive and pull-up manoeuvres near the atmospheric border which
allow the vehicle to ‘skip’ on the shockwave it generates, much like a pebble on a lake.
Skip-glide trajectories are considered to be more usable by HGVs; however, some
research suggests a possibility of using skip-glide trajectories to increase the range of
high-speed air-breathing (cruise) missiles and decrease thermal loading.18
15 Brockmann and Schiller (note 1).

16 Tracy, C. L. and Wright, D., ‘Modeling the performance of hypersonic boost-glide missiles’, Science & Global
Security, vol. 28, no. 3 (2020), pp. 137 and 147–48.
17 Oelrich, L., ‘Cool your jets: Some perspective on the hyping of hypersonic weapons’, Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, vol. 76, no. 1, pp. 41–42.
18 Fomin, V. M., Aulchenko, S. M. and Zvegintsev, V. I., ‘Skip trajectory flight of a ramjet-powered hypersonic
vehicle’, Journal of Applied Mechanics and Technical Physics, vol. 51 (10 Aug. 2010).
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Figure 2.1. True speed by altitude at Mach 5
Source: Brockmann, K. and Schiller, M., ‘A matter of speed? Understanding hypersonic missile systems’, SIPRI
Topical Backgrounder, 4 Feb. 2022.

Despite the manoeuvrability of HGVs and HCMs, a high degree of precision is not
easily ensured. First, the ‘cost’ of mistake by the guidance system or within the pre-planned flight trajectory is ever-increasing with higher speeds and increases in the
number of manoeuvres. Nevertheless, these same abilities can increase terminal pre
cision, or what is often referred to as ‘kill probability’. A mobile target would have
less time to leave the area held at risk. Second, manoeuvrability can be used for ter
minal guidance—that is, adjustment of the flight path in the terminal approach to the
target. However, achieving precision depends either on the capability to continuously
communicate with the hypersonic weapon during its flight or for it to have highly
sophisticated inertial guidance that enables the system to know exactly where it is,
even without a communications link. The latter is particularly important, as a number
of particular physical effects, including the generation of a plasma cloud of ionized air
around the vehicle, may interfere with incoming and outgoing signals.19 These effects
also limit the usability of assorted on-board guidance sensors. The physical effects can
be reduced by deceleration during the terminal stage; however, this could also make
the vehicle more vulnerable to defences.

19 Tambovtsev, V., Shevyakov, I. and Barinov, A., ‘Characteristic of wingtip vortices formed around the hypersonic
vehicle in the mesosphere’, Physics of Wave Processes and Radio Systems, vol. 19, no. 1.
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Figure 2.2. Notional trajectories of ballistic missiles, hypersonic boost-glide systems and
aeroballistic missiles
Source: Zhao, P., Chen, W. and Yu, W., ‘Analytical solutions for longitudinal-plane motion of hypersonic skipglide trajectory’, Nonlinear Dynamics, no. 96 (Mar. 2019), adapted with permission.

Hypersonic boost-glide systems
Most hypersonic weapons currently deployed, or nearing deployment, are hypersonic
boost-glide systems of various types, ranges and payloads. Launched by ballistic missile
boosters, HGVs are sophisticated manoeuvrable glide vehicles that travel a significant
(although undefined) part of their flight path inside the atmosphere. These ‘gliders’
come in a range of different shapes (most commonly wedge-shaped or conical) and,
compared to regular re-entry vehicles, rely on a higher lift-to-drag ratio to maintain
flight in the atmosphere and reach their target. Such vehicles experience extreme
and sustained thermal loading. Therefore, one of their most important characteristics
is to have a heat-resistant or ablative coating. Any horizontal manoeuvre of such a
vehicle leads to speed reduction—and, consequently, increased vulnerability to missile
defences and a longer time to target. However, under certain circumstances, vertical
manoeuvres can have a positive effect on speed, including skip-glide or ‘inverted dive’
manoeuvres that exploit the same lift-to-drag ratios but ‘turn those around’ to achieve
a terminal speed increase. 20
A similar type of missile to consider is the so-called aeroballistic missile—often
conflated with HGVs, and to a lesser extent with HCMs. These are ballistic missiles
(sometimes without detachable warhead or re-entry vehicles) that travel most of their
flight path in the atmosphere and use aerodynamics to perform (some) manoeuvres.
Their design is comparable with that of manoeuvrable re-entry vehicles (MaRVs).
Some definitions consider all HGVs and aeroballistic missiles to be subtypes of MaRVs,
while others classify aeroballistic missiles, MaRVs and HGVs as three separate types
within the category of missile systems with aerodynamic capabilities. 21

20 Tracy and Wright (note 16), pp. 140 and 147.

21 Lysenko, L. N., [Ballistic rocket guidance] (Bauman MSTU Publishing House: Moscow, 2016), p. 445 (in
Russian); and Dunham, S. T. and Wilson, R. S., The Missile Threat: A Taxonomy for Moving beyond Ballistic (Aerospace
Corporation: El Segundo, CA, Aug. 2020).
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Figure 2.3. A cutaway diagram of subsystems packaging of an X-51A scramjet engine
demonstrator
Source: Hank, J. M., Murphy, J. S. and Mutzman, R. C., ‘The X-51A scramjet engine flight demonstration
program’, 15th AIAA International Space Planes and Hypersonic Systems and Technologies Conference, May
2008, p. 7.

Hypersonic cruise missiles
Hypersonic cruise missiles are a specific type of cruise missile, usually using airbreathing engines, that can reach and maintain hypersonic speeds throughout
much of their flight. Their main advantage, compared to ballistic missiles and boostglide systems, is sustained and ‘self-propelled’ hypersonic flight combined with
manoeuvring capability and flight at low altitudes—although, the average speed of
HCMs may be lower than that of a HGV. While some advanced ramjet engines can
reach lower hypersonic speeds, most HCM programmes seek to develop cruise
missiles powered by scramjet engines, which are much more sophisticated and
technically challenging (see figure 2.3). Despite the fact that many different HCM
programmes have been under development for a long time, none of them appear to be
nearing deployment. 22 The main technical challenge is developing a scramjet engine
that works at the necessary altitude and when air flows into its intake at supersonic
speed, such that its fuel actually combusts under these conditions. 23 HCMs appear
to be particularly suited for launch not only from aircraft but also from ships and
submarines, and for shorter ranges compared to HGVs. 24
Drivers and status of hypersonic missile development and proliferation
Research on the types of weapon systems that are now considered hypersonic mis
siles began in the mid-20th century, but only in recent years have the first hypersonic
22 Russia’s Tsirkon missile is nearing deployment on surface warships; however, despite various reports claiming
its use of a scramjet engine, its propulsion mode has not been credibly disclosed in public sources.
23 Oelrich (note 17), p. 43.
24 Tirpak, J. A., ‘Hypersonic HAWC missile flies, but details are kept hidden’, Air Force Magazine, 27 Sep. 2021.
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boost-glide systems been deployed. Over the last decade, the number of states with
hypersonic missile programmes and research and development efforts in key areas
of related technology has grown significantly. Leading actors are currently China,
Russia and the USA. In addition, Australia, France, India, Japan, North Korea and
South Korea, among others, also have, or participate in, hypersonic missile pro
grammes (see table 2.1). All of these states are MTCR partners, with the exception of
China and North Korea. This is particularly important when considering the risk of
further proliferation and the effectiveness of MTCR export controls.
There are at least three main enablers and drivers of recent progress in states’ HGV
and HCM programmes. First, there have been numerous and continuous advances
in relevant technologies, including in heat-resistant and ablation materials, super
computing simulation, miniaturization of electronics, and in the use of artificial
intelligence (AI) by on-board guidance systems. 25 Second, increased capabilities and
proliferation of air and missile defence systems have fuelled the search for new ways of
overcoming or evading such defences. In particular, US deployment of both naval and
ground-based anti-ballistic missile defences is a key reason cited by several states for
their pursuit of hypersonic missiles. 26 Third, particularly in the context of the public
and political hype around hypersonic missiles, it has rapidly become a sign of prestige
to deploy, or at least test, such weapons—especially for states seeking the status of a
strong military power. 27 The combination of technology, military and status consider
ations contributed to the current state of competitive dynamics, if not a ‘hypersonic
missile arms race’. There are now ever-increasing investments in hypersonic weapons
technology, often without a full understanding or clear vision of their military mis
sions and of the consequences that their development and deployment might have for
regional and global security.
Russia was the first state to field missiles that it describes as hypersonic weapons
with both ‘theatre-range’ (the medium-range air-launched aeroballistic missile Kin
zhal) and ‘strategic range’ (the intercontinental-range silo-based boost-glide system
Avangard). It will likely also be the first to operate a ‘hypersonic triad’ once Tsirkon,
its sea-based HCM, formally enters service. Since 2019 China has reportedly deployed
the DF-17, an intermediate-range hypersonic boost-glide system on road-mobile
launchers that uses a ballistic missile booster to carry an HGV. 28 China has reportedly
also tested another HGV on a FOBS, but little information is available on the glide
vehicle and delivery system. 29 Russia and China are credited with currently enjoying a
lead over other states developing hypersonic missiles, likely driven by their concerns
over US missile defences. However, while this lead does not reflect military or tech
nological superiority, it provides advantages through their ability to gain operational
experience in day-to-day planning and maintenance operations, exercises and deplo
yment to distant staging areas, that is, where final preparations for launch are made.
The USA continues its long-standing pursuit of hypersonic missiles with up to a dozen
different ongoing hypersonic weapons programmes across its major service branches. 30
The USA has not yet deployed any hypersonic boost-glide system or HCM. The main
25 Saalman, L., ‘China’s artificial intelligence-enabled offense: Hypersonic glide vehicles and neural networks’,
ed. N. D. Wright, Artificial Intelligence, China, Russia, and the Global Order: Technological, Political, Global, and Creative
Perspectives (Air University Press: Maxwell Air Force Base, AL, Oct. 2019), pp. 164–65.
26 Putin, V., ‘Presidential address to the federal assembly’, Kremlin events, 1 Mar. 2018; and Sayler (note 4), pp. 4–9.
27 Stone, R., ‘“National pride is at stake.” Russia, China, United States race to build hypersonic weapons’, Science,
8 Jan. 2020.
28 Gertz, B., ‘China shows DF-17 hypersonic missile’, Washington Times, 2 Oct. 2019.
29 Sevastopulo, D. and Hille, K., ‘China tests new space capability with hypersonic missile’, Financial Times, 16 Oct.
2021; and Saalman, L., ‘Multidomain deterrence and strategic stability in China’, SIPRI Insights on Peace and Security
no. 2022/2 (Jan. 2022).
30 United States Government Accountability Office (GAO), ‘Hypersonic weapons: DOD should clarify roles and
responsibilities to ensure coordination across development efforts’, GAO report, GAO-21-378, Mar. 2021.
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Table 2.1. Selected current hypersonic missile systems and development programmes
Designator/
programme

Type

Range
(km)

Booster/propulsion

Payload

Status

Scramjet engine and
rocket booster

Conventional . .

Under development
since 2021; speed of
Mach>5; builds on
HIFiRE prog.

..

(Intercontinental
range)

First flight tested in
2014

Australia and United States
SCIFiRE (prog.) HCM

Yes

China

No

DF-ZF

HGV

..

DF-17

HGV

DF-16 ballistic missile (dualbooster
capable)

1 600–
2 400

Deployed since 2019;
last flight-tested in 2017

..

HGV

Fractional orbital
bombardment
system

Global
range

First flight-tested in
Aug. 2021

Starry Sky-2

HCM

Air-breathing engine Nuclear

..

Experimental system;
flight-tested in 2018

Hwasong-8

HGV

Boost-glide system;
ground-launched;
road-mobile

(nuclear or
dualcapable)

..

First flight-tested in
Sep. 2021

..

AeroBoost-glide system;
ballistic ground-launched;
road-mobile

(nuclear or
dualcapable)

..

First flight-tested in
Jan. 2022

Air-breathing engine; Nuclear
air-launched

..

Under development

Boost-glide system

..

Under development

..

North Korea

No

France
ASN4G

Yes
HCM

V-MAX (prog.) HGV

(nuclear)

India

Yes

HSTDV (prog.) HCM

Air-breathing engine; . .
Agni-1 missile
booster

..

Demonstrator tested
in 2019

Japan

Yes

HVGP

HGV

Boost-glide system;
ground-launched

Conventional . .

Under development
since 2020; planned
deployment in 2026

HVGP (prog.)

HCM

Air-breathing
engine; air- and
ground-launched

Conventional . .

Under development
since 2020; planned
deployment in 2028

HCM

Air-breathing engine Conventional . .

Under development

‘Avangard’

HGV

Boost-glide system;
ground-launched;
silo-based

Nuclear;
2 000–
4 000 kg
warhead

6 000–
11 000

Declared operational
in Dec. 2019

‘Gremlin’
(GZUR)

HCM

Scramjet engine;
air-launched

..

..

Under development
since 2018; testing
planned for 2023;
~Mach 6

‘Kinzhal’

AeroSolid-propellant
ballistic rocket motor;
air-launched

Dual-capable; ≤2 000
~480 kg
warhead

Declared operational
in Dec. 2018

‘Ostrota’

HCM

..

Testing since 2022

South Korea
‘Hycore’

MTCR
Partner

Yes

Russia

Yes

Scramjet engine;
air-launched

..
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Designator/
programme

Booster/propulsion

(aeroballistic
or
HCM)

(aeroballistic solid(dual-capable) 1 000–
propellant rocket
1 500
motor or scramjet
engine); sea-based;
air-launched version
under development

Testing since 2019;
production since 2021;
declared operational
(for surface ships) in
2022

Air-launched
Rapid
Response
Weapon

HGV

Boost-glide system;
air-launched

Under development
by the US Air Force

Hypersonic
Attack Cruise
Missile

HCM

Air-breathing engine; Conventional . .
air-launched

Under development
by the US Air Force

Hypersonic
Air-breathing
Weapon
Concept

HCM

Air-breathing engine; Conventional . .
air-launched

Under development
by DARPA

Long-Range
Hypersonic
Weapon
‘Dark Eagle’

HGV

Boost-glide system;
ground-launched;
road-mobile

Conventional >2 700

Under development
by the US Army

IntermediateRange
Conventional
Prompt Strike

HGV

Boost-glide system;
ground-launched;
road-mobile

Conventional . .

Under development
by the US Navy

Standard
Missile-6
Block IB

..

Interceptor-derived; Conventional . .
ground-launched;
road-mobile

Under development by
US Army and DARPA

Operational
Fires

HGV

Boost-glide system;
ground-launched

..

..

Under development
by DARPA

Tactical Boost
Glide

HGV

Boost-glide system;
air-launched

..

‘tactical
range’

Under development by
DARPA and the US Air
Force

‘Project
Mayhem’

HCM

Air-breathing engine; . .
air-launched

‘Tsirkon’

United States

Payload

Range
(km)

Type

Conventional >1 600

Status

MTCR
Partner

Yes

‘extended Under development
range’
since 2020

. . = data not available or not applicable; ( ) = data uncertain; DARPA = Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency; HCM = hypersonic cruise missile; HGV = hypersonic glide vehicle; HIFiRE = Hypersonic International
Flight Research Experimentation Program; GZUR = Gremlin hypersonic guided rocket; kg = kilogram;
km = kilometre; prog. = programme; SCIFiRE = Southern Cross Integrated Flight Research Experiment.
Sources: Sayler, K. M., ‘Hypersonic weapons: background and issues for Congress’, Congressional Research
Service, Updated 17 Mar. 2022, pp. 4–17; Speier, R. H. et al., Hypersonic Missile Nonproliferation: Hindering
the Spread of a New Class of Weapon (RAND Corporation: Santa Monica, CA, 2017), Appendix B; Bugos, S. and
Reif, K., ‘Understanding hypersonic weapons: managing the allure and the risks’, Arms Control Association
Report, Sep. 2021, pp. 8–14; Henrotin, J., ‘Hypersonic weapons: what are the challenges for the armed forces?’,
Briefings de l’Ifri, 18 June 2021, pp. 7–9; various government reports and press releases; and authors’ estimates
and assessments.

military missions intended for the missiles under development are time-sensitive
targeted strikes, penetration of missile and other air defences, and holding targets in
the strategic depth at risk. Several other countries are currently at different stages
of development of domestic hypersonic weapon programmes. France plans to have
hypersonic delivery systems as the backbone of its next-generation nuclear arsenal by
developing both the air-launched HCM ‘ASN4G’ (air–sol nucléaire de 4e génération)
and a HGV, reportedly for its submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM), under the
‘V-MAX’ (véhicule manoeuvrant experimental) programme. 31 India notably carried
out a number of tests of scramjet technology using its hypersonic technology demon
31 Wright, T. and Decis, H., ‘Counting the cost of deterrence: France’s nuclear recapitalisation’, IISS Military
Balance Blog, 14 May 2021; and Charpentreau, C., ‘France to test V-MAX hypersonic glider in coming months’,
AeroTime Hub, 12 May 2021.
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strator vehicle (HSTDV). 32 North Korea claims to have successfully tested HGVs, both
aeroballistic and gliding types, which use boosters with rocket motors similar to those
of its Hwasong-12 intermediate-range ballistic missile. 33 Japan and South Korea are
also pursuing hypersonic weapons-related programmes. Japan’s future long-range
strike capability specifically aims at protecting its remote islands and providing an
anti-ship capability. Japan plans to initially deploy its hyper velocity gliding projectile
(HVGP) on a boost-glide system by 2026 and to develop a scramjet-powered missile for
deployment in 2028 or later. 34 South Korea is currently developing the ‘Hycore’ HCM,
primarily to strengthen its military capabilities vis-à-vis North Korea. 35 Notably, their
programmes seem to be more focused on counterforce applications of their respect
ive hypersonic weapons under development. Australia is a rare example of advanced
military–technical cooperation in the hypersonic domain. The current Southern
Cross Integrated Flight Research Experiment (SCIFiRE) programme is based on the
long-running Hypersonic International Flight Research Experimentation Program
(HIFIRE) joint research project with the USA, which was focused on testing different
designs of hypersonic aerospace vehicles. The project is currently maturing with the
intention to develop ‘a solid-rocket boosted, air-breathing, hypersonic conventional
cruise missile, air-launched from existing fighter or bomber aircraft, through the
completion of a preliminary design review’. 36

32 Indian Ministry of Defence, ‘DRDO successfully flight tests Hypersonic Technology Demonstrator Vehicle’,
Press release, 7 Sep. 2020.
33 Savelsberg, R. and Kawaguchi, T., ‘North Korea’s hypersonic missile claims are credible, exclusive analysis
shows’, Breaking Defense, 16 Feb. 2022.
34 Tanabe, Y., ‘Japan mulls anti-aircraft carrier gliding missiles for remote island defense’, The Mainichi, 25 Feb.
2020.
35 Kwon, H.-C., ‘S. Korea may put hypersonic missile into service by late 2020s’, The Hankyoreh, 7 Jan. 2022.
36 Hitchens, T., ‘Joint US–Australian hypersonic cruise missile moves ahead’, Breaking Defense, 3 Sep. 2021.

3. Conventional–nuclear entanglement and MTCR
controls on dual-capable delivery systems
Conventional–nuclear entanglement and the case of HGVs and HCMs
The perceived capabilities and possible missions of hypersonic weapons, and the pos
sible dual-capable nature of many of them, means that they are a prime example of
so-called conventional–nuclear entanglement and of broader trends in the develop
ment of strategic non-nuclear weapons. 37 Some of the missions considered for hyper
sonic weapons, both at strategic and theatre levels, can be fulfilled by conventional
payloads due to the speed and precision of the weapons. The USA reiterates that it has
no plans to equip its future hypersonic missiles with nuclear payloads. In contrast,
Russia explicitly declared its Avangard missile to exclusively be a nuclear weapon
delivery system and its Kinzhal missile to be explicitly dual-capable. Nevertheless,
Kinzhal (and Tsirkon) is mentioned by some scholars as part of non-nuclear strategic
capabilities that can be used in conflict that has not yet escalated to include nuclear
use. 38 As with several other Russian long-range precision weapons, their dual-capable
nature means that they are often labelled as part of non-nuclear deterrence forces.
China has explicitly hedged its bets on what role it intends for its DF-ZF hypersonic
glide vehicle, including whether its roles and types of payloads may vary depending on
which ballistic missile booster (and with what range) carries it. 39 As with many other
intermediate-range weapons in the People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force inventory,
the system could well be dual-capable, but there is a lack of robust public data to cor
roborate this.
Conventional–nuclear entanglement could apply in the case of these and future
hypersonic missile systems, both with potentially stabilizing or destabilizing effect.
Another aspect of the challenges posed by entanglement is that non-nuclear hyper
sonic weapons could be used as a deterrent against adversary nuclear capability or
as a counterforce capability. Similarly, nuclear-tipped hypersonic weapons could be
deployed as a deterrent against superior conventional threats or aimed at strategic
but non-nuclear anti-ballistic missile assets. While these different missions could
be argued to enable more stable deterrence relationships in which mutual vulnerab
ility is ensured, without significant confidence-building measures and mutual verifi
cation, misperception and misinterpretation would continue to be a significant threat.
It seems to be a common fallacy to overestimate the capabilities of adversaries and
underestimate one’s own. A particularly problematic scenario that could arise from
misperception, misinterpretation or a combination thereof is a ‘use it or lose it’ situation
where one party fears that the perceived capability of its adversary could disarm it and
that if it does not strike first, it would lose its ability to launch its strategic weapons
or retaliate. The party may even choose to strike with nuclear weapons because of its
doubts about the capabilities of its non-nuclear options.
Several of the states developing HGVs and HCMs do so to be able to overcome
advanced missiles defences. However, the development and deployment of HGVs and
HCMs is also used to justify continuous development of new missile defence systems. 40
37 Acton, J. M., ‘Escalation through entanglement: How the vulnerability of command-and-control systems raises
the risk of inadvertent nuclear war’, International Security, vol. 43, no. 1 (2018), pp. 97–98.
38 Massicot, D., ‘Lengthening the bridge: The role of current weapons and emerging technologies in expanding the
pre-nuclear phase of conflict’, NATO Defence College Russian Studies Series no. 4/21, July 2021.
39 Saalman, L., ‘Factoring Russia into the US–Chinese equation on hypersonic glide vehicles’, SIPRI Insights on
Peace and Security no. 2017/1, Jan. 2017, p. 5.
40 Putin, V., ‘The updated air and space defence system must detect hypersonic and ballistic targets of all types at
long distances and then be able to destroy them along the entire trajectory of their flight’, Kremlin news, 1 Nov. 2021;
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It is unclear whether such dynamics might eventually lead to a dramatic increase in
missile defence capabilities that could also better defend against ‘traditional’ missile
threats. They do, however, result in a vicious cycle, where missile defences lead to
more missiles with an ability to defeat defences, which in turn lead to the development
of more sophisticated defences. The impact of this dynamic can spiral if it also reduces
the secured strike capability of other strategic forces and can thus threaten strategic
stability and result in destabilizing arms race dynamics, particularly between nucleararmed states. However, this does not mean that there are no solutions. Increased
transparency about intended missions and procedures required to switch from nonnuclear to nuclear payloads could be a good first step, and, eventually, proper arms
control measures could be put in place. At the same time, if arms control is going to
be a serious option, it should go hand-in-hand with addressing a broader category of
long-range precision weapons. 41 Nonetheless, arrangements for hypersonic weapons
would be a good first step.
MTCR controls on nuclear and dual-capable delivery systems
The primary focus of the MTCR is to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapon
delivery systems. The threshold parameters of a capability to deliver a payload of
at least 500 kilograms to a range of at least 300 kilometres were set in accordance
with requirements for delivering a notional nuclear warhead of an emerging nuclear
power in a notional strategic theatre. 42 The 500 kg payload weight parameter chosen
when the MTCR was created may be less applicable to modern nuclear warheads, and
a range of at least 300 km can be more or less relevant depending on the situation
of particular possessor states and theatres of operation where such missile systems
may be deployed. However, these parameters have nevertheless established a useful
threshold so that most potentially destabilizing missiles and UAVs are covered by
MTCR controls.
The issue of dual-capable delivery systems—that is, delivery systems capable of
delivering both a nuclear weapon or a conventional payload—is not new to the MTCR.
The MTCR guidelines and annex intentionally refer to missiles and UAVs ‘capable of’
delivering CBN weapons. This means that they neither require the delivery systems
to be specially designed for a CBN weapon end-use, nor that sufficient information
or concern about such an end-use would have to be established, for them to fall
under controls and thus a licensing requirement. 43 Similarly, the MTCR annex covers
equipment and technology ‘relevant to’ missiles and UAVs that meet or exceed the
payload and range parameters. 44 Accordingly, while dual-capable delivery systems may
pose particular challenges to strategic stability, influence nuclear postures, and be
particularly destabilizing if they have the characteristics of highly capable hypersonic
missile systems, from the MTCR perspective of non-proliferation export control, such
delivery systems are captured by controls regardless of whether they are destined for
a nuclear or conventional weapon end-use. 45 Complete missiles and UAVs with the
stated parameters and complete subsystems that can be used for them are covered by
category I of the MTCR annex; the partners commit to applying a ‘strong presumption
and Karako and Dahlgren (note 2).
41 Williams, H., ‘Asymmetric arms control and strategic stability: Scenarios for limiting hypersonic glide vehicles’,
Journal of Strategic Studies, vol. 42, no. 6 (2019).
42 Ozga, D. A., ‘A chronology of the Missile Technology Control Regime’, Nonproliferation Review, vol. 1, no. 2
(Winter 1994), p. 67.
43 MTCR, Guidelines for Sensitive Missile-Relevant Transfers, [n.d.], para. 1; and MTCR (note 12), p. 15.
44 MTCR (note 43), para. 1.
45 Pollack, J. H., ‘Boost-glide weapons and US–China strategic stability’, Nonproliferation Review, vol. 22, no. 2 (Feb.
2016).
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of denial’ to transfers of such items and to complete production facilities. This strong
presumption of denial is also extended to dual-use goods and technology covered
by category II and non-listed items that may be covered through the application of
a catch-all control if the exporting state has information or sufficient concerns that
the items could be used in CBN weapons delivery systems. This regime establishes
particularly strong controls not only on complete system and nuclear (and chemical
and biological) weapon end-uses but also on conventional missiles that meet or exceed
the threshold parameters, while also casting a wide net around missile technologies
where states require export licensing and can take decisions on a case-by-case basis. 46
The implementation of the MTCR guidelines and the annex by the partners,
and their use as the basis of non-partners’ export controls on delivery systems
and related goods and technologies, enable states to apply a restrictive policy on
relevant transfers; however, this also leaves a certain leeway for sovereign decisionmaking. The ‘minimum common set of criteria’ for licensing decisions set out by the
MTCR not only heavily emphasizes the prevention of transfers to possible nuclear
weapon end-uses but also seeks to take into consideration legitimate civilian space
programmes and crewed aircraft applications. 47 However, the guidelines also refer
to binding end-use assurances and responsibility for necessary steps to ensure these
as possible mitigating measures for rare occasions when partners may choose not to
issue a denial or make an exception to the strong presumption of denial. 48 The MTCR
provides the elements of a strong system of controls, but its effectiveness and the level
of restraint that partners and non-partners implementing it apply to particular types
of delivery system—in this case, hypersonic boost-glide systems and HCMs—depends
on a common understanding of their classification in the annex categories and the
comprehensive coverage of relevant subsystems, goods and technologies.

46 MTCR, ‘MTCR guidelines and the equipment, software and technology annex’, [n.d.].
47 MTCR (note 43).

48 MTCR (note 43), para. 2.

4. Applying MTCR export controls to hypersonic
boost-glide systems and hypersonic cruise missiles
The export controls prescribed by the MTCR already create extensive controls on key
missile technologies that are required for hypersonic boost-glide systems and HCMs.
In most cases, the parameters of these controls mean that the types of subsystems,
items and technology required for HGVs and HCMs are already covered. However,
there is some ambiguity over when HGVs would fall under controls within category I
or within category II of the annex—which category determining how restrictive states’
controls on their transfers would be. This is particularly significant as the restrictive
ness and extent of some of the controls on related dual-use goods and technologies are
linked to whether the complete system is covered by category I of the annex. There is
an ongoing discussion among the partners about clarifying the coverage of HGVs and
whether any amendments or additional controls on relevant dual-use technologies
may be required.
Definitional ambiguities concerning HGVs and HCMs
The definitional issues pertaining to speed, trajectory and manoeuvrability of hyper
sonic missile systems, and the spectrum of these capabilities that exists across differ
ent missile types, means that there is some ambiguity over the coverage of hypersonic
boost-glide systems and specifically HGVs by the MTCR annex. The MTCR guidelines
and the annex do not provide technical definitions for many important terms such as
‘ballistic missile’, ‘unmanned aerial vehicle’ and ‘re-entry vehicle’. Instead, the annex
often provides a non-exhaustive list of examples of such items. For example, according
to the annex, ‘unmanned aerial vehicle systems’ include ‘cruise missiles, target drones
and reconnaissance drones’. 49 As neither HGVs nor HCMs are explicitly mentioned
by the annex, exporters and licensing authorities need to interpret whether they fall
in—or outside—the control list items in the annex. This classification is particularly
important because the payload definition differs for ballistic missiles, cruise missiles
and other UAVs. In the case of ballistic missiles with separating re-entry vehicles, the
entire weight of a re-entry vehicle, munitions and other components count towards
the 500 kg threshold. 50 For cruise missiles, only the munitions, separating mech
anisms and some other elements such as countermeasures are counted towards the
payload weight parameter. 51 Depending on the specific design of the vehicle and the
weight of the nuclear warhead or explosive munition—or if a HGV relies only on its
kinetic energy at impact—at least some HGVs could fall outside of category I and thus
would not generally be subject to a strong presumption of denial.
HGVs are designed to maintain a certain level of aerodynamic lift and usually have
some type of aerodynamic control surfaces or cold gas thrusters that enable them to
perform manoeuvres throughout their flight, both down-range and cross-range. 52
In contrast, traditional re-entry vehicles typically have near-zero lift, which would
speak for defining HGVs as UAVs. However, well before the recent advances in HGV
programmes, a whole class of re-entry vehicles—MaRVs—was designed to enable
certain degrees of manoeuvrability, and so the partners have agreed to classify MaRVs
as ballistic missile re-entry vehicles. The unofficial MTCR annex handbook, which
is produced and periodically updated (last in 2017) by the USA and published on the
49 MTCR (note 12), p. 16.

50 MTCR (note 12), pp. 10–12.
51 MTCR (note 12), p. 11.

52 Acton, J. M., ‘Hypersonic boost-glide weapons’, Science & Global Security, vol. 23, no. 3 (2015).
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Table 4.1. Coverage of selected items required for hypersonic missile systems by the MTCR
Equipment, Software and Technology Annex
Type of equipment

Category

List item

Complete rocket systems (including ballistic missiles, space launch vehicles,
and sounding rockets)

I

1.A.1

Complete unmanned aerial vehicles (including cruise missiles, target drones
and reconnaissance drones)

I

1.A.2

Complete subsystems

I

2.A.1

Individual rocket stages

I

2.A.1.a

Re-entry vehicles

I

2.A.1.b

Rocket propulsion subsystems

I

2.A.1.c

Guidance sets

I

2.A.1.d

Thrust vector control subsystems

I

2.A.1.e

II

3.A.2

Integrated flight instrument systems

II

9.A.1

Gyro-astro compasses

II

9.A.2

Linear accelerometers

II

9.A.3

All types of gyros

II

9.A.4

Accelerometers or gyros

II

9.A.5

Inertial measurement equipment or systems

II

9.A.6

Integrated navigation systems

II

9.A.7

3 axis magnetic heading sensors

II

9.A.8

Pneumatic, hydraulic, mechanical, electro-optical or electromechanical
flight control systems

II

10.A.1

Attitude control equipment

II

10.A.2

Flight control servo valves

II

10.A.3

Radar and laser radar systems including altimeters

II

11.A.1

Passive sensors

II

11.A.2

Receiving equipment for navigation satellite systems

II

11.A.3

Vibration test equipment

II

15.B.1

Aerodynamic test facilities (incl. wind tunnels)

II

15.B.2

Test benches/stands

II

15.B.3

Environmental chambers

II

15.B.4

Accelerators

II

15.B.5

Aerothermodynamics test facilities

II

15.B.6

Complete delivery systems

Complete subsystems usable for complete delivery systems

Propulsion components and equipment
Ramjet/scramjet/pulse jet/combined cycle engines
Instrumentation, navigation and direction finding

Flight control

Avionics

Test facilities and equipment

Note: Each list item in the annex also includes a section D, which covers software, and a section E, which covers
technology.
Source: Missile Technology Control Regime, Equipment, Software and Technology Annex, MTCR/TEM/2021/
Annex, 8 Oct. 2021.

MTCR website, also specifically mentions HGVs as ‘one potential type of MARV’ in this
category. 53 HCMs naturally fall within the category of cruise missiles, and their pay
loads would exceed the 500 kg threshold in most current specific HCM prog rammes
and most other conceivable designs. 54 While many of the technical arguments and
references to established practices and interpretations point to classifying HGVs as
53 MTCR, Annex Handbook 2017 (2017), p. 24.

54 Government senior adviser on export technical policy, Interview with authors, 2 Feb. 2022.
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ballistic missile re-entry vehicles, the decision by the partners is ultimately both a
technical and a political one that will also reflect whether there is consensus around
the need to apply particularly restrictive controls to HGVs.
There are several options for how the MTCR could clarify the definitional ambigu
ity concerning HGVs and ensure restrictive controls on them. First, the partners
could agree to amend the annex to explicitly include boost-glide systems in the list of
types of ‘Complete rocket systems’ provided in category I, list item 1.A.1. 55 The types
currently included are ‘ballistic missiles, space launch vehicles, and sounding rockets’.
Hypersonic boost-glide systems could be interpreted to fit into the wider category of
ballistic missiles, as they usually rely on a ballistic missile booster to accelerate and
carry the glide vehicle to its sub-orbital or near-orbital release point. They could also
be added in their own right. Explicitly listing them with the other types would prevent
their coverage by the control list being left open to interpretation. To the same effect,
the partners could add an explanatory ‘note’ to the list item clarifying that hypersonic
boost-glide systems are understood to be ‘complete rocket systems’ or ‘ballistic mis
siles’. Second, the partners could amend the annex to explicitly include HGVs within
the scope of ‘re-entry vehicles’ which are controlled as ‘Complete subsystems’ usable
for complete rocket systems in category I. The partners could also add a ‘note’ to the
relevant list item (category I, item 2.A.1.b.) clarifying that HGVs are understood to be
‘re-entry vehicles’ covered by the list item.
Current coverage of hypersonic missile technology by the MTCR annex
Complete rocket systems and rocket boosters
The MTCR annex includes control list items covering complete rocket systems and
individual rocket stages within category I (see table 4.1). Hypersonic boost-glide
systems generally use a ballistic missile booster or rocket stage—usually using a
solid-propellant rocket motor—to carry a HGV to its release (or re-entry) point. The
broad formulation of controls on these items means that the MTCR already applies
restrictive controls on this key subsystem of a boost-glide system. Notably, a HGV could
also be carried to its release point by other types of propulsion systems, for example a
scramjet engine, but current and planned designs almost exclusively use a (modified)
ballistic missile booster or a different type of rocket booster. HCMs may also rely on
a small rocket booster to boost their initial acceleration or to reach the necessary air
speed and pressure required for supersonic combustion in a scramjet engine. 56 These
smaller boosters are also covered by category I controls as complete subsystems if they
can be used in a HCM that is beyond the 500 kg payload and 300 km range threshold.
The annex also covers propellants, as well as chemicals and production equipment
required for different types of solid-propellant rocket motors and liquid-fuelled rocket
engines, as these are the same for ballistic missiles and other rocket-propelled delivery
systems traditionally covered by MTCR controls. 57
Air-breathing engine systems, including scramjet engines
Advanced air-breathing engines that can achieve hypersonic speeds are key
components of HCMs, and mastery of this technology is a key hurdle to HCM
development. While some very sophisticated ramjet engines can reach hypersonic
speeds of up to approximately Mach 6, most hypersonic missile systems currently

55 MTCR (note 12), p. 16.

56 Oelrich (note 17), p. 43.

57 See category II, item 6 in the MTCR annex. MTCR (note 12), pp. 38–45.
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under development aim to use scramjet engines. 58 Depending on the design of the
HCM, it may also use two cycles of different engine technologies. For example, it may
integrate an additional ramjet engine or rocket motor to reach the speed required for
initiating supersonic combustion in its scramjet engine—a so-called ‘combined cycle’
engine. 59 The MTCR annex covers ramjet, scramjet and ‘combined cycle’ engines, and
devices for combustion regulation and other specially designed components for these
types of engines, in category II (see table 2). 60 The annex also covers a wide range of
propellants, fuels, oxidizers and required chemicals, as well as other components (see
category II, item 4) that could be used in future HCMs.
Inertial guidance systems and flight controls
The annex includes controls on complete ‘guidance sets’ usable in category I systems
with a certain accuracy that integrate ‘the process of measuring and computing a
vehicle’s position and velocity (i.e. navigation) with that of computing and sending
commands to the vehicle’s flight control systems to correct the trajectory’. 61 It
also includes list items that cover individual dual-use equipment, assemblies and
components required for ‘instrumentation, navigation and direction finding’ (i.e.
gyros, accelerometers, inertial measurement equipment and integrated navigation
systems), various flight control systems and attitude control equipment, and avionics
(i.e. radar and laser radar systems, passive sensors and receiving equipment for
navigation satellite systems, including antennae). 62 Inertial guidance systems that
are integrated with other sensors, the on-board computing capabilities and the flight
control system are particularly important for hypersonic missile systems because the
conditions experienced during hypersonic flight can blind sensors and severely impede
communication with ground control and satellite navigation. An inertial guidance
system relies on instruments that precisely measure any acceleration, deceleration
and turns of the hypersonic vehicle during its flight and provide these to an on-board
computer to calculate its exact position. Based on these continuous calculations, the
flight control system can adjust or correct course. 63 Notably, the computing solutions
explored to improve the performance of guidance and flight control systems during the
difficult conditions of hypersonic flight include the integration of neural networks. 64
Heat shields and special materials for heat management
One of the key technical challenges for hypersonic missiles is managing the sustained
extreme thermal loads experienced by both HGVs and HCMs during their flight.
MTCR controls cover ‘Heat shields, and components therefor, fabricated of ceramic or
ablative materials’ and ‘Heat sinks and components therefor, fabricated of light-weight,
high heat capacity materials’. 65 The annex also covers several types of high-tempera
ture ceramic composite materials usually used for missile nose tips, re-entry vehicles,
leading edges and control surfaces that bear significant thermal loads during endo
atmospheric manoeuvres. 66 Ballistic missile re-entry vehicles experience even higher
temperatures than HGVs and HCMs due to their higher peak speeds; however, they
58 Brockmann and Schiller (note 1).

59 A ‘combined cycle’ engine is an ‘engine that employs two or more cycles of the following engine types: Gasturbine (turbojet, turboprop, turbofan and turboshaft), ramjet, scramjet, pulse jet, detonation or rocket motor or
rocket engine’. MTCR (note 12), p. 23.
60 MTCR (note 12), p. 23.
61 MTCR (note 12), pp. 18–19.
62 MTCR (note 12), pp. 48–59.
63 Oelrich (note 17), p. 42.
64 Saalman (note 25), pp. 162–65.
65 MTCR (note 12), p. 18.
66 MTCR (note 12), p. 42.
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generally do so for a much shorter period between their re-entry into the atmosphere
and reaching their target. 67 HGVs may experience lower peak temperatures but for
a longer time and thus higher total thermal loading. The specific requirements and
therefore the characteristics of the materials and thermal management approach
often differ for HGVs and HCMs. 68 The partners should monitor the development of
special materials and composites specially designed for use in HGVs and if necessary
amend the annex to ensure adequate coverage of such composites.
Hypersonics test facilities and equipment
The significant technical challenges and the very specific conditions under which
HGVs and HCMs have to operate require extensive simulation and testing. A
hypersonic missile programme requires test facilities that can be used during design,
prototyping and testing phases, and that are able to adequately simulate the conditions
at various altitudes, hypersonic speeds and types of trajectories and manoeuvres. The
MTCR annex controls a range of test facilities and equipment, including ‘vibration test
equipment’, test benches and test stands, ‘environmental chambers’ and ‘accelerators’. 69
Wind tunnels for hypersonic speeds are particularly important as test facilities in
which the aerodynamics of glide vehicles and cruiser modules can be tested under
relevant conditions. The annex covers aerodynamic test facilities, including all wind
tunnels for hypersonic speeds, and certain ‘aerothermodynamics test facilities’. As the
number of wind tunnels for testing at higher hypersonic speeds is currently rather
limited and in high demand, controls on relevant technical data on tests and technical
assistance are particularly important.
Technology and technical assistance
The export controls prescribed by the MTCR can also apply to transfers of technology
and technical assistance related to the specific goods listed in the annex. In this context
‘technology’ is defined by the annex as ‘specific information which is required for the
“development”, “production” or “use” of a product’. The annex distinguishes between
‘technical data’ (i.e. ‘blueprints, plans, diagrams, models, formulae, tables, engineering
designs and specifications, manuals and instructions written or recorded on devices
such as disk, tape, read-only memories’) and ‘technical assistance’ (i.e. ‘instruction,
skills, training, working knowledge, consulting services’).70 Technical data can be
tangible and in a physical form, but it can also be transferred in an intangible way;
for example, if it is in the form of electronic data, through electronic file sharing or
transfers.71 Technology transfers, particularly technical assistance, can also take the
form of know-how transfers through training, instruction and apprenticeship, but
also through consulting services. Intangible transfers of technology are especially
challenging for export controls as these transfers take place independent of national
borders and physical customs controls.
The development of hypersonic missiles requires knowledge and experience in a
series of engineering fields, material science and physics. It also requires the skills
and know-how necessary for a development effort that includes the simultaneous
development of multiple subsystems, sensor packages, the airframe and payload,
and their integration and packaging into a complete system that meets military
specifications. Therefore, controls on technical assistance to prevent the illicit
67 Speier et al. (note 7), pp. 100–101.
68 MTCR (note 12), p. 18.

69 MTCR (note 12), pp. 65–68.
70 MTCR (note 12), pp. 13–14.

71 Bromley, M. and Maletta, G., ‘The challenge of software and technology transfers to non-proliferation efforts:
Implementing and complying with export controls’, SIPRI Research Paper, Apr. 2018.
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acquisition of know-how—particularly tacit knowledge relating to overcoming
specific technical challenges that continue to plague HGV and scramjet development
programmes—are a key component of a holistic approach to the application of export
controls to hypersonic missile technology. However, the implementation of controls on
technical assistance, including what types of mechanisms are used to license, monitor
and enforce controls on technical assistance, varies considerably between states.72
Catch-all controls
Catch-all controls are an export control mechanism that, under certain circum
stances, allows states to impose licensing requirements on transfers of items that do
not appear on their control lists. Since 2003 the MTCR guidelines require the partners
to have catch-all controls as part of their national export control systems.73 The MTCR
guidelines stipulate that under such a catch-all provision, partners can impose licens
ing requirements if their competent authorities inform the exporter ‘that the items
may be intended, in their entirety or part, for use in connection with delivery systems
for weapons of mass destruction other than manned aircraft’.74 Catch-all mechanisms
also rely on awareness and due diligence by industry and researchers because they
create an obligation for exporters to notify the national licensing authority if they
are ‘aware that non-listed items are intended to contribute to such activities, in their
entirety or part’.75 Based on such a notification, the competent authority can deter
mine whether to apply a licensing requirement. However, that also means that effect
ive use of catch-all controls is highly dependent on access to relevant information and
intelligence and on the strength of the due-diligence and compliance procedures of
the exporting parties (individuals, companies and research institutions)—as well as on
good cooperation and communication between these parties and the export control
authorities.
Catch-all controls are a particularly versatile tool in the context of emerging tech
nologies and technological developments more broadly. They enable states to inter
vene and impose a licensing requirement on transfers of otherwise uncontrolled items
in situations where states have relevant intelligence about possible delivery system
end-uses and want to deny the licence or deem it necessary to receive additional infor
mation and assurances through a licensing application. In the context of HCMs this
could, for example, enable a state to impose licensing requirements on exports of new
types of fuels for scramjet engines without their being listed in the annex, if they
could contribute to a state’s delivery system programme. Catch-all controls can also be
applied to transfers of technical data and technical assistance related to unlisted items
transferred as part of scientific collaboration, where the relevant state’s authorities
are aware that the end use could be in a CBN weapons or delivery system programme.
Export controls in the context of civilian space programmes, reusable rockets
and crewed spacecraft
Civilian space programmes have long used technologies for atmospheric re-entry
and endoatmospheric glide which could also be relevant for HGV programmes. The
MTCR guidelines note that they are ‘not designed to impede national space programs
or international cooperation in such programs’, but qualifies this commitment to
apply only if ‘such programs could not contribute to delivery systems for weapons
72 For a more comprehensive analysis of controls on technical assistance see Bromley and Maletta (note 71).
73 MTCR (note 13).

74 MTCR, Guidelines for Sensitive Missile-Relevant Transfers (note 43).

75 MTCR, Guidelines for Sensitive Missile-Relevant Transfers (note 43).
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of mass destruction’.76 Space launch vehicles (SLVs) are explicitly covered by the
MTCR’s category I controls on ballistic missiles if they exceed the payload and range
thresholds or if they include a category I subsystem. The payload definition for SLVs
includes spacecraft, which are not considered re-entry vehicles, and crewed aircraft
are generally excluded from MTCR controls. However, spaceplanes—for example,
the crewed spaceplanes developed as part of the US Space Shuttle programme and
the Russian Buran programme, and the uncrewed spaceplanes developed in Boeing’s
X-37 programme—do not unambiguously fit these categories. Their reusable nature—a
feature that is increasingly sought after in the new space industry—and their ability
to re-enter the atmosphere and coast to their landing sites, distinguish them from
weapon delivery systems. Reusable single-stage-to-orbit vehicles are another example
of a space launch technology that does not readily fit the categories. They can be
crewed, provide similar launch capabilities and are likely to incorporate many relevant
technologies and subsystems.
It is these features and the technologies required for achieving them that also make
them relevant in the context of HGVs. However, while many of the same technical
challenges related to the physical phenomena that re-entering spaceplanes experience
apply to HGVs, the requirements (e.g. concerning the vehicle’s possible size and
heat shielding) mean that engineering solutions and design features cannot readily
be adopted. Nevertheless, the combination of know-how, technology and hardware
used in such a programme could mean that key supplier relationships; design,
simulation and test facilities; and a workforce with many transferable skills could
make technology for hypersonic missiles more accessible and pose proliferation risks.
Raising awareness, particularly among new actors in the space industry, and applying
additional scrutiny to transfers of technology and especially know-how in the context
of such programmes, could help mitigate proliferation risks. The MTCR should engage
with the Wassenaar Arrangement to discuss technical developments and coordinate
on how their controls apply to spaceplanes and other reusable spacecraft and whether
such controls should be expanded in the future by either regime.

76 MTCR, Guidelines for Sensitive Missile-Relevant Transfers (note 43).

5. Recommendations
The hype around hypersonic missiles has fuelled perceptions both of their invulner
ability to missile defences and the possibility of developing future missile defences
to effectively protect against them.77 Combined with technological and status-related
drivers, these developments have increasingly resulted in an arms race dynamic.
Hypersonic boost-glide systems and HCMs may be perceived to create new nuclear
and conventional military options, vulnerabilities and ambiguities that could destabil
ize strategic stability relationships. In this context, it is ever more important to
strengthen efforts towards the non-proliferation of hypersonic missile technology, to
slow the spread of complete hypersonic missile systems and the required technology.
The following seven recommendations suggest ways to strengthen the role of the
MTRC in preventing the proliferation of hypersonic boost-glide systems and hyper
sonic cruise missiles.
Clarify the coverage of hypersonic glide vehicles by the MTCR annex
The partners should clarify how the annex should be applied to possible transfers of
hypersonic boost-glide systems and HGVs. To limit the proliferation of weapon sys
tems using HGVs, the partners should agree on limited amendments to the annex to
explicitly include hypersonic boost-glide systems in the definition of ‘complete rocket
systems’ or to add an explanatory note that clarifies that HGVs should be treated as
ballistic missile re-entry vehicles. These amendments would ensure that most HGVs
fall within category I of the annex, and require partners to apply a strong presumption
of denial to most transfers of complete hypersonic boost-glide systems and HGVs as
complete subsystems thereof.
Use the MTCR’s unique position as a technical policy forum
The partners should continue to make use of the unique nature of the MTCR as a tech
nical policy forum in which technical experts from most states that currently deploy
or develop hypersonic missiles discuss developments in missile and UAV technology.
A shared understanding of what the meaningful characteristics, parameters and
capabilities of HGVs and HCMs are could also help inform additional transparency
and confidence-building measures (TCBMs) and initiatives for possible future arms
control agreements that would either incorporate or focus on hypersonic missiles.
The confidential nature of technical and policy discussions within the MTCR can be
an advantage, particularly as the partners deliberate a common approach to applying
MTCR controls to HGVs and HCMs. At the same time, increasing transparency by
way of communicating some of the key outcomes of technical discussions beyond the
rather technical control list amendments could go a long way in informing public, aca
demic and political debates on hypersonic missiles.
Follow technical developments in hypersonic missile technology, and if
necessary, update control list coverage of related dual-use technologies
The partners should continue to monitor technical developments and explore possible
amendments to the annex where such technical advancements could create gaps in
its coverage. A targeted review of materials and designs used in current approaches
to thermal management under sustained heat loads experienced during atmospheric
77 Karako and Dahlgren (note 2).
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flight at hypersonic speed could help ensure adequate coverage, while related tech
nical discussions could help enable all partners to apply additional scrutiny in assessing
licensing applications for transfers of such materials and related technical know-how,
particularly through technical assistance. As hypersonic propulsion technologies,
especially scramjet engines, continue to advance and may over time be increasingly
used for civilian applications and crewed air- and spacecraft, control list items may
in the future require the addition or adjustment of technical parameters to ensure
coverage of advanced engine technologies, without creating undue burdens or levels
of restrictiveness of controls on legitimate end-uses.
Engage with adherents and other non-partners on hypersonic missiles
The partners should make the application of MTCR controls to HGVs, HCMs
and related technology a key topic in outreach to and engagement with the MTCR
adherents and non-partners. In particular, once there is agreement on the coverage of
HGVs, this should be explicitly communicated in the next technical outreach meet
ings with MTCR adherents and during outreach missions conducted by the plenary
chair to those non-partners that are developing—and, in the case of China, already
deploying—hypersonic missiles and relevant technologies. Addressing the coverage of
HGVs and HCMs in MTCR outreach to China would be particularly important. China
has one of the most advanced hypersonic missile programmes; it is a non-partner but
previously applied for MTCR membership and declared to follow the guidelines and
use the annex.78 Such wider engagement could help improve the comprehensive appli
cation of export controls and build a norm against the proliferation of hypersonic mis
sile systems.
Engage in dialogue with the Wassenaar Arrangement on dual-use space launch
technology that could enable hypersonic missile proliferation
The partners should engage in inter-regime dialogue with the Wassenaar Arrange
ment at the technical experts level on the coverage and application of export controls
to dual-use space launch technologies. The MTCR and the Wassenaar Arrangement
cover SLVs and a range of related subsystems, production equipment and dual-use
items, some of which are increasingly relevant in the context of hypersonic missile
proliferation. Therefore, both regimes must also deal with the growth of the new
commercial space industry developing in many countries, a growing focus on reusable
rockets and spaceplanes, and developments in single-stage-to-orbit vehicles. These
discussions could both address specific engine technologies, including combined
cycle engines incorporating rocket motors or engines, and the broader question of
how exemptions related to end-uses in crewed vehicles should be applied or possibly
adjusted in the future. The partners could prepare such a dialogue through the
MTCR’s informal mechanism for setting up technical inter-regime dialogues, draw
ing on lessons learnt from previous inter-regime dialogues on other technical topics.79
Engage with the Hague Code of Conduct on complementary measures for
hypersonic missile non-proliferation
The partners should seek continued engagement with the HCOC, both through
official MTCR functions, including outreach by the plenary chair and the chairs of the
78 Xinhua, ‘White paper: China’s export controls’, Global Times, 29 Dec. 2021.

79 Brockmann, K., Challenges to Multilateral Export Controls: The Case for Inter-regime Dialogue and Coordination
(SIPRI: Stockholm, Dec. 2019).
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subsidiary bodies of the MTCR, and through the partners in their own national cap
acities. In particular, the discussion on the ambiguity over the classification of hyper
sonic boost-glide systems and HGVs could be of particular interest to the HCOC, as it
also lacks a clear definition of ‘ballistic missiles’ and it is unclear whether hypersonic
boost-glide systems fall within this category and would thus be subject to its TCBMs. 80
Including hypersonic missile policies and activities (including flight tests) in these
TCBMs could also help inform the implementation of export controls. Increased trans
parency about missile programmes and space programmes helps states make nuanced
assessments in their licensing decision-making and reduces the disruptive impact that
export controls can have on legitimate scientific development, international scientific
cooperation and civilian space programmes. This is particularly important in the con
text of the hype and emerging arms race dynamics around hypersonic missile systems.
Ensure strong commitment to the implementation of UN Security Council
sanctions regimes targeting missile proliferation and related activities
The partners should, through their national export control systems, continue to
support the rigorous implementation of UN Security Council resolutions that respond
to destabilizing missile activities by establishing sanctions regimes which include
trade restrictions. These types of sanctions regimes currently target North Korea and
Iran. The MTCR is an important forum through which the partners can exchange
information on illicit procurement activities and strengthen the implementation
of strategic trade control measures by sharing best practices. This is particularly
important in the context of North Korean missile activities and recent advances of its
hypersonic boost-glide programme, which may have benefited from foreign assistance
and is known to engage in illicit procurement activities. The mechanisms in the MTCR
can help the partners apply additional scrutiny to transfers to non-members who run
sanctioned missile programmes and reject a common goal of non-proliferation of CBN
delivery systems.

80 Brockmann, K., ‘Controlling ballistic missile proliferation: Assessing complementarity between the HCOC,
MTCR and UNSCR 1540’, HCOC Research Papers, no. 7 (June 2020), p. 29.
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F-35A – Autonomie
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Meilensteinplan
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At a Glance
Complementing earlier research by the Congressional Budget Office, this report examines the
availability and use of the Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) F-35 fighter aircraft. The F-35 has three
variants: the F-35A, operated by the Air Force; the F-35B, operated by the Marine Corps; and the
F-35C, operated by both the Navy and the Marine Corps.
CBO’s key findings are as follows:

• Growing Fleets. DoD currently operates about 450 F-35 aircraft and plans to operate about 2,500
of them by the mid-2040s. F-35s began operating in 2011.

• Aircraft Availability. The availability of F-35As and F-35Cs declined from 2015 to 2018 but

increased in 2019 and 2020. (Availability is measured as the percentage of time an aircraft can be
flown in training or on missions.) The availability of F-35Bs has been generally increasing since
the aircraft began operating in 2012. In 2021, the availability rates of all three fleets of F-35s were
higher than those of most of DoD’s other fighters. The F-35 fleets are much newer than most
other fighters, and newer fleets typically have higher availability rates than older ones.

• Depot-Level Maintenance. Many of the oldest F-35s have spent long periods—totaling a year or

more—undergoing depot-level maintenance (that is, in-depth maintenance beyond the capability
of personnel where the aircraft operate), in part because DoD had to upgrade the earliest aircraft
to updated operational standards. Newer F-35s may not require as much time undergoing depotlevel maintenance, because they received the upgrades when they were manufactured.

• Annual Flying Hours. Total annual flying hours for each fleet of F-35s have generally increased

along with fleet sizes. In recent years, F-35Cs have flown more hours per aircraft than have F-35As
and F-35Bs. To date, all three fleets have flown fewer hours per aircraft per year than the average
annual number of hours (over the service life of the fleet) anticipated in DoD’s plans.

• Lifetime Flying Hours. All three fleets of F-35s are a mix of new aircraft with few flying hours and
aircraft with more than 1,000 lifetime flying hours.

• The Effects of the Coronavirus Pandemic. Although other types of DoD’s aircraft experienced

increased availability and decreased flying hours during the initial months of the pandemic, there
has been no consistent change in either measure for the F-35 fleets since the pandemic began.

www.cbo.gov/publication/57842
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Availability and Use
of F-35 Fighter Aircraft
In this report, the Congressional Budget Office analyzes the availability and use of the Department of Defense’s
(DoD’s) F-35 fighter aircraft.1 Intended to replace older models of aircraft used by the Air Force, Marine Corps, and
Navy, the F-35 has stealth capabilities that reduce the chance of detection by radar and heat-seeking missiles. There are
three variants of the F-35, all of which are manufactured by Lockheed Martin and managed by the F-35 Joint Program
Office:
The F-35A is operated by the Air Force and is intended to take off from and land at airfields.
The F-35B, operated by the Marine Corps, has a vertical lift fan and pivoting engine nozzle to allow vertical landing
on and short takeoff from amphibious assault ships and airfields with runways that are short or rough.
The F-35C, operated primarily by the Navy (the Marine Corps also operates some F-35Cs), is designed to take off
from and land on aircraft carriers. The F-35C uses a carrier’s catapult to assist its takeoff, and it lands on carriers by
using a tailhook on the back of the aircraft to snag arresting cables.
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F-35 Fleets
DoD’s fleets of F-35s have been growing since the aircraft were fielded in 2011. The department currently operates roughly twice as many F-35As as it does F-35Bs and F-35Cs combined. The oldest F-35 (an F-35A) first flew in July 2011, but many aircraft in each fleet have
only recently entered service. A few aircraft have been destroyed in crashes. DoD plans to
purchase a total of 1,763 F-35As, 353 F-35Bs, and 340 F-35Cs.2
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Availability Rates
CBO calculates aircraft availability rates by dividing the number of hours that aircraft are
both mission capable and in the possession of operational squadrons by the total number of
aircraft hours for the entire fleet, including aircraft undergoing depot-level maintenance or in
storage. (A mission-capable aircraft can perform at least one of its primary missions but may
not be able to perform all of them.)3
In their initial years, all three fleets of F-35s exhibited low availability rates, which rose
thereafter. The availability of F-35As and F-35Cs declined from 2015 to 2018 but increased
in 2019 and 2020. The availability of F-35Bs trended upward through 2020. In 2021, the
F-35 fleets had higher availability rates than most of DoD’s other fighters and attack aircraft.4
The F-35 fleets are much newer than those other aircraft, and newer fleets typically have
higher availability rates than older ones.
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How CBO’s Measure of Aircraft Availability Differs From DoD’s Measure
CBO’s measure of aircraft availability counts all aircraft, including those undergoing
depot-level maintenance (that is, in-depth maintenance beyond the capability of personnel
where the aircraft operate). By contrast, DoD measures only the availability of aircraft in the
possession of operating units and thus excludes from consideration aircraft undergoing
depot-level maintenance or in long-term storage. DoD’s measure of availability is not
adversely affected when an unusually large number of aircraft are undergoing depot-level
maintenance, whereas CBO’s measure shows less aircraft availability.5
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Time Spent Undergoing Depot-Level Maintenance
The amount of time that F-35s have spent undergoing depot-level maintenance has varied,
both by aircraft type and by cohort. Many of the oldest F-35s (those in their eighth year of
operation or older) have spent a cumulative total of a year or more in depot-level maintenance. (Months spent in depot-level maintenance sometimes occur consecutively but are
sometimes the result of separate visits over several years.) F-35s in their sixth or seventh year
of operation have spent fewer months undergoing depot-level maintenance than the oldest
F-35s have.
Months in Depot-Level Maintenance
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Time Before First Lengthy Period Undergoing Depot-Level Maintenance
Of the 78 F-35s currently in their eighth year of operation or older, 73 (94 percent) have
spent at least one four-month period undergoing depot-level maintenance. For 60 of those
73 aircraft, the first such lengthy period in depot-level maintenance occurred within four
years of their first flights. Those older aircraft were brought to full operational standards by a
“technology refresh” program. The 80 aircraft in their sixth or seventh year of operation may
not require such lengthy periods undergoing depot-level maintenance, because, unlike the
older F-35s, they received updates while being manufactured. To date, only 46 (58 percent)
of those 80 aircraft have experienced a period of depot-level maintenance lasting at least four
months. Moreover, personnel at maintenance depots have gained experience with F-35s,
perhaps allowing maintenance to be completed more expeditiously.
The Oldest F-35s: Time Between First Flight and First Four-Month Period Undergoing Depot-Level Maintenance
Number of Aircraft
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Annual Flying Hours
Total annual flying hours for each fleet of F-35s have generally increased as the fleets have
grown. In the early years of operation, flying hours per aircraft increased for all three fleets. In
recent years, flying hours per aircraft among the F-35Cs have increased, whereas there is no
clear trend in flying hours per aircraft for the F-35Bs. In 2021, F-35As experienced a downturn in flying hours per aircraft. The F-35 Selected Acquisition Report published in
December 2019 states the average number of hours that each F-35 variant is planned to fly
annually: 250 hours for F-35As; 300 hours for F-35Bs; and 316 hours for F-35Cs. None of
the F-35 variants has yet reached those benchmarks.
Annual Flying Hours per Fleet
Thousands of Hours
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Total annual flying hours
for all three fleets of F-35s
have generally increased as
the fleets have grown. Total
flying hours for the F-35As
were only about 2 percent
greater in 2021 than they
were in 2020 (whereas
the number of aircraft had
increased by 21 percent).
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Annual Flying Hours per Aircraft
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In recent years, F-35Cs
have flown more hours
per aircraft than have
F-35As and F-35Bs.
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Fleetwide Distributions of Lifetime Flying Hours
Lifetime flying hours vary considerably among all three fleets of F-35s. The F-35 with the
most flying hours, an F-35A with tail number 11-5033, entered service in April 2014 and
has flown 1,536 hours since then.
Distribution of Lifetime Flying Hours
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Effects of the Coronavirus Pandemic
In an earlier analysis, CBO found that among aircraft operated by the Air Force, Marine
Corps, and Navy (excluding the F-35), availability increased and flying hours decreased as a
result of the pandemic—most markedly in April and May 2020.6 By contrast, the three fleets
of F-35s show no consistent impact from the pandemic.
Quarterly Availability Rates of F-35 Fleets in 2020 and 2021
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Removing seasonal effects
from the data, this figure
compares flying hours
during the same quarters
before and after the start of
the pandemic. For instance,
flying hours per aircraft
in the second quarter of
F-35B
calendar year 2020 (April to
June 2020) are compared
F-35A
with an average of flying
hours per aircraft in the
second quarters of 2015,
2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019.
F-35Cs flew more hours per
aircraft after the onset of
the pandemic than before
it; F-35As and F-35Bs flew
about the same number of
hours per aircraft after the
Q3
2021 pandemic began as they did
before.
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1. In January 2022, CBO published Availability and Use of Aircraft in the Air Force and Navy
(www.cbo.gov/publication/57433), but because it relied on data collected in the services’ standard data
systems for aircraft availability, that report did not include the F-35. Data on the F-35’s availability and use
are collected separately in Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance Management System. The F-35 Joint
Program Office provided those data to CBO for this report. The data are organized by month and cover the
period from July 2011 (when F-35As were first fielded) to September 2021. Foreign militaries also operate
F-35 variants; aircraft operated by foreign militaries are not analyzed here.
2. See Jeremiah Gertler, F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) Program, Report RL30563, version 83
(Congressional Research Service, January 14, 2022), https://go.usa.gov/xtF7S.
3. For a discussion of the full-mission-capable rates of F-35s, see Government Accountability Office,
F-35 Sustainment: DOD Needs to Cut Billions in Estimated Costs to Achieve Affordability, GAO-21-439
(July 7, 2021), www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-439. The full-mission-capable rate is a more stringent measure
of readiness than the mission-capable rate because it reflects the percentage of time during which an aircraft
can perform all—not just one or more—of its tasked missions. The Government Accountability Office
suggests that full-mission-capable rates “provide a clearer picture of the aircraft’s capabilities and the services’
return on investment.” That agency further states that “According to program officials, DOD is considering
placing incentives on the full mission capable rate, rather than the mission capable rate, in future sustainment
contracts.”
4. The data for aircraft other than F-35s come from the Air Force’s Reliability and Maintainability Information
System and the Department of the Navy’s Decision Knowledge Programming for Logistics Analysis and
Technical Evaluation system.
5. For a discussion of two alternative measures of aircraft availability, see Congressional Budget office,
Availability and Use of Aircraft in the Air Force and Navy (January 2022), appendix, www.cbo.gov/
publication/57433. However, mission-capable F-35s not undergoing depot-level maintenance have almost
always logged flying hours, and F-35s have not yet been put into storage, so those alternative measures are less
relevant to the fleets of F-35s.
6. See Congressional Budget Office, Availability and Use of Aircraft in the Air Force and Navy (January 2022),
www.cbo.gov/publication/57433.
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Appendix: Data Sources for Figures

Size of F-35 Fleets
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
Ages of F-35s
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
Availability Rates of F-35s
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
Availability Rates of DoD’s Fighters and Attack Aircraft in 2021
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System, the Air Force’s Reliability and Maintainability Information System,
and the Department of the Navy’s Decision Knowledge Programming for Logistics Analysis
and Technical Evaluation system.
Differences Between DoD’s and CBO’s Measures of Availability of F-35s
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
Months in Depot-Level Maintenance
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
The Oldest F-35s: Time Between First Flight and First Four-Month Period
Undergoing Depot-Level Maintenance
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
Annual Flying Hours per Fleet
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
Annual Flying Hours per Aircraft
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
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Distribution of Lifetime Flying Hours
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
Quarterly Availability Rates of F-35 Fleets in 2020 and 2021
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
Quarterly Flying Hours per Aircraft in 2020 and 2021 in Relation to the
Average for the Same Quarters From 2015 to 2019
Congressional Budget Office, using data from Lockheed Martin’s Sustainment Performance
Management System.
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Exzerpt: Parlamentarische Vorstösse mit Suchbegriff „F-35“ im Titel / Stand
11.04.2022
Quelle: „ESTHER“
Ein elektronisches Quellen- und Nachschlagewerk mit Chronologie
Schweizer Armee von 1998 bis 2022 – von Armee XXI bis WEA
Herausgeber: Heinrich L. Wirz, Oberst a D, Militärpublizist
22.7325 Fragestunde. Frage Stark steigende Unterhaltskosten des F-35
Eingereicht von: Fivaz Fabien Grüne Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 09.03.2022 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
14.03.2022 NR Mündliche Beantwortung der Frage
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20227325
22.3206 Interpellation F-35: quel impact sur les émissions de bruit à l'aéroport de Sion?
Eingereicht von: Clivaz Christophe Grüne Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 17.03.2022 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Im Rat
noch nicht behandelt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20223206
22.3139 Interpellation F-35A: un'ingente commessa pubblica all'Italia mentre quest'ultima
continua a discriminarci?
Eingereicht von: Quadri Lorenzo Schweizerische Volkspartei, Lega die Ticinesi
Einreichungsdatum: 16.03.2022 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Im Rat
noch nicht behandelt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20223139
22.3126 Interpellation Welche Auswirkungen haben die Kampfflugzeuge F-35 auf die
Flugplätze und den Ausweichflugplatz Sitten?
Eingereicht von: Amoos Emmanuel Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 15.03.2022 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Im Rat
noch nicht behandelt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20223126
21.4618 Interpellation: Erhalten die F-35-Kampfjets, die der Bundesrat beschaffen will, wie
vom amerikanischen Kongress gefordert, einen neuen Motor?
Eingereicht von: Fridez Pierre-Alain Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 16.12.2021 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Im Rat
noch nicht behandelt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214618
21.4574 Interpellation: F-35: Welcher Lärm und welche Kosten für Lärmschutzmassnahmen
kommen auf uns zu?
Eingereicht von: Seiler Graf Priska Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 16.12.2021 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
18.03.2022. NR Erledigt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214574
21.4573 Interpellation: F-35 - Welche technischen und finanziellen Risiken?

Eingereicht von: Seiler Graf Priska Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 16.12.2021 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
18.03.2022. NR Erledigt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214573
21.4567 Interpellation: Der F-35A als Technologietreiber der Armee - mit welchen
Folgekosten?
Eingereicht von: Fridez Pierre-Alain Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 16.12.2021 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Im Rat
noch nicht behandelt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214567
21.4546 Interpellation: Eine qualitativ hochwertige und kostengünstige Pilotenausbildung
direkt vom PC-21 auf den F-35?
Eingereicht von: Roth Franziska Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 16.12.2021 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Im Rat
noch nicht behandelt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214546
21.4427 Interpellation: Beschaffung von F-35A. Eine Präzisierung der Zahlen ist nötig
Eingereicht von: Français Olivier FDP-Liberale Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 14.12.2021 Eingereicht im Ständerat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
01.03.2022 SR Erledigt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214427
21.4281 Interpellation: Kauf des F-35: Informationsschutz und Sicherung der Daten und
Dokumente
Eingereicht von: Fridez Pierre-Alain Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 01.10.2021 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
17.12.2021 NR Erledigt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214281
21.4116 Interpellation: F-35-Beschaffung: Bestmöglich geschätzte Zielpreise oder
verbindliche Festpreise?
Eingereicht von: Roth Franziska Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 29.09.2021 Eingereicht im Ständerat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
17.12.2021. NR Erledigt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214116
21.4065 Interpellation: Bedeutende finanzielle und technische Risiken bei der Beschaffung
des F-35
Eingereicht von: Seiler Graf Priska Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 22.09.2021 Eingereicht im Ständerat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
17.12.2021. NR Erledigt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20214065
20.5037 Fragestunde: Kampfjet F-35 trotz Crypto-Skandal?
Eingereicht von: Schlatter Marionna Grüne Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 03.03.2020 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
09.03.2020 NR Schriftliche Beantwortung der Frage

https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20205037
20.3697 Interpellation: Mit dem Tarnkappenbomber F-35 zu einer geteilten Souveränität mit
den USA
Eingereicht von: Roth Franziska Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 17.06.2020 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Im Rat
noch nicht behandelt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20203697
17.5460 Fragestunde: Kampfflugzeuge. F-35-Flüge als besonderes Zückerchen?
Eingereicht von: Sommaruga Carlo Sozialdemokratische Fraktion
Einreichungsdatum: 20.09.2017 Eingereicht im Nationalrat Stand der Beratungen: Erledigt
https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20175460

